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A B S T R A C T
Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) have been proposed as a scalable, reli-
able and power-efficient communication fabric for chip multiproces-
sors (CMPs) and multiprocessor systems-on-chip (MPSoCs). NoCs deter-
mine both the performance and the reliability of such systems, with a
significant power demand that is expected to increase due to develop-
ments in both technology and architecture. In terms of architecture, an
important trend in many-core systems architecture is to increase the
number of cores on a chip while reducing their individual complexity.
This trend increases communication power relative to computation
power. Moreover, technology-wise, power-hungry wires are dominat-
ing logic as power consumers as technology scales down. For these
reasons, the design of future very large scale integration (VLSI) systems
is moving from being computation-centric to communication-centric.
On the other hand, chip’s physical parameters integrity, especially
power and thermal integrity, is crucial for reliable VLSI systems. How-
ever, guaranteeing this integrity is becoming increasingly difficult with
the higher scale of integration due to increased power density and op-
erating frequencies that result in continuously increasing temperature
and voltage drops in the chip. This is a challenge that may prevent
further shrinking of devices. Thus, tackling the challenge of power
and thermal integrity of future many-core systems at only one level
of abstraction, the chip and package design for example, is no longer
sufficient to ensure the integrity of physical parameters. New design-
time and run-time strategies may need to work together at different
levels of abstraction, such as package, application, network, to provide
the required physical parameter integrity for these large systems. This
necessitates strategies that work at the level of the on-chip network
with its rising power budget.
This thesis proposes models, techniques and architectures to im-
prove power and thermal integrity of Network-on-Chip (NoC)-based
many-core systems. The thesis is composed of two major parts: i)
minimization and modelling of power supply variations to improve
power integrity; and ii) dynamic thermal adaptation to improve ther-
mal integrity. This thesis makes four major contributions. The first is
a computational model of on-chip power supply variations in NoCs.
The proposed model embeds a power delivery model, an NoC activity
simulator and a power model. The model is verified with SPICE simu-
lation and employed to analyse power supply variations in synthetic
and real NoC workloads. Novel observations regarding power supply
noise correlation with different traffic patterns and routing algorithms
are found. The second is a new application mapping strategy aiming
vii
to minimize power supply noise in NoCs. This is achieved by defining
a new metric, switching activity density, and employing a force-based
objective function that results in minimizing switching density. Signifi-
cant reductions in power supply noise (PSN) are achieved with a low
energy penalty. This reduction in PSN also results in a better link timing
accuracy. The third contribution is a new dynamic thermal-adaptive
routing strategy to effectively diffuse heat from the NoC-based three-
dimensional (3D) CMPs, using a dynamic programming (DP)-based dis-
tributed control architecture. Moreover, a new approach for efficient ex-
tension of two-dimensional (2D) partially-adaptive routing algorithms
to 3D is presented. This approach improves three-dimensional network-
on-chip (3D NoC) routing adaptivity while ensuring deadlock-freeness.
Finally, the proposed thermal-adaptive routing is implemented in
field-programmable gate array (FPGA), and implementation challenges,
for both thermal sensing and the dynamic control architecture are ad-
dressed. The proposed routing implementation is evaluated in terms
of both functionality and performance.
The methodologies and architectures proposed in this thesis open a
new direction for improving the power and thermal integrity of future
NoC-based 2D and 3D many-core architectures.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 motivation
Continuing technology scaling is enabling the integration of billions
of gates in a chip, and Moore’s law is expected to hold for the next
fifteen years. This rapidly increasing integration density allows hun-
dreds to thousands of intellectual property (IP) cores to be placed in
one chip [103]. Placing that many IP cores in one chip comes with
many challenges. The major challenge is to provide an efficient and
reliable communication fabric among these cores. This communica-
tion fabric must provide scalable, reliable and power-efficient on-chip
communication. To cope with the communication requirements of
these many-core architectures, Network-on-Chip (NoC) is proposed as
a modular packet-switched communication paradigm for many-core
very large scale integration (VLSI) architectures.
In system-on-chip (SoC), multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) and
chip-multiprocessor (CMP), Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) can tackle many
limitations associated with traditional bus-based on-chip interconnec-
tions [23]. Moreover, NoCs can provide IP re-usability and the stan-
dardization of communication interfaces, such as in the open core
protocol-international partnership (OCP-IP) protocol. These character-
istics are crucial in delivering industry-standard flexibility and to
facilitate the plug and play IP integration which reduces design effort
and the time-to-market for future VLSI systems. Notable examples of
architectures that have adopted NoCs are Intel’s 80-core TeraFLOPS
[193], Tilera’s TILE64 [183], and MIT’s RAW chip [181].
The power budget of NoCs can represent a significant portion of
overall chip power and this portion is expected to increase in the
future [147]. There are two main reasons for this; technology scaling
and the trends in many-core architecture. In terms of technology
scaling, there is a significant difference in scaling between metal and
silicon. Smaller feature size would cause interconnects to dominate
logic in power consumption [104]. This is mainly because shrinking
technology node size results in lower power consumption and delay
for logic gates whereas interconnects become relatively slower and
more power hungry. As a result, interconnect power would take up the
majority of total chip power in future technology nodes. Moreover, the
majority of interconnects power is dissipated by global interconnects
[147, 127], which are part of NoCs.
In terms of architecture, the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors (ITRS) predicts that the number of cores that can be
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placed in a chip will exponentially increase with technology scaling
[104], as shown in Fig. 1.1. Moreover, a trend in many-core system
microarchitectures favours the integration of many (hundreds or thou-
sands) simple cores over few complex cores [33]. This results in higher
performance and provides finer control on these cores with dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS). However, this will result in lower
core complexity and higher core number, which increases communica-
tion power consumption relative to computation power. On one hand,
this is due to the simplicity of these cores, while on the other hand, a
higher number of connected cores increases network communication
activity. This is exacerbated by the fact that power management in the
network is not preferred since such techniques can lead to a wake up
latency which can severely affect performance [33].
Figure 1.1: Expected number of processing elements in a SoC [103].
As a result of the aforementioned factors, many-core VLSI design is
moving towards being communication-centric and NoC power dissipa-
tion is becoming increasingly significant. Thus, NoCs are responsible
not only for higher energy consumption, but also for the unwanted ef-
fects associated with high energy dissipation and power density, such
as power supply variations, or power supply noise (PSN), and thermal
noise. As a result, the modelling, characterization and management
of the workload of NoCs taking into account their PSN and thermal
impacts in modern many-core systems is becoming increasingly in-
dispensable. This is particularly important for applications with high
communication demand, where the network is shown to surpass the
cores in varying these physical parameters [170].
High power consumption density is a source of both increased
PSN and high temperature in VLSI systems. Moreover, PSN and high
temperature are exacerbated by technology scaling due to increased
device and switching activity densities [35, 154, 17, 39]. PSN and tem-
perature can severely degrade the performance and reliability of VLSI
systems. However, the most prominent impact of PSN is on the delay
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of both logic and interconnects [22, 43, 163, 116]. High temperatures
can also increase leakage and delay [154, 96]. However, a major impact
of high temperature in VLSI systems is to reduce lifetime reliability
due to reduced mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) [35, 175]. High temper-
ature is a major challenge for the emerging three-dimensional (3D)
system integration or three-dimensional integrated circuits (3D-ICs) in
particular.
In 3D system integration, multiple die (or wafer) layers are stacked
vertically and connected using through-silicon vias (TSVs). This tech-
nology is promising and can increase integration capacity and result
in less global interconnects length and delay. In particular, with many-
core system integration and NoCs, 3D integration enables a massive
integration of cores in a chip and 3D NoCs are ideal for connecting
these cores [204, 167]. 3D NoCs can provide high data bandwidth due
to their shorter interconnects and lower average hop counts [204, 167].
However, 3D integration comes with many challenges, of which ther-
mal challenge is the most alerting due to the high power density and
longer major heat diffusion paths [126, 38, 86].
A considerable amount of research has been conducted in the field
of the modelling and mitigation of both PSN and thermal noise for
CMP and MPSoC systems [75, 65, 126, 209, 17, 163, 185]. However, most
studies assume applications with independent tasks and the impact of
the rapidly increasing NoC communication workload is often ignored.
Moreover, the impact of PSN and thermal noise on NoC performance
and reliability is rarely studied.
This thesis focuses on the impact of NoC workload on PSN and
temperature in multi/many core VLSI systems. In contrast to proces-
sors, this workload would have an interesting correlation with the
temporal and spatial distributions of traffic load. NoC workload can
be determined in early design stages, once the characteristics of the
application are known. Moreover, NoC workload is spread across most
of the chip area. Thus, by controlling this workload, a considerable
overall mitigation of PSN and temperature noise can be achieved.
1.2 thesis contributions
The major contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• Developing a tool for computing the on-chip power supply noise
caused by NoC traffic patterns. This tool integrates models for
the power grid, NoC traffic simulation, and router microarchi-
tectural power. Moreover, rigorous verification of the models is
conducted using SPICE simulations. The developed models have
been employed to analyse the power supply noise in NoCs. Novel
correlations are found between PSN and different traffic patterns
and routing algorithms [54, 51].
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• Studying the impact of the resulting PSN on NoC reliability. A
statistical timing analysis (STA) of link timing is conducted in
the presence of power supply noise. From this analysis high
level fault metrics are evaluated such as the probability of timing
errors and bit error rate (BER) for both real world and synthetic
communication scenarios. Correlations between these metrics
and NoC traffic patterns, routing algorithms and application task
mapping are then analysed and discussed [54, 53]
• A new concept for optimizing PSN in NoCs application mapping
is introduced. The proposed mapping considers the impact of
communication workload on the power delivery network in
multi-core NoC-based systems using the new metric of activity
density and the analysis of the impact of its spatial patterns
on power supply integrity. Relationships between the spatial
distribution patterns of core activity and PSN are studied and
discussed [53].
• Tile repulsive force is proposed as an objective of mapping strategy
which, in contrast to other NoC mapping strategies, results in
spreading high activity tiles across the chip in order to minimize
activity density. This achieves significant reductions in PSN with
low energy penalties compared to energy mapping. Moreover,
statistical timing analysis of the resulting systems shows a con-
siderable reduction in BER. This is achieved in the new mapping
strategy due to the reduced PSN, and the lower frequency of
timing violations, which leads to better timing accuracy [53].
• Proposing a new run-time thermal-adaptive routing strategy
which can effectively diffuse heat from NoC-based 3D chip mul-
tiprocessors (CMPs). This strategy uses a distributed dynamic
programming-based control architecture called the dynamic pro-
gramming network (DPN). Moreover, the DPN is improved such
that computation and propagation of the cost is in compliance
with deadlock-free routing algorithms. The proposed routing
is evaluated through experimental studies and comparisons
with state-of-the-art NoC run-time thermal management (RTM)
schemes using various synthetic and real traffic scenarios. Tem-
perature, reliability, energy and performance results are com-
pared and discussed. Moreover, the hardware implementation of
the proposed method is discussed in detail and area and power
overheads are evaluated. The proposed technique is shown to
outperform existing RTM approaches in terms of thermal regula-
tion, chip reliability and performance [55, 14].
• A new approach for extending two-dimensional (2D) partially-
adaptive routing algorithms to 3D is introduced. This improves
the adaptive 3D NoC routing algorithms in order to achieve higher
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path diversity and more balanced adaptiveness. As a result,
better DPN performance is gained. This is achieved by applying
different turn prohibition rules for different layers, resulting in
different restrictions on traffic flow for different layers and a
more balanced degree of adaptiveness [55, 56, 52].
• The DPN-based RTM for NoCs is implemented in field-programmable
gate array (FPGA). Direct on-chip temperature readings from
distributed thermal sensors are used, and a low-cost implemen-
tation of DPNis achieved. For thermal sensing, ring oscillator (RO)
is used and the challenges associated with sensor accuracy and
precision, including VDD drop isolation and compensation for
intra-chip process variations, are addressed. In terms of func-
tionality, the proposed design is shown to be highly flexible
in maneuvering packets away from hot regions. This results
in reductions in maximum chip temperature up to 16% and
chip’s thermal gradient is reduced by up to 51% compared to
performance-driven routing. Moreover, the proposed scheme
results in significantly slower chip heating, reflected in higher
performance of up to 100% when the chip works under a thermal
limit [57].
1.3 thesis layout
The thesis is organised into seven chapters. The major contributions
of the thesis are described in two major parts. The modelling and
optimization of PSN in NoCs is covered in Chapters 3 and 4, while
Chapters 5 and 6 cover thermal optimization in NoCs. The chapters are
summarized as follows:
Chapter 1 “Introduction”. Introduces the motivations, contributions,
assumptions and layout of the thesis.
Chapter 2 “Background and Literature Review”. Describes the back-
ground of relevant theory and applications concerning on-chip inter-
connection networks. Also, a review of the methodologies for NoC
research and industry designs is presented.
Chapter 3 “Power Supply Variations Modelling in Networks-on-
Chip”. Explains a modelling tool of power supply variations (noise) in
NoCs. This tool integrates a fast power grid model, an NoC traffic sim-
ulator, an on-chip link model and a router energy model. The chapter
also demonstrates the use of the proposed model in analysing the
impact of PSN on the reliability of NoC interconnects. This is conducted
through a STA of NoC interconnects in the presence of power supply
variations and the evaluation of BER.
Chapter 4 “Power Supply Noise Minimization Mapping”. A new
mapping strategy is proposed in this chapter. This mapping aims
for activity balancing in the chip, which is achieved by employing a
force-based metric optimization. Metrics for regional activity density
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are defined and their impacts on PSN are analysed. Evaluation results
of the proposed strategy, with many real-application benchmarks, are
presented and discussed.
Chapter 5 “Dynamic Thermal Optimization in 3D NoCs”. An adap-
tive run-time routing strategy is introduced. This strategy effectively
optimizes heat distribution in 3D NoC-based CMPs. This is achieved by
employing DPN to select and optimize the direction of data maneuver
in the NoC with thermal-awareness. Moreover, a technique for improv-
ing routing algorithms path diversity and degree of adaptiveness is
presented and evaluated. The proposed routing scheme is compared
with recent NoCs thermal optimization techniques in terms of ther-
mal reduction, reliability improvement, and throughput performance
overhead.
Chapter 6 “FPGA Implementation of Thermal-Adaptive Routing in
NoCs”. In this chapter, FPGA implementation of the proposed thermal-
adaptive routing in NoCs is described. DPN is used to implement
the adaptive routing control logic and ROs are used for temperature
sensing implementation. Challenges associated with DPN and sensor
implementations are addressed. Moreover, implementation results in
terms of functionality and thermal regulation, with a variety of traffic
patterns, are presented and discussed.
Chapter 7 “Conclusions and Future Work”. This chapter draws
major conclusions and gives suggestions for future extensions of the
works in the thesis.
2
B A C K G R O U N D A N D L I T E R AT U R E R E V I E W
2.1 introduction
With the shrinking of feature size, both the scale of integration and
complexity of very large scale integration (VLSI) systems that can
be placed in a chip are increasing. This motivated the development
of multi-core and many-core systems-on-chip (SoCs), multiprocessor
systems-on-chip (MPSoCs) and chip multiprocessors (CMPs) to deliver
new levels of performance. However, buses, were traditionally the
mainstay of on-chip interconnection, but these cannot keep up with
the communication demands of multi-core systems. Even thought
bus-based architectures have evolved from a single-shared bus to
multiple bridged buses, such as in the AMBA multi-layer [177], they
have remained non-scalable for large number of cores making on-chip
communication a performance bottleneck.
To tackle the challenges of on-chip interconnection complexity,
Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) have been proposed as a power efficient, mod-
ular, reliable and scalable on-chip communication paradigm [63, 23].
Since their emergence, packet-switched NoCs have became a common
solution to overcome the limitations of point-to-point and bus-based
on-chip communication architectures.
This chapter reviews the major concepts associated with on-chip net-
works, including architectures, topologies, routing, switching and flow
control, in addition to emerging technologies in NoCs research such
as three-dimensional networks-on-chip (3D NoCs). Moreover, recent
advances in Network-on-Chip (NoC) research by the leading academic
and industrial communities are surveyed.
2.2 background
2.2.1 Networks-on-Chip
NoCs have emerged as a new communication platform for connecting
intellectual property (IP) cores in the same chip to form a system-on-
chip (SoC) or chip-multiprocessor (CMP). On-chip communication is
achieved through packet-based messaging, and routers are used to
relay packets among the interconnected components. On-chip net-
works share many design challenges with networks at other scales,
such as on-board networks of processors or computer networks. How-
ever, NoCs connect components on the same chip. This imposes tighter
power and area constraits on their design.
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Since the introduction of NoCs over a decade ago, rapid advances
in both research [130, 145, 23, 86, 112, 110] and industry [193, 181,
183, 164] have occurred. This section briefly introduces various as-
pects of on-chip networks, including architectures, topologies, routing,
switching, flow control and 3D NoCs.
2.2.2 NoC Topology
The morphological structure or connection pattern of network nodes
that are connected by a set of channels is called network topology.
Network topology is chosen based on many factors, such as scalability,
cost and performance. Fig. 2.1 illustrates a set of the most popular on-
chip network topologies that are used in research and industry [59, 66].
The simplest topology is the shared bus (Fig. 2.1a) where all IP cores
share a common link and, thus, compete for exclusive access to this
link. For systems with high communication requirements and large
numbers of IPs, buses cannot scale efficiently and can be a performance
bottleneck.
The bus can be slightly modified to create a ring topology (Fig. 2.1b)
to achieve better performance. However, the ring can become saturated
at a low injection rate and it is still not efficiently scalable. The crossbar
topology (Fig. 2.1e) provides full connectivity which enable one-hop
distance between any two IPs. However, the crossbar is poorly scalable
since the number of links required increases exponentially with the
number of nodes. Mesh and torus topologies provide much better
performance and they are more scalable than other topologies. Thus,
many commercial implementations of NoC-based CMPs and SoCs have
adopted the mesh [181, 193, 164] and torus [59, 66]. On the other
hand, some SoCs adopt irregular or application-specific topologies (Fig.
2.1f) that are tailored to the requirements of the target application
[138, 167].
2.2.3 NoC Components
The architecture of the NoC and its components can vary considerably
between one system and another depending on the requirements of
the design. However, the description of NoC components here assumes
a generic design. The generic NoC architecture consists of routers, links
and network interfaces (NIs) which connect IP cores to the network, as
shown in Fig 2.2. A brief description of each of these components is
given bellow.
2.2.3.1 Router
The router is a major part of a NoC. Its function is to relay data packets
in their journey from source to destination. Router architectures can
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(a) Bus (b) Ring
(c) Mesh (d) Torus
(e) Crossbar (f) Irregular
Figure 2.1: Examples of common on-chip network topologies.
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x
x
Figure 2.2: Illustration of components in a 2D mesh NoC. NI: Network Inter-
face, R: Router.
vary significantly from one design to another as routers must be de-
signed to meet area and power constraints, as well as, the performance
requirements of the target on-chip system. These requirements and
constraints vary from one on-chip system to the other and the router
design varies accordingly.
A generic router architecture is shown in Fig. 2.3. The number of
input/output channels, n, in the router is determined by network’s
topology. Each input (and in some implementations output) channel
has a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) buffer that is used to store data in
transit. The crossbar switch connects every input channels to output
channels and, typically, provides full connectivity between input and
output channels. The routing and arbitration component implements
the routing algorithm in order to direct incoming messages to an
output link and set the switch according to the routing decision. If
multiple input channels request access to the same output channel,
the arbitration circuit provides a decision.
Other router implementations may include virtual channels (VCs)
and/or pipelining [60, 109] to improve router performance and to
accommodate to the requirements of the system. However, such im-
plementations can have significant overheads in terms of both area
and power.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of NoC router microarchitecture [66].
2.2.3.2 Link
Links are metal-wire interconnects that are used to connect routers
in the NoC. Typically each router has a link for each channel. Due to
their length, which can cause significant signal deterioration, NoC link
wires usually have repeaters (or buffers) to provide the required wire
performance for reliable data transmission [116].
Due to aggressive technology scaling, on-chip links, in general, and
NoC links in particular, are prone to various types of noise and per-
formance deterioration. RC delay increases with technology scaling
due to higher wire resistance and parasitic capacitance [102]. In ad-
dition, due to higher clock frequency, tighter timing constraints are
imposed on link design to avoid timing violations. These factors lead
NoC links to be sensitive to various types of noise. In particular, power
supply and thermal noise can increase wire RC delay and repeater
delay, causing adverse impacts on link performance and reliability
[22, 43, 35, 116].
Besides traditional wire interconnects, other emerging technologies
for on-chip interconnection have also been proposed for NoCs. Among
these are radio frequency (RF) [37], optical [133] and surface-wave
[113] interconnects. Despite advantages over wire interconnects, these
emerging technologies are subject to various challenges and a con-
siderable amount of ongoing research is addressing these challenges
[37, 133, 113].
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2.2.3.3 Network Interface
A network interface (NI) connects the IP core to the router and controls
the sending and receiving of data packets to and from it. A packet is
usually split into multiple flits (flow control units). The NI packetizes
the data sent from the IP core to the network and adds control header
data to the sent packets. The NI also depacketizes the received data and
interprets the header control data in order to assemble the received
message [66].
2.2.3.4 Intellectual Property Core
IP cores are a reusable units of logic that are the property of a particular
party. These can be either open source units or proprietary units that
are copyrighted to a commercial vendor. IP cores can be assembled
in application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) or field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) designs. The IP can be a processing element (PE),
memory, digital signal processing (DSP) element, or interfaces, such
as synchronizers. IP and NoC designers must comply with standard
protocols, such as the Open Core Protocol (OCP), in order to enable
plug-and-play and core reusability and to reduce design effort and
the time-to-market.
2.2.4 Flow Control
Flow control determines the way NoC resources, such as buffers and
links, are allocated. Efficient flow control protocols must reduce the
delay of data messages in order to increase data bandwidth. This
is achieved by the effective allocation of resources to data messages.
On the other hand, complex flow control implementations require
complex router architectures and can incur high wiring and data
overheads.
Flow control protocols are classified according to the granularity at
which data is allocated. Thus, flow control can take place at message,
packet or flit (flow control unit) level, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
2.2.4.1 Message-Level Flow Control
The coarsest granularity is message-based flow control. This is based
on circuit switching, where buffers and links are allocated for the entire
message. A setup message, or probe, is sent to reserve all the required
network resources from the message source to the destination before
transmission starts. The actual message data is then transmitted. After
the end of transmission, the path resources are released to enable other
messages to use them. A major advantage of message flow control
is that it does not incur higher data overheads for packetization and
depacketization. However, due to inefficient resource sharing, message-
level flow control offers poor data bandwidth [109].
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of NoC flow control units of different granularities
[109].
2.2.4.2 Packet-level Flow Control
In packet-based flow control, the message is first broken down into
packets. This enables interleaving packets belonging to different mes-
sages to use the links, thus improving links utilization. Each packet
has routing information stored in the packet header and can be treated
independently by the network. Also, the packet carries a sequence
number to enable the packets to be assembled at the destination in
order to retrieve the original message (see Fig. 2.4).
If each node stores the full packet before it is transmitted, the flow
control is called store and forward. In this case, the routers need to
provide buffering capacity to store the entire packet. Conversely, in
virtual cut-through flow control, the node allows the packet to proceed
to its destination before the entire packet is received. This reduces
the delay experienced by the packets at each hop. However, data
bandwidth and buffer storage are still assigned in packet-size units
[109, 66].
2.2.4.3 Flit-level Flow Control
Flit-level flow control, or wormhole flow control, reduces the buffering
needs of packet-level flow control by allocating buffers and links to flits
instead of packets. Flits may also be broken down into Phits (physical
units) that are equal in size to channel width. Low buffering enables
the tighter area and power constraints of NoC routers to be met.
Similar to virtual cut-through flow control, wormhole flow control
allows packets to proceed to the next hop before the entire packet
has been received. However, the units in wormhole flow control are
flits instead of packets. Thus, bandwidth and storage are reserved for
flits rather than packets. The header flit is sent first and reserves the
buffers and links on its way. The header flit is followed by the body
flits of the same packet. The body flits use the resources previously
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reserved by the header flit. Finally, the tail flit releases the resources
reserved for the packet to allow them to be used by other packets. The
resources reserved by the header flit of a packet cannot be used by flits
of other packets until they are released by the tail flit of the reserving
packet [66, 109].
Wormhole flow control reduces the buffering requirements in the
router compared to packet-based techniques. Thus, it is a very pop-
ular technique due to the tight area and power constraints of NoCs.
However, several links and buffers may be reserved for long packets,
causing long paths to be held. This leads long paths to be prone to
blockage. Moreover, the NoC is more likely to experience deadlocks
when cyclic dependency occurs during resource allocation [142, 121].
2.2.4.4 Virtual Channels
All the above techniques are prone to head-of-line blocking if there is
a single queue for each input channel. Head-of-line blocking occurs
when the packet at the head of the queue is blocked which stalls
all packets behind it. Virtual channels (VCs) have been proposed to
overcome this problem, where multiple queues, or virtual channels,
are associated with each physical channel. Virtual channels arbitrate
access to the physical channel on a cycle-by-cycle basis [60]. When
ahead-of-line blocking occurs, the stalled packets are allowed to tra-
verse the link through an alternative virtual channel. Thus VCs improve
physical link utilization and increase network throughput. VCs can also
be used to avoid deadlocks avoidance and for quality of service (QoS)
prioritization [190]. However, VCs may incur high area and power over-
heads due to multiple buffer storage requirements and the associated
arbitration and control circuits needed.
2.2.5 Routing Algorithms
The routing algorithm determines the path that a packet must follow
through the network nodes to reach its destination. Routing algorithms
are designed with consideration given to the network topology. A
good routing algorithm minimizes congestion, hotspot formation and
packet delay, and increases network throughput by distributing the
network load evenly among the paths offered by the network topology.
Many routing algorithms have been proposed for on-chip networks.
The simplest and most popular is dimension-ordered routing (DOR).
DOR is deterministic routing which means that the packets always
travel between a source and destination by the same path. Fig. 2.5
illustrates XY routing, as an example of DOR, in two-dimensional (2D)
meshes. In XY routing, packets are sent along the X dimension first,
then along the Y dimension towards their destinations.
Another group of routing protocols is oblivious routing. Here the
packets use different paths between a source and a destination. How-
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Figure 2.5: Possible paths for various types of routing algorithms for a 2D
mesh, DOR show the path for X-Y routing while Oblivious al-
ternates between X-Y and Y-X paths between a source, S, and a
destination, D. For Adaptive routing an example of a possible
path that avoids congestion is illustrated.
ever, the paths are chosen without regard to network status. Valiant’s
routing algorithm [191] is an example of oblivious routing in which
load balancing is achieved by random alternation among the available
paths between a source and a destination.
In both DOR and oblivious routing strategies, network paths are
chosen without consideration to aspects of network status such as
traffic congestion. A more complex category of routing algorithms
is the adaptive routing. Fig. 2.5 shows an example of this, where the
routing path is selected such that congested nodes are avoided in
order to minimize delay and improve performance [66].
Another classification of routing algorithms can be as minimal or non-
minimal. For minimal routing algorithms, the paths between a source
and a destination are always the shortest possible. In non-minimal
routing, paths longer than the shortest may be selected by the routing
function. This may cause higher energy consumption due to higher
number of hops. However, choosing paths that circumvent congested
nodes can lead to lower delays despite longer paths being traversed.
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2.2.5.1 Deadlocks and Livelocks
The main goal of every routing scheme, whether it is deterministic or
adaptive, is to make sure that packets injected into the network get to
their destinations eventually. A packet may not reach its destination
for two main reasons: either it is involved in a deadlock, or a livelock.
Figure 2.6: An example of deadlock scenario in which packets are forming
a dependency cycle and cannot progress forward because they
request channels that are occupied by other packets.
Deadlocks are of concern for any adaptive routing algorithm and
exist when a dependency cycle forms among the paths of multiple
messages. Fig. 2.6 illustrates an example of a deadlock scenario in
which the four packets, P0, P1, P2 and P3 form a dependency cycle
and cannot progress forward because they request channels that are
occupied by each other. There are two main strategies to deal with
deadlocks: detection and recovery; and avoidance [121].
A Livelock means that, as time goes to infinity, the packet continues
to circulate in the network without reaching its destination. Livelock
can happen if non-minimal routing is used. To ensure freeness from
livelock in non-minimal routing algorithms, “progressive forwarding”
must be guaranteed for each packet [109, 83].
2.2.5.2 Fully-Adaptive and Partially-Adaptive Routing
Fully-adaptive routing means that there is no restriction on packet
direction. This provides flexibility in packet manoeuvering in response
to network status. However, fully-adaptive routing algorithms are
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prone to deadlocks due to the possibility of cyclic channel dependency.
Several techniques can be used to guarantee the deadlock freeness
of adaptive routing algorithm. For example, deadlock detection and
recovery techniques are used to detect deadlocks when they occur
in order to enable the system to recover from them [121, 13]. Also,
VCs can be used used to recover from deadlocks since they provide
alternative paths for the deadlocked packets [190, 60]. However, imple-
menting these techniques may lead to high overheads. Thus, deadlock
avoidance using partially-adaptive routing or Turn Model techniques
is preferable in many designs.
Turn model or partially-adaptive, routing guarantees deadlock-
freeness in a 2D mesh topology with wormhole flow control by pro-
hibiting just enough turns to break the possible cycles and to prohibit
cyclic channel dependencies that may occur in a 2D mesh [79].
(a) XY routing (b) West-First
(c) North-Last (d) Negative-First
Figure 2.7: Allowable and prohibited turns in XY DOR and turn model routing
algorithms in a 2D mesh. Dashed lines indicate prohibited turns
and solid lines indicate allowable turns.
Fig. 2.7 illustrates allowable and prohibited turns in XY and turn
model routing algorithms. It should be noted that, among the eight
possible turns in the 2D mesh, only four are allowed in XY DOR routing
(Fig. 2.7a). Although this ensures deadlock freeness, it results in deter-
ministic routing in which the packet has only a single possible path to
follow from source to destination, resulting in no path diversity. Thus,
XY routing is deadlock-free but does not allow adaptiveness.
However, allowing more than four turns can still guarantee deadlock
freeness. In a 2D mesh, there are two possible cycles, thus, only two
turns need to be prevented to ensure deadlock freeness, one turn
for each cycle. Following this concept, several turn model routing
algorithms have been proposed [79]. Fig. 2.7b and 2.7c show the
allowed turns in West-First, North-Last routing algorithms, respectively.
In West-First no turns are allowed to the West direction while for
North-Last no turns are allowed from the north direction. The Negative-
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First (Fig. 2.7d) prohibits any turns from a positive X/Y direction to a
negative Y/X direction [79].
The above turn model routing algorithms exhibit different degrees
of adaptiveness for different directions. For example in West-First, if
the packet is heading west, there is no adaptiveness and the path is
deterministic, but when the packet is heading east the algorithm is
fully adaptive. Thus, although they are deadlock-free, adaptiveness is
unbalanced in the turn model routing.
The Odd-Even turn model provides more balanced adaptiveness by
restricting turns in odd columns that are different from turns restricted
in even columns (Fig. 2.8). As a result, the degree of adaptiveness
provided by this model is higher [44].
(a) Odd column (b) Even column
Figure 2.8: Allowable and prohibited turns in odd-even turn model routing
algorithm for odd and even columns in a 2D mesh. Dashed lines
indicate prohibited turns and solid lines indicate allowable turns.
2.2.5.3 Selection Function
Fully-adaptive and partially-adaptive routing algorithms can give
multiple candidate routing decisions (directions). Thus, a selection
function is needed to choose among the candidate routing decisions
and to select one of them based on a selection criterion. The most
popular selection criterion is buffer-level (or minimum congestion)
selection which gives priority for directions to the least congested
nodes [66]. Other selection policies have been proposed in literature,
such as maximum flexibility which tries to maximize the routing
choices as the packet progresses to its destination [61]. Also, selection
functions may consider the congestion in more than one hop ahead in
the path, as in Neighbours-on-Path (NoP) [78].
2.2.6 NoCs in Three Dimensional ICs
Semiconductor manufacturing processes are approaching the physical
limits. This brought attention to three-dimensional (3D) VLSI design,
which could bring tremendous advantages, such as shorter global
interconnects, less delay, better scalability, heterogeneous integration,
lower cost and smaller form factors. Using NoCs with 3D multi-core
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systems could enable the integration of unprecedented numbers of
cores in future 3D CMPs.
2.2.6.1 Three-Dimensional Integration
Three-dimensional integration as a promising design approach that
reduces system size and enables heterogeneous IC integration. The
conventional 3D integration method is package-level stacking, which
has been used in industry for a long time, where packages are stacked
on top of each other and connected externally using wire bonding [32,
124]. Although package-level integration can achieve a significantly
smaller form factor, it does not reduce wiring costs or delay. This has
led attention to be directed towards die-level 3D integration, in which
2D dies are stacked vertically and connected using through-silicon
vias (TSVs) [24, 124, 178, 166].
Three-dimensional integration enables the integration of heteroge-
neous functional blocks in a 3D SoC . These functional blocks can be
implemented with different technologies, such as dense memory, opto-
electronics, and high performance analogue. This is a major advantage
of 3D VLSI. Other advantages of 3D include smaller form factors and
shorter interconnect delay. For instance, placing the memory in a layer
above the processing layer enables high memory bandwidth and lower
power consumption for memory access [198, 32]. This is because TSVs
are very short compared to planar interconnects, enabling high data
transfer rates due to faster signal propagation, lower attenuation and
reduced noise. In addition, 3D integration achieves significantly lower
power consumption [32].
However, 3D integration faces many challenges, of which the ther-
mal challenge is most prominent, leading to difficult design of chip’s
packaging and cooling [86, 126, 122, 8, 201]. Moreover, integrating
different technologies can be difficult due to increased process com-
plexity, higher defect rates, larger die sizes and higher cost [24]. These
problems are open for research and, despite the challenges, 3D in-
tegration is considered a very promising direction for future VLSI
technology.
2.2.6.2 Three Dimensional NoCs
The benefits of both 3D integration and NoCs are combined in 3D NoCs
[204, 12, 167]. Shorter interconnects, smaller form factors and reduced
delay leads to a significantly improved performance in 3D SoCs and 3D
CMPs compared to 2D ones [71, 200]. Moreover, 3D NoCs exhibit higher
path diversity than 2D NoCs, which translates into higher performance
with adaptive routing algorithms [56, 21, 64].
Among the various 3D NoC topologies proposed in the literature,
3D mesh NoCs are the most popular due to their grid-based structure
which facilitates the matching to a 2D layer layout [64, 71]. 3D mesh
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(a) Homogeneous 3D NoC. (b) Heterogeneous 3D NoC.
Figure 2.9: Homogeneous and heterogeneous 3D mesh NoC geometries that
uses TSVs as vertical interconnects for the stacked layers.
NoCs can be homogeneous or heterogeneous, as illustrated in Fig.
2.9. However, despite their advantages, the footprint of the TSVs is
augmented significantly as the number of vertically connected IP cores
increases, which puts a limit on the number of vertical links that can be
embedded in 3D NoCs [153, 167]. Moreover, the thermal impact of the
workload is exacerbated due to higher power density and longer heat
propagation path to the heat sink [38, 209, 8]. Thermal optimization
in 3D NoCs is considered in Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis.
2.3 literature review
This section reviews NoC research conducted by various academic
and industrial groups. This section is by no means a complete survey
of NoC research, it’s rather a review of related works that help in
illustrating the contributions of this thesis. Comprehensive surveys
can be found in the papers by T. Bjerregaard and S. Mahadevan [27],
R. Marculescu et al [130] and R. Marculescu and P. Bogdan [131].
Reviews of specific work related to the contributions of this thesis are
given in the appropriate chapters.
2.3.1 Evolution of NoCs
Early works that proposed the use of NoCs as on-chip communication
fabric are those by Dally and Towels [63], Benini and De-Micheli [23]
and Kumar et al [119]. Dally and Towels proposed using on-chip
interconnection networks to replace ad-hoc global wiring and provide
better support for modular design [63]. The authors proposed a packet-
switched network to connect a tile-based architecture, and estimated
that a 6.6% hardware overhead would be required to implement the
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proposed communication fabric, in addition to a portion of the upper
two wiring layers [63].
Benini and De-Micheli [23] proposed using a stacked layer approach
for on-chip communication design, which adopts the existing stacked
protocol paradigm that had long been used in local high-performance
networks. The authors pointed out that existing and well-studied
protocols, technologies and tools for computer networks represent a
good candidate for future large-scale SoCs. This paradigm has many
advantages, such as energy minimization, bandwidth control and
standardization. Moreover, the proposed framework could provide
application-specific on-chip network optimization using the layered
design approach, meanwhile, flexibility would be provided by recon-
figurable protocols to facilitate the plug-and-play use of components.
Kumar et al [119] proposed an architecture and design methodology
for NoCs based on a mesh network that uses a five-channel switch
and packet-switching. The authors also proposed a two-phase NoC
design methodology based on layered inter-resource communication
protocols. The first phase determines the network architecture and the
second maps the application to this architecture [119].
Up to the present day, a large NoC research community has de-
veloped that investigates a wide range of topics, including routing,
flow control and application (or IP) mapping in addition to traffic and
power simulation and modelling [130, 145, 27].
On the other hand, various NoC implementations for research and
industrial purposes have been published. These NoC designs adopt
different topologies. Examples are the SPIN [9], which uses the fat-tree
topology, and ×PIPES [106], which uses the torus topology. Further-
more, NoC topology can be application-specific, and several techniques
have been proposed to design topologies that meet the communication
requirements of an application while minimizing the use of resources
[167, 67, 179]. However, the mesh topology is the most popular for ho-
mogeneous architectures and has been chosen for many NoC designs
and implementations [164, 193, 181, 119].
2.3.2 Application Mapping
One of the most important problems that has been considered by the
NoC research community is the mapping of an application to the NoC
architecture. Considering the topology of the NoC, the application is
broken down into a number of concurrent tasks that are assigned to
a set of IP cores. Application mapping places the set of cores onto
the processing elements (PEs) with the aim to optimize the metrics of
interest. In other words, application mapping is used to decide how
the IP cores are attached to the routers in the network. This problem
is a quadratic assignment problem which is is known to be NP-hard
[92].
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Mapping has a considerable impact on many factors such as power
consumption, and application performance [130]. Performance and
cost metrics are used to determine the complexity of the mapping
problem and its solution. Different strategies for application mapping
in NoCs have been proposed [162]. Examples are minimizing energy
[92, 137, 77, 107, 146], minimizing temperature [100, 8, 86], and max-
imizing path diversity [7, 186]. Table 2.1 summarizes and compares
various types of NoC application mapping, including the mapping
strategy proposed in Chapter 4.
Application mapping in NoCs was first addressed by Hu and Mar-
culescu [92] who defined the metric of bit energy (Ebit) and used
a branch and bound algorithm to map a set of IP cores to a regular
tile-based NoC architecture with the objective of minimizing total en-
ergy consumption. The mapping is constrained by the bandwidth
capacity of the links in order to ensure application performance [92].
Murali and De Micheli [137], presented a mapping algorithm which
minimizes energy consumption and supports traffic splitting among
different paths to reduce the bandwidth requirements of the links.
The authors subsequently [94] proposed heuristics for energy- and
performance-aware mapping followed by generation of deadlock-free
routing. Increasing power density leads to thermal challenges and
higher cooling costs, and thus a thermally balanced design becomes
necessary [86, 8]. In [8], the authors proposed a genetic algorithm-
based thermal-aware application mapping for 3D NoCs that also aims
to minimize the communication costs.
Other researchers have also considered multi-objective application
mapping in NoCs [18, 19, 186, 7]. A multi-objective pareto mapping
to optimize both performance and energy consumption has been
proposed in [18]. Mapping with two objectives, minimizing energy
and maximizing reliability, is considered in [7, 19]. Reliability in these
works is defined in terms of the path diversity that the mapping
can provide for communication between cores in order to improve
fault tolerance and maximize the probability of source-destination
connectivity in the presence of faults.
In irregular architectures, where PEs are different in size, mapping
must take into account that the cost of communication is not only
determined by the hop count, but also the physical distance between
the communicating cores. This problem was taken into considera-
tion in [107] where the task graph and network were modelled as
interconnection matrices and the problem was formulated as mixed
integer quadratic programming (MIQP), which is solved using the
two heuristics of successive relaxation and genetic algorithms. For
application-specific irregular NoC architectures, researchers have also
proposed integrating the floorplanning in the mapping algorithm to
achieve an optimal floorplan in addition to mapping [138, 136, 167]. In
[136], an iterative mapping-physical planning algorithm for automat-
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ing NoC design has been proposed. Mapping, floorplan and topology
are optimized using a robust tabu search to minimize NoC resources,
subject to the QoS of the application being guaranteed.
Mapping in NoCs is a quadratic assignment problem whose solu-
tion may require unacceptably long computation times. Thus, some
researchers have considered reducing this execution time by task
graph clustering [125, 187]. For example, a simulated annealing (SA)
based mapping has been proposed, where a clustering technique is
integrated with simulated annealing to reduce optimization time [125].
Application task mapping can be static taking place during design
time, or dynamic performed at runtime. Dynamic application mapping
means that the assignment of tasks to NoC cores can change during the
execution time of the application [146, 46]. These techniques cannot
tolerate the long execution time of evolutionary optimization algo-
rithms, and thus they are mainly heuristic-based. For example, a type
of dynamic application mapping is proposed [146], where the map-
ping works as an interface between the application model layer and
the architectural model layer. The mapper uses information from both
layers to run a heuristic that tries to minimize communication energy
at runtime.
Chapter 4 of this thesis proposes a new mapping strategy aim-
ing to minimize power density and power supply voltage variations
throughout activity balancing across the whole chip by employing a
force-based optimization metric.
2.3.3 Router Design and Routing Algorithms
Several studies have aimed to provide efficient NoC routing algorithms
and/or high-performance router architectures to implement these
algorithms [150, 59, 66, 142]. These works aim to provide deadlock-
and livelock- free, high-performance and reliable routing algorithms
and router architectures.
On top of the DOR and the turn model routing algorithms discussed
in Section 2.2.5, several adaptive routing strategies have been proposed
[150, 128, 95, 202, 144, 149]. For instance, different routing schemes
can exhibit different behaviour depending on the status of the network.
Thus, many researchers have proposed switching between different
routing strategies at runtime to combine their advantages. For example
adaptive routing can outperform deterministic routing in some types
of traffic patterns, while the converse is true for others. Motivated
by this fact, DyAD is proposed as a routing algorithm that switches
between deterministic XY routing and adaptive Odd-Even routing [95].
The switching between the two routing strategies takes place depend-
ing on the congestion status of the network. The authors also designed
a prototype of a DyAD-based router which was shown to have 7%
overhead compared to purely adaptive routers. Another recent work
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[73] proposed the Abacus Turn Model (AbTM) as a reconfigurable
routing algorithms to cope with the non-even adaptiveness of the turn
model on one hand, and the dynamics of traffic which can lead to
hot-spots being moved at runtime, on the other hand.
On the other hand, the characteristics of the application can be
taken into consideration when designing routing algorithms in order
to maximize communication adaptivity. For example, a methodology
for designing application-specific deadlock-free adaptive routing al-
gorithms for NoCs has been proposed [149], where the application
is modelled as a set of concurrent tasks and the algorithm exploits
the application-specific information related to communicating and
non-communicating cores in order to maximize routing adaptivity
and improve performance. This methodology is topology-agnostic,
and thus, routing is implemented using a routing table. Another work
proposes a distributed dynamic optimization architecture to update
routing tables with the routing decisions of least congested paths
[128].
Routing algorithm implementation must be efficient and consider
the minimization of area and power costs. In general, routing al-
gorithm for regular topologies such as mesh can be implemented
using routing logic. However, for irregular topologies, or topology-
agnostic router designs, table-based routing is a more convenient
choice. Table-based routing can be distributed, which means that rout-
ing information is stored at each hop [59, 66]. Also, the routing table
can be stored at the source, or source routing, which is common in
deterministic routing and has the advantage of being simple and fast
[59]. Distributed table-based routing, on the other hand, is more suit-
able for adaptive routing and costs less in terms of storage [59]. A
distributed table-based design is adopted in the implementation of
the thermal-adaptive routing strategy presented in Chapters 5 and 6
of the thesis.
The emerging 3D NoCs routing algorithms and router architectures
can reuse the existing 2D adaptive routing. However, 3D NoCs routing
must provide rules for inter-layer (vertical) packet communication [56,
160, 205]. A scheme for routing in irregular 3D NoCs has been proposed
[160], where 2D routing is used for intra-layer routing, while for inter-
layer a “gossiping” technique is used for knowing the 3D nodes (nodes
with vertical links). In another work [71], the authors propose using a
hybrid approach that reduces 3D router complexity. This approach uses
a simple bus for inter-layer communication to exploit the short vertical
interconnects which can provide significantly lower latency compared
to horizontal ones. In recent work, a methodology for extending
the 2D turn model routing algorithms to 3D has been proposed [56].
This provides plane-balanced adaptiveness by applying different turn-
model rules in different layers.
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Routing in 3D can also be application-specific, and various tech-
niques for allocating routing paths that are optimized for specific
applications in 3D NoCs have been proposed [205, 167].
2.3.4 NoC Architectures and Design Philosophies
VLSI academic research groups and companies have proposed various
NoC architectures with different design philosophies and objectives.
Examples are the MIT RAW chip [181], Æthereal [81], Intel TeraFLOPS
[193], spiNNaker [148] and CONNECT [152]. In this section a sum-
mary of the design choices made in selected NoC implementations is
presented.
2.3.4.1 ×PIPES
The ×PIPES [58] was developed by the University of Bologna, Italy
and Stanford University, USA. It is a library of parametrizable and syn-
thesizeable NoC interface, switch, and link modules that can support
both homogeneous and heterogeneous architectures. The developers
of ×PIPES also proposed ×PIPES compiler [106] which is a tool for
instantiating a network optimized for specific applications from the
library of macros (switches, interfaces and links). ×PIPES links are
pipelined to decouple the data introduction rate from link delay and
to make data injection delay-insensitive. A cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) error control is implemented at the link-level with a go-back-N
retransmission. ×PIPES uses packet switching with flit-based worm-
hole flow control and adopts the OCP 2.0 for interfacing with SoC
cores. Static source routing is implemented in the NI by a lookup table
based on the destination address. Although source routing incurs high
header overheads it allows a lightweight switch implementation [58].
2.3.4.2 MIT RAW
Developed by MIT, the RAW [181] many-core processor consists of 16
identical programmable tiles. Each tile contains a communicational
block and a computational block. The computational core encom-
passes an eight-stage, in-order, MIPS-style processor; a four-stage,
pipelined, floating-point unit; a 32-Kbyte data cache; and a 96 Kbytes
of software-managed instruction cache. The RAW chip is organized
as a 2D mesh topology with a communication fabric that consists
of four networks, two static and two dynamic. The static networks
are used for compile-time predictable communication to provide the
low-latency communication required for software circuits and other
applications. The static router uses a five-stage pipeline that controls
two routing crossbars, and thus two physical networks. The dynamic
network, on the other hand, transports unpredictable operations such
as interrupts, cache misses, and compile-time unpredictable communi-
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cation (for example, messages) between tiles. The dynamic networks
are wormhole DOR routed. To configure the dynamic network, the user
injects a single header word that specifies the destination tile (or I/O
port) and the length of the message which must not exceed 31 flits.
The RAW processor supports instruction-level parallelism (ILP), and
evaluation with a range of applications shows that its performance is
close to that of the specialized machines for these applications [182].
2.3.4.3 Nostrum
Nostrum [3] is a research project at the KTH Royal Institute of Tech-
nology which aims to develop a NoC architecture for SoC in multiple
application domains. Nostrum is a packet-switched regular, two di-
mensional mesh NoC. The Nostrum network is pseudo-synchronous,
meaning that the clock frequency for the switches remains the same
but phases may vary. The routing is adaptive, deflective routing which
allows for adaptivity against faults and congestion. Moreover, with
deflection routing, fewer (or possibly no) buffers are required, which
minimizes the buffering cost of the routers. Nostrum provides both
best effort (BE) QoS and guaranteed service (GT) QoS. Guaranteed ser-
vice is provided by virtual circuits which are implemented using two
concepts. The first, looped containers, are information currying packets
that looped between the source and the destination; and the second,
temporally disjoint networks, is an explicit time division multiplexing
mechanism [132]. The main applications targeted by Nostrum are
processor networks and multimedia [3].
2.3.4.4 MANGO
The MANGO [26] network was developed at the Technical Univer-
sity of Denmark, where MANGO stands for message-passing asyn-
chronous network-on-chip providing Guaranteed services over OCP interfaces.
MANGO is a clockless NoC which is designed for coarse-grained
globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) SoCs. It provides
connectionless BE routing as well as connection-oriented GT. To achieve
a simple design, the VCs are implemented as separate physical buffers
such that the GT can be provided by allocating a sequence of VCs
through the network. The links include delay-insensitive signal encod-
ing, which renders global timing robust. The MANGO NI adapters
are OCP-based, and can synchronize the clocked OCP interfaces to the
clockless network.
2.3.4.5 Æthereal
Developed by Philips research laboratories, the Æthereal [81] aims
to provide a complete infrastructure for developing heterogeneous
NoC, with the performance levels required for real-time systems. The
Æthereal NoC provides both GT and BE services. For GT, there is a
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common sense of time in all the NoC routers such that the routers
forward traffic based on time slot allocation. This provides guaranteed
throughput, data integrity and the bounded latency required by traffic
in real-time applications. Slot allocation can be conducted statically,
at system initialization, or dynamically at runtime. The BE service,
on the other hand, is used for timing unconstrained applications
and is provided throughout the conventional wormhole flow control,
where BE traffic uses non-reserved slots or any slots that are reserved
and not used by GT traffic. The authors have described [80] a design
flow for the instantiation of application-specific Æthereal NoCs with
given application communication requirements. The design flow uses
XML to input various parameters such as traffic characteristics, GT
and BE requirements, and the topology is designed to ensure that the
application communication requirements are guaranteed. Furthermore
a high-end TV system architecture with the Æthereal NoC has been
proposed [176].
2.3.4.6 Intel Many Integrated Core (MIC) Architecture
The Intel Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture is a multiprocessor
computer architecture based on Intel’s research on many-core archi-
tectures, which includes the TeraFLOPS Research Chip project [193]
and the Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC) [164]. The TeraFLOPS
prototype research chip was developed by Intel’s Tera-Scale Com-
puting Research Program [89]. Fabricated using a 65 nm eight-metal
CMOS process, this experimental tile-based many-core processor chip
includes 80 tiles arranged as an 8×10 2D array. Each tile has a PE
connected to a 5 port router. The PE has two pipelined single-precision
floating-point multiply-accumulate units (FPMAC0 and FPMAC1), 3
KB single-cycle instruction memory (IMEM), and 2KB of data memory
(DMEM). The routing scheme is source-directed, the router frequency
is 4 GHz and it has 5 ports, and uses wormhole-switching. The router
is also equipped with a two-lane pipeline for deadlock-free routing.
Each lane has a dedicated 16 FLIT queue, arbiter and flow control
logic. The 2D mesh network-on-chip has been reported to achieved
a bandwidth of 2 terabits/sec. This chip supports fine-grain power
management and is reported to achieve a computing performance of
over 1.0 TFLOPS with a power supply dissipation of 97 W at 4.27 GHz
and 1.07 V supply [193].
Following the TeraFLOPS, Intel’s Tera-Scale Computing Research
Program introduced the Single-Chip Cloud Computer (SCC) [164].
SCC is an experimental many-core processor and was announced in
2009. It supports "scale-out" message-passing programming models
that have been proven to scale to 1000s of processors in cloud data-
centres [165]. The SCC chip contains 24 tiles arranged as a 4 × 6 2D
mesh. Each tile has two Pentium IA-32 cores, two 256 KB private L2
caches (one for each core) and a router. Moreover, the core to core
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communication is expedited by a 16 KB Message Passing Buffer (MPB).
Fabricated using 45nm technology, the SCC chip contains a total of
48 cores, each capable of running a separate operating system and
software stack and acts like an individual computational node that
communicates with other computational nodes over a packet-switched
network [165]. The 2D mesh NoC has 24 routers connecting the chip
tiles. The router has 5 ports and uses a fast virtual cut-through routing
protocol with eight VCs and two message classes: request and response.
The DOR XY routing and route pre-computation in the previous hop
to allow a quick packet forwarding and improve network utilization.
SCC supports dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), with
voltage scaling allowed at the granularity of a group of four tiles
and frequency scaling is allowed at single tile granularity. Moreover,
hierarchical clock gating at tile level and at individual ports of the
router is provided. These power management features enable all 48
cores to run at the same time over a range of 25W to 125W. The per-
formance improvement of the SCC chip is reported to be 2.8× over its
predecessor, the TeraFLPOS chip [165, 164].
Recently, following these prototypes, Intel announced the first com-
mercial MIC architecture, the Knights Corner, which uses 22 nm and
scales to more than 50 processing cores on a single chip [101].
2.3.4.7 SpiNNaker
SpiNNaker is a massively parallel computer architecture developed
at the University of Manchester inspired by the working of the hu-
man brain [5]. SpiNNaker is a GALS system with processing nodes
located in synchronous islands and surrounded by a packet-switched
asynchronous NoC. Each SpiNNaker multiprocessor system-on-chip
(MPSoC) has a CMP, with 20 ARM968 processors, and a 1Gbit mo-
bile DDR SDRAM memory. The original aim of the project was the
modelling of large systems of neurons in packet-based spike commu-
nication, which is computationally demanding in terms of processing
power and communication [114, 74]. However, it is now employed by
many applications and research studies in robotics, computer engi-
neering and science, and neuroscience [5]. The communication among
processing nodes is based on a multicast infrastructure inspired by
neurobiology. A packet-switched NoC is used to emulate the densely
connected neuronal systems. The packets are source-routed and only
carry information about the packet source. The multicast communica-
tion is controlled by a bespoke multicast router which uses a routing
table and can replicate packets, if necessary, to send the same packet
to several different destinations. The SpiNNaker chip supports inter-
chip communication through six bidirectional asynchronous channels
allowing the connection of many SpiNNaker chips using off-chip net-
works with different topologies. The target of the project is to be able
to simulate a neural network consisting of one billion simple neurons,
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requiring a machine with over 50,000 chips and a total of one million
processing core which is expected to consume nearly 100 KW of power
[5].
2.3.4.8 CONNECT
The CONfigurable NEtwork Creation Tool (CONNECT) [152], is a
flexible RTL generator for FPGA-friendly NoCs. This tool was devel-
oped at Carnegie Mellon University and the developers also provide a
Bluespec SystemVerilog-based front-end NoC generation framework
which is freely available online [2]. The NoC generator can produce
synthesizable RTL designs of FPGA-tuned multi-node NoCs with vari-
ous topologies in Verilog HDL. The CONNECT involves many design
principles that are motivated by FPGA architecture. Thus, many design
decisions, such as topology, link width, router pipeline depth, network
buffer sizing, and flow control, are optimized for FPGA. For example,
as a result of the abundance of wires in the FPGA, wide datapaths
and channels between routers are used. Wider channels can also com-
pensate for the lower bandwidth of FPGA due to its low frequency
compared to ASICs [152]. Evaluation of the CONNECT in FPGAs shows
significant reductions in resource costs compared to state-of-the-art
NoCs designed for ASIC with comparable performance [152].
2.3.5 NoC Models and Simulators
A considerable amount of studies have been published on the simula-
tion and modelling of NoC systems, and several network simulators
and modelling tools are proposed. Performance evaluation has been a
major concern in several works [70, 1, 105, 135]. Other proposed simu-
lators and models also focus on power and area modelling [112, 188].
Table 2.2 summarizes and compares the main features and of various
on-chip network simulators and modelling tools, including the simu-
lators and models developed in this thesis and employed in Chapters
3 and 5.
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M O D E L L I N G A N D A N A LY S I S O F P O W E R S U P P LY
VA R I AT I O N S I N N O C S
3.1 introduction
Power supply noise (PSN) has adverse effects on digital circuit per-
formance and reliability. It can cause signal deterioration and create
soft errors. Recently, it has been reported that variations in power
supply can have significant impacts on operational frequency and
system power dissipation [163, 141]. Both resistive (IR) and inductive
(∆I) voltage drops are sources of PSN. Resistive voltage drop occurs
mainly due to the resistance of power delivery wires in the power
grid network and increases with the amount of current delivered
through these wires. On the other hand, inductive drop is mainly due
to wire inductance in the package as well as in the grid wires and is
proportional to the rate of change of current.
Technology scaling exacerbates the problem of PSN for many reasons.
Firstly, the thickness of the wire used in the power networks is rapidly
shrinking. This substantially increases the resistance of power delivery
wires. Also, demand for power delivery is rapidly increasing, and
both these factors lead to higher IR voltage drop. Secondly, higher
switching frequency increases ∆I drop. Thirdly, a lower operating
voltage decreases the noise margin. Consequently, voltage drop as a
percentage of supply voltage is rapidly increasing. For example, the
voltage drop can be up to 30% of nominal supply voltage in 65 nm
technology if the necessary precautions are not taken [11]. Mitigating
PSN has become a significant challenge in ensuring the sustainability
of future large-scale integration development.
The modelling and mitigation of PSN is traditionally conducted at
circuit level, for example the IR analysis of power delivery and the use
of decoupling capacitors for PSN reduction [39, 40]. Also, for systems
with power gating capability, optimal power-gating and scheduling
may be used for the mitigation of PSN [197]. However, these techniques
do not include an accurate model of application activity and they
may not be sufficient for accurate modelling, particularly with the
power integrity challenge that is increasing with aggressive technology
scaling. In addition to these techniques, high-level techniques, or
techniques that consider the application’s characteristics, are becoming
necessary. For instance, an optimized workload assignment to the cores
in multi-core systems can result in significant PSN reduction [185, 184].
However, in these techniques independent tasks are considered and
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the intra-chip communication workload and task interaction is often
ignored [185, 184, 85].
With the emergence of multi-core and many-core systems, dedicated
and high performance on-chip communication systems are required.
The NoC has been proposed as a promising infrastructure to deliver
scalable and high-performance on-chip communication [63]. However,
the power budget of the NoC takes up a significant portion of the
overall budget NoC-based systems. For instance, the routers in the
MIT-RAW CMP network consume about 40% of the tile power, and
the communication network takes up to 35% of the overall system
power [196]. Moreover, it has been reported that the communication
power budget is about 28% of Intel’s 80-tile TeraFLOPS CMP [192].
This implies that the on-chip communication workload is responsible
for a considerable portion of the overall PSN. In contrast to conven-
tional models for logics or microprocessors, this portion of PSN has
interesting correlation to the temporal and spatial distributions of the
traffic load. This load can be determined in the early design stages,
once the application’s characteristics are known. Thus, the PSN that
results from on-chip communication workload can be characterized
and studied at the early stages.
On the other hand, due to aggressive technology scaling, on-chip in-
terconnection networks are exposed to various sources of noise. Apart
from PSN, which is a major source of errors, process variation, crosstalk
noise, thermal noise and leakage are other examples of sources of error.
All of these types of noise can cause errors and contribute to perfor-
mance degradation in the NoC and the overall system. Thus, error
control techniques are needed for fault tolerance and to provide the
QoS required by the target application [194, 211]. More importantly,
accurate estimations of error and fault rates from various sources are
required at the stage of the design [84]. For independent noise sources,
fault rates can be modelled separately and their effects added to give
a general estimation of fault tolerance metrics.
In this chapter, a tool for analysing PSN in networks-on-chip is
presented. It captures the supply voltage variations caused by com-
munication loads across the chip. The tools and models proposed
in this work enable a better understanding of the trade-offs existing
in the design of communication links and, in particular, allow the
relationships between parameters, such as voltage or frequency, and
fault rate or bit error rate (BER) to be evaluated. These relationships
are crucial for the analysis of the QoS of communication fabrics in NoCs
in the early stages of design. The major contributions of this chapter
can be summarized as follows:
1. The development of a tool which employs an integrated model
of PSN in NoCs. Detailed circuit level design parameters and
application-specific on-chip communication dynamics, including
traffic pattern and link bandwidth, are considered. This tool
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provides a compact model which integrates NoC power and area
models, an NoC simulator, on-chip link model and a power grid
model.
2. A rigorous evaluation of the model accuracy is conducted. Also,
the impact of power grid granularity on accuracy is analysed.
This also gives an insight into the scalability of the power grid
model and the trade-offs between simulation time and accuracy.
3. The model has been employed to analyse PSN in networks-on-
chip. Novel observations about PSN distribution and variation
due to the use of different routing algorithms and traffic patterns
are found.
4. The impact of the resulting PSN on performance has been studied.
Statistical timing analysis of the link delay caused by the PSN
is performed. Moreover, high level fault metrics, such as the
probability of timing errors and bit error rates, are also evaluated
based on real-world and synthetic communication scenarios.
3.2 related work and background
NoCs are used to connect components on the same chip. The transfer
of data is achieved in a way similar to that in conventional computer
networks, where packet switching is used and packets are routed from
the source to the destination. A packet is split into smaller data units
called flits. The interconnected components may be general purpose
microprocessors, memory blocks or control circuitry. Each component
(IP) is attached to a router which is used as a gateway to connect the
IP to other IPs and to route information for the overall system. The
term tile is often used to stand for the IP core and the corresponding
router.
Many tools have been developed to model NoC power and area for
early-stage design space exploration [88, 167, 112]. These tools aim to
help in evaluating a design at the early stages and to explore different
design strategies and techniques to give an initial estimation of the
significance of a specific design technique. Other researchers have
focused on optimizing floor planning and topology [179, 110, 167],
and application mapping [92, 137]. The majority of these efforts aim
to minimize area and power and do not consider the ever-increasing
problem of PSN which is directly affected by the output of these
design strategies. Optimizing NoC design for PSN requires the accurate
modelling of this noise in order to guide and evaluate the optimization
process.
Power noise modelling requires models for both workload and the
power delivery grid. The workload models determine the values and
locations of the power-consuming modules in the chip, while the
power grid model determines the supply voltage variations across the
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power delivery grid in the presence of these workloads. This section
surveys the state-of-the-art in these two areas.
3.2.1 Power Grid Modelling and Analysis
To analyse the power delivery grid in VLSI circuits, the grid is modelled
as an RLC network, while loads are often modelled as independent
current sources [28] or equivalent passive elements [120]. Determin-
ing the node voltages in an m node power grid model requires the
following system of partial differential equations (PDEs) to be solved:
Gv(t) +Cv ′(t) = i(t) (3.1)
where G,C ∈ Rm×m are matrices representing memoryless elements
(resistors) and memory elements (inductors and capacitors) respec-
tively, while, v(t),i(t) (∈ Rm) are vectors of voltages and imposed
independent current sources at the grid nodes, respectively. In this
model, independent current sources are used to represent circuit ac-
tivity across the chip [28, 156].
Due to the enormous number of elements and nodes in the grid,
solving the equations for the node voltages v(t) using traditional
circuit simulators, such as SPICE, is impractical in terms of both
the memory and simulation time required. This problem has been
considered by many researchers. Several solutions have been proposed
to solve the power grid size problem during both simulation and
modelling.
In terms of modelling, model order reduction (MOR) approaches
have been used to reduce the model order before simulation. Multigrid-
like [118, 82], hierarchical [207, 171], partition-based [87], and Krylov
subspace-based methods [34] are examples of MOR. Other works focus
on reducing simulation time, for instance in random walk-based simu-
lation [31]. Most of these methods are based on iterative computation,
and due to their high computational demand, they are difficult to
use for an analysis that involves solving the model many times, in
order to account for run-time application dynamics. Direct methods
are instead preferable in such cases, particularly when the peak noise
rather than a detailed time profile of the noise is of interest.
For example, a fast and direct model to determine peak PSN has
been proposed [208]. The power grid is modelled as a distributed RLC
network excited by constant voltage sources, and switching capacitors
(Cload) are used to model on-chip circuit activity. The number of
these capacitors for a particular circuit is determined by the amount
of charge (or energy) delivered to the circuit during the switching
time period ts. The noise impulse is approximated with a linear ramp
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which reaches its maximum at t = ts, and the minimum voltage at
node j in the grid, Vminj , is given by:
Vminj =
1
λj
 k∑
i=1,i 6=j
xi,jV
min
i +
1
2
k∑
i=1,i 6=j
Ci,jVDD
 (3.2)
where λj =
∑k
i=1,i 6=j xi,j+
1
2
∑k
i=1,i 6=jCi,j+C
load
j and xi,j = t
2
s/(6Li,j+
3Ri,jts). Ri,j, Li,j and Ci,j are the resistance, inductance and capaci-
tance between nodes i and j in the power grid, respectively; ts is the
switching time; and Cloadj is the equivalent capacitance of the load at
node j.
This model provides an accurate estimation of peak VDD drop and
a maximum error of 5% has been reported [208]; yet the simulation is
significantly reduced. This seem to be an ideal candidate for develop-
ing a tool for the evaluation of real-time supply variations. However,
this model assumes load-equivalent capacitances are known. In the
present work, these capacitances change dynamically in real-time; thus,
this power grid model can be adopted after introducing a technique
to determine the switching load capacitances for the NoC system. This
workload model characterizes the switching modules in the system
and should capture application dynamics.
3.2.2 Workload Modelling
Many studies have been published on workload modelling for power
grid analysis. Techniques that represent the workload with equiv-
alent passive elements have been reported. For example, a macro
model based on the effective impedance of the current consumer has
been proposed [120]. Other techniques based on independent current
source models are also used, where, for example, macro-models can
be used to determine the waveforms of these current sources. Another
work proposes a frequency domain current macro-model [28] where
the input vector pairs of the circuits are partitioned according to the
hamming distance, and a current macro-model is built for each dis-
tance using regression. However, such workload models assume that
computation workloads can be represented as independent current
sources or passive elements. Task dependencies and correlations be-
tween computational cores are ignored. More importantly, workload
due to communication cannot be captured in these models.
Independent current sources or passive elements can be used as rea-
sonable representations of workloads for simple logics or, to an extent,
for microprocessors. For complex on-chip communication systems
such as networks-on-chip, dynamic power consumption through the
on-chip communication infrastructure leads to significant variations
in power and load. Therefore, an effective model that captures the
communication dynamics is required. This model must integrate the
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workloads of both the router circuit and links. For the former, a router
microarchitectural power model [112] can be integrated with a circuit
activity simulator to characterize the router circuits workload.
For links, an on-chip link model is essential for determining on-chip
communication loads. A number of models based on current [189],
energy [173], and power [41, 155] for on-chip interconnects have been
proposed. On-chip interconnects are modelled as capacitively and
inductively coupled distributed RLC lines. An analytical model for
on-chip link current based on decoupling techniques have been pro-
posed [189]. On-chip link wires are driven by an exponential voltage
source (VS) and loaded by a capacitor (CL). A two-port network with
source and load impedances is employed to derive a closed form for
wire current. The link current can then be obtained using decoupling
transformation [41].
3.3 methodology
On-chip communication traffic produces a considerable portion of the
overall PSN in NoCs. In contrast to conventional models for logic or
microprocessors, this portion of engendered noise or VDD variation
would have an interesting correlation with the spatial and temporal
distributions of the traffic load. This load results from design decisions
at the network-level, such as application mapping and routing path
allocation (or routing algorithm).
A model of power supply noise requires a detailed consideration of
both workload and power grid models. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the different
components of the proposed model and the computational flow among
these components. The technology and architectural parameter files, in
addition to the floorplan information, are taken as inputs to the model.
These files are given to the NoC power model to compute the power
traces of NoC components. For the router, the well known NoC router
power and area model Orion [112] is used. This model is fast, accurate
and easy to integrate with other models. More importantly, it is an
architecture-level model which enables the macro-modelling of the
power grid workload for NoCs. Application characteristics files are fed
to an NoC simulator to generate traffic information. The open-source
SystemC-based NoC simulator, Noxim [70], is modified and employed
here because it supports a wide range of traffic distributions and
routing algorithms and due to its efficiency and ease of configuration
and expansion. The fast peak noise power grid model proposed in
[208] is used for power grid modelling.
Integrating all these models in an automated flow enables the com-
putation of dynamic voltage variations in NoCs. The methods and tools
presented in this chapter are applicable to a wide range of topologies,
including the tree, mesh, and torus. However, for convenience it is
described in the context of a regular mesh topology.
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Figure 3.1: Computational flow for NoC PSN modelling.
3.3.1 Power Noise in Networks-on-Chip
Many design parameters can affect the spatial and temporal distribu-
tion of communication loads in NoCs. Routing algorithms, application
traffic patterns, and packet injection rates are examples of these pa-
rameters. Consequently, NoC communication workloads have spatial
and temporal distributions which are determined by the design of the
system [10, 29, 30]. This distribution in time and space of communica-
tion loads is reflected in the spatial and temporal PSN distribution in
the power delivery grid.
Fig. 3.2 shows a general overview of a network-on-chip and its
power grid. The power grid is a grid of metal wires, which can be
modelled as an RLC network, and may have different topologies, such
as a mesh, tree or irregular topology. These grids usually span several
metal layers and they are hierarchical in nature. This implies that seg-
ment length and width decreases (i.e. grid granularity increases) when
moving from more global to more local power grid nodes. Some nodes
in the upper layers are connected to package VDD pads. Controlled
collapse chip connection (C4) pads are assumed and modelled as RL
segments as shown in Fig. 3.2.
A power grid analysis for the whole grid is not practical due to
the huge size of the resulting model. Thus, by exploiting the hierar-
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of NoC power delivery network and its RLC model.
Ri.j, Li.j and Ci.j are the resistance, inductance and capacitance
of gird wire segment between nodes i and j. Rbump and Lbump
are resistance and inductance of the C4 bumps.
chical nature of power grids, the analysis can be performed using a
macro-modelling approach. A lumped model is used to characterize
individual blocks in the chip and a power grid of appropriate gran-
ularity is considered [207, 85]. In this work a macro model is also
considered for the routers. The router is matched with a region of the
power grid which is determined by the floorplan information.
Fig. 3.3 illustrates links and routers of network-on-chip. The router’s
functional units and the link’s equivalent circuit, including the drivers
and loads, are also shown. In this work, the link wires are modelled as
RLC interconnects driven by exponential voltage sources and loaded
by capacitances (CL). The NoC workload consists of the switching
workloads of both router circuits and links. Router’s workload is due
to internal processes in the router. These processes are: receiving a
flit, route computation, switch allocation and switch traversal. Link
workload is attributed to the switching of the drivers of the link and
the repeaters along its wires.
3.3.2 Compartmental Modelling for Communication Fabrics
Routers are responsible for relaying data packets in NoCs, and they are
composed of a cross-bar switch, routing and arbitration logic, input
channels and output channels, as shown in Fig. 3.3. For a mesh topol-
ogy, there are four input/output channels for global communication
(north, east, south and west) and one input/output channel for local
communication. All input channels have buffers. Links connect routers
and each link is driven by drivers which are part of the sending router
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Table 3.1: Notation and symbols used in this chapter.
Symbol Definition
Ctotalr (k) Total load equivalent capacitance for router r.
Clinksr (k)
Load equivalent capacitance for router r at cycle k due
to link traversals for all the links in the router.
Cch(k)
Load equivalent capacitance at cycle k due to link traver-
sal of router channel ch.
Ccircuitr (k)
Load equivalent capacitance of router r at cycle k due
to circuit activity.
n Number of wires in the NoC data link.
R The set of all routers in the NoC.
CHr The set of all channels in router r.
Gr
The set of power grid nodes responsible for delivering
power to router r.
SW
Vector of size n with elements representing the wire
switching direction, 0 for quiet, 1 for switching up and
-1 for switching down.
Ψ
The set of microarchitectural-level processes executed
by the NoC router.
Er(k) Total energy delivered to router r at cycle k.
Eψ Energy consumed when executing micro process ψ.
αψ(r,k)
The number of occurrences of process ψ in router r at
cycle k.
Ich The link’s current profile for channel ch.
g
Power grid granularity multiple used to map the fine
grid to a coarse grid.
lf The fine power grid segment length.
lX The coarse power grid segment length.
Errorg
VDD drop computation error due to reduction in grid
granularity.
VX Voltage for the coarse-grained grid model.
Vf Voltage for the fine-grained grid model.
Gf Fine-grained (original) power grid.
GX Coarse-grained (reduced) power grid.
ticlk_Q
Clock-to-Q delay of latch i.
tisetup
Critical setup time of latch i.
t
i,j
wire
The delay in wire i, j.
Pr(Erri) Probability of error for link i.
γi Utilization of link i.
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circuitry, which means that link traversal power is supplied by the
flit forwarding router and the repeaters along the link path. In our
model, the workload of both routers and links are characterized by
capacitance. This capacitance is determined by the charge delivered to
the circuit during the switching time period.
Based on the above, the router capacitive load for router r ∈ {R} (see
Table 3.1) in the power grid at the kth switching cycle (Cloadr (k)) is
computed as:
Cloadr (k) = C
links
r (k) +C
circuit
r (k), (3.3)
where Clinksr (k) is load equivalent capacitance due to the link traversal
of the flits at cycle k, and Ccircuitr (k) is the load equivalent capacitance
due to router circuit switching activity at cycle k. The capacitances
here vary over time to reflect dynamic communication load changes
in the network.
3.3.2.1 Link Workload
Link traversal load is the summation of loads for the links of all the
channels in the router:
Clinksr (k) =
∑
∀ch∈{CHr}
Cch(k) (3.4)
where, for a mesh topology, the set of router channels are CHr =
{North,East,South,West,Local}.
The load capacitance of the channel ch link at cycle k, Cch(k), can
be computed from the link’s current profile at that cycle as follows:
Cch(k) =
Qch(k)
VDD
=
∫Tclk
0 Ich(k, t)dt
VDD
(3.5)
where Qch(k) is the total charge delivered to the link of the channel
at cycle k, Ich(k, t) is the current profile of the channel link at cycle
k, and Tclk is the clock frequency period. In this work the link model
proposed in [189] is employed to compute this current profile after
modifying the formula for total channel link current Ich to include
wire switching.
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Let SW be a vector of size n, which is equal to the number of link
wires, with elements swi ∈ {0, 1,−1} where 0, 1 and -1 represent quiet,
switching up (0 → 1), or switching down (1 → 0), respectively. The
time profile of the current draw of the channel link at cycle k, Ich(k, t),
is given by:
Ich(k, t) =
n∑
s=1
n∑
i=1
MTs,iswi,ch,k
n∑
j=1
MTi,jIi,ch,k(t) (3.6)
where Ii,ch,k is the current of wire i ∈ {1...n}, for the channel link at
cycle k, M is the decoupling transformation matrix, and swi,ch,k is
the switching direction of wire i at cycle k [189].
3.3.2.2 Router Workload
The capacitive load of the router circuit for a switching time period
can be computed from the energy it consumes during this time period.
This energy is determined by integrating an NoC simulator, in order to
determine the processes that are taking place in the router at each cycle,
and a router power model which determines the energy consumed by
each of these processes.
Let Ψ={RECEIVE, ROUTE, FORWARD, STANDBY} be the set of
microarchitectural-level processes that can be executed by the router.
These processes involve: receiving a flit, route computation, forward-
ing a flit, and no activity (static energy), respectively. The energy of
the RECEIVE process is the energy required for writing to the input
buffer. The ROUTE process energy is required for route computation,
which is performed only for header flits for wormhole routing. The
FORWARD process energy is the summation of the energies required
for reading from the input buffer, switch allocation, switch traversal
and link traversal. Also, let α(r,k) be the number of occurrences of
process ψ ∈ Ψ in router r at cycle k. Now, the total energy delivered
to router r at cycle k, Er(k), can be expressed as:
Er(k) =
∑
∀ψ∈Ψ
Eψ.αψ(r,k). (3.7)
where Eψ is the energy required by the router circuit to execute process
ψ. This energy, for a particular router design, can be computed using
a router microarchitectural power model while αψ can be determined
using a cycle-accurate NoC simulator. The router load equivalent ca-
pacitance at cycle k ( Ccircuitr (k)) can now be computed as follows:
Ccircuitr (k) =
Er(k)
V2DD
(3.8)
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The load capacitance which results from Eq. 3.3 is used to character-
ize the load in Eq. 3.2.
The following sections are based on the assumption that router r is
supplied with power through a set of nodes (Gr) in the power grid
and, in line with previous works [85, 134], the resulting router load is
divided equally over the set Gr. This set is determined by floorplan
information, based on the geometrical structure of the grid and areas
and positions of the routers.
3.3.3 Power Grid Granularity
Power grids designed for real VLSI circuits may contain tens of thou-
sands or even millions of nodes [140], which results in impractical
simulation time and memory requirements. Thus, a coarse grid ap-
proach has been used in many previous works [111, 118, 82], where
a multi-grid based model order reduction is used and the number of
nodes in the power grid is reduced by node elimination. The anal-
ysis is performed on the reduced coarse grid. Then, the solution is
mapped back to the original (fine-grained) grid using linear interpo-
lation, taking into account the values of conductances between the
nodes.
During the mapping from the fine grid (Gf) to the coarse grid (GX),
the geometrical coordinates of the nodes in GX (node j ′ in Fig. 3.4)
must be the same as their equivalent nodes in Gf (node j in Fig. 3.4)
in order to preserve the structure of the grid. For a regular mesh
topology, this mapping takes the ratio (g = lXlf ) of the segment length
of the fine grid, lf, and the segment length of the coarse grid, lX, as
inputs (see Fig. 3.4). In order to for the total resistance to remain equal,
a segment’s width must be increased in proportion to its increasing
length.
The relative error of the voltage drop for node j ′ ∈ GX due to grid
granularity reduction can be expressed as:
Errorg(j
′) =
∣∣∣∣∆Vf(j ′) −∆VX(j)∆Vf(j)
∣∣∣∣× 100%, (3.9)
where ∆Vf and ∆VX are the voltage drops in the fine and coarse
grids, respectively, and j and j ′ are the nodes in the fine grid and its
equivalent node in the reduced coarse grid, respectively.
In power grid simulation there are two techniques for model so-
lution: iterative and direct [171]. Due to the very large grid size, the
iterative technique is more suitable for analyses for which a single
system solution is obtained, for instance the DC analysis of power
grids. On the other hand, direct techniques are more convenient when
several model solutions are necessary. This is the case for the present
work, thus; a coarse-grained lumped model for the power grid is used
in order to achieve the results in a practical simulation time.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the mapping from a fine-grained to a coarse-grained
model of the power delivery grid.
3.4 experimental results and discussion
3.4.1 Experimental Setup
To evaluate our model, the floorplan and architecture of Intel’s Ter-
aFlop NoC [192] is adopted. A mesh NoC router is assumed with
five channels and 39-bit communication links in each channel. The
technology used is 65 nm with a frequency of 3 GHz and nominal
VDD=1V . Orion [112] is used for router power and area computation.
Communication traffic simulation is conducted using Noxim [70], a
SystemC-based NoC simulator. A Gaussian random distribution is
assumed for the link switching activities, with a Poisson distribu-
tion for the packet injection. A uniform buffer size of 16 flits and a
packet length of 3 flits are assumed. These values are in line with
Intel’s TeraFlop NoC configuration [192]. The models are integrated
in an automated flow (Fig. 3.1) to compute the power supply voltage
variations as a function of NoC switching activity. To evaluate our
model, the floorplan and architecture of Intel’s TeraFlop NoC [192]
is adopted. A mesh NoC router is assumed with five channels and
39-bit communication links in each channel. The technology used
is 65 nm with a frequency of 3 GHz and nominal VDD=1V . Orion
[112] is used for router power and area computation. Communication
traffic simulation is conducted using Noxim [70], a SystemC-based
NoC simulator. A Gaussian random distribution is assumed for the
link switching activities, with a Poisson distribution for the packet
injection. A uniform buffer size of 16 flits and a packet length of 3
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flits are assumed. These values are in line with Intel’s TeraFlop NoC
configuration [192]. The models are integrated in an automated flow
(Fig. 3.1) to compute the power supply voltage variations as a function
of NoC switching activity.
For the power delivery network (PDN), a lumped model which
includes both on-chip and off-chip power delivery network models
is used. The on-chip PDN consists of a global-level mesh structure
routed in the top metal layers. Unless otherwise stated, the on-chip
power network is modelled as an RLC mesh with a grid segment
length such that we have 5× 5 granularity per NoC tile. Based on
the analysis described in Section 3.4.3 below and as suggested by
previous works [85, 115], this is sufficient for capturing the power
supply voltage variations across the chip with reasonable accuracy
and simulation time. The RLC values of the grid segments and link
wires were determined using PTM [36].
3.4.2 Model Verification
Firstly, an experiment to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed model
is performed. The power trace of a 3 × 3 NoC is computed under
the Transpose traffic (in which tile(i, j) sends packets to tile(j, i)),
which is obtained from the NoC simulator for a packet injection rate
of 0.015 packets/cycle/node. Then, a SPICE netlist of the circuit is
generated. In this netlist the workloads are modelled as triangular
current sources. The peaks of these current sources are computed
based on power traces taken from the router and link power models
and the activity of the NoC. This enables the evaluation of the voltage
variations resulting from integrating all the components of the model
together (activity, power, and grid models). This circuit netlist is simu-
lated in SPICE to obtain the resulting grid node voltages. The same
scenario is also simulated using our model following the methodology
described in Section 3.3. Power grid node voltages obtained from both
the model and SPICE are presented in Fig. 3.5, which shows good
matching with a mean relative error of only 4.7%.
3.4.3 Granularity Analysis
The impact of power grid granularity on both model accuracy and
simulation time is also evaluated. A power grid for an area of 1mm2
is simulated assuming a load of a 39-wire link and computed using
Eq. 3.6. VDD drop across the grid is determined with different power
grid granularities. Coarser grids are generated by doubling the grid
segment lengths and widths to preserve the resulting resistance.
Table 3.2 shows the results of this analysis for grid granularities
starting from 40×40 (6400 nodes) down to 5× 5 (25 nodes). Taking the
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of node voltages computed by the proposed model
with SPICE simulation for a 3× 3 NoC configuration.
SPICE simulation of the 40×40 grid as a baseline, both relative error
(Eq. 3.9) and simulation time are shown.
The results show that model accuracy decreases when the gran-
ularity of the model is quartered. On the other hand, simulation
speed rapidly increases with granularity due to higher model order
reduction. Considering fixed grid granularity per tile, the simulation
time increases linearly with the NoC size (number of tiles) due to the
fact that the number of power grid nodes increases linearly with the
number of tiles.
lX lf #of g = Errorg time using
(µm) (µm) nodes lX/lf (%) (s)
25 25 40× 40 (1600) 1 - 8.9 SPICE
25 25 40× 40 (1600) 1 1.98 1.152 model
50 25 20× 20 (400) 2 6.07 0.155 model
100 25 10× 10 (100) 4 8.6 0.022 model
200 25 5× 5 (25) 8 11.85 0.006 model
Table 3.2: Comparison of the proposed model with different power grid
granularities with the SPICE simulation of a fine granularity.
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3.4.4 Synthetic traffic patterns and Routing Algorithms
In this section the results for PSN caused by different synthetic traffic
patterns and routing algorithms are presented and discussed. A 6× 6
NoC is considered here. traffic patterns used are Random, Transpose,
and Hotspot. For Random traffic, each tile sends data to all other tiles
with equal probability. For the Transpose case, tile(i, j) sends packets
to tile(j, i). For the Hotspot traffic pattern the four central tiles receive
an extra 5% in addition to the uniform (Random) traffic. Four routing
algorithms; XY, Odd-Even (OE), Fully-Adaptive and Negative-First (NF)
are also considered. The number of clock cycles necessary for captur-
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Figure 3.6: VDD drop versus PIR for various routing algorithms.
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Figure 3.7: VDD drop versus PIR for various traffic patterns .
ing the characteristics of the workload differs from one application to
another. For synthetic traffic it should be noted that the power traces
have been repeated after 10,000 clock cycles. However, the model is
run for 100,000 clock cycles in order to guarantee the coverage of all
workload characteristics. The resulting VDD drop is plotted for differ-
ent routing algorithms (Fig. 3.6) and traffic distributions (Fig. 3.7) for
a range of packet injection rates. The peak and mean drops are shown
in both figures. The throughputs achieved for these routing algorithms
and traffic patterns are also shown in Fig. 3.8. Spatial VDD drops un-
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Figure 3.8: Throughput for different (a) routing algorithms, and (b) traffic
patterns.
der these traffic patterns and routing algorithms are given in Figures
3.9 and 3.10 respectively for a PIR of 0.015 packets/cycle/node.
Note that, in general, there is a considerable increase in VDD drop
with PIR. This is expected, since a higher packet injection rate leads
to a higher throughput which increases the switching activity of the
routers and data links. This, in turn, raises the current draw causing a
higher VDD drop. However, different routing algorithms and traffic
patterns behave differently in terms of VDD drop with increase in PIR.
For instance, for low PIR (< 0.015) it can be noted that the NF routing
algorithm causes higher peak (Fig. 3.6a) and mean (Fig. 3.6b) drops
than the XY and OE, although it achieves the same throughput (and
thus consumes the same power) within this PIR range (see Fig.3.8a).
This is due to the fact that the NF algorithm tends to migrate the
traffic to the negative quarter of the NoC mesh, as can be seen in Fig.
3.9d. This can create hotspots that would suffer higher supply drops
due to unbalanced power density. On the other hand, both XY and OE
have more balanced spatial workloads compared to NF, which leads
to lower supply drops.
At high PIR (> 0.015) the VDD drop for both NF and XY is less than
that of OE due to the fact that the latter achieves higher throughput at
this PIR range. This is because the NoC starts to saturate and throughput
decreases for the XY and NF, which is not the case for OE (see Fig.
3.8a).
For traffic patterns, it can be seen that Hotspot traffic causes a higher
VDD peak drop, due to the centric nature of this traffic distribution and
for the same reasons discussed above. This drop is reduced at higher
PIR (> 0.015) due to the reduced throughput caused by saturation.
Random traffic results in higher throughput in this range of PIR (Fig.
3.8b), which causes higher peaks and mean drops.
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the spatial distributions of selected rout-
ing algorithms and traffic patterns, respectively. In general, it can be
observed that the power supply drop which results from a traffic pat-
tern or routing algorithm is determined by the workload and increases
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with this workload. Also, the spatial distribution of a traffic/routing
workload plays an important role. Highly unbalanced traffic/routing
can lead to significantly higher PSN compared to balanced cases, even
when the workload is the same.
Table 3.3 summarizes the results for peak and mean VDD drops for
the set of traffic patterns and routing algorithms considered.
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Figure 3.9: Spatial distribution of mean VDD drop (%) for different routing
algorithms and Transpose traffic.
TRAFFIC
Random Transpose Hotspot
ROUTING peak mean peak mean peak mean
XY 13.63 5.6 12.95 5.6 13.18 5.6
Odd-Even 11.51 5.48 13.82 5.5 12.53 5.45
Negative-First 14.15 5.31 13.81 5.31 14.21 5.3
Fully-Adaptive 12.96 2.92 13.56 5.48 12.79 5.32
Table 3.3: Summary of VDD drop (%). Results of four different routing algo-
rithms and three traffic patterns.
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Figure 3.10: Spatial distribution of mean VDD drop (%) for different synthetic
traffic patterns with XY routing.
3.4.5 Real Traffic
To generate a realistic communication scenario, a generic complex
multimedia system (MMS) is used. MMS comprised of an H263 video
encoder, an H263 video decoder, an MP3 audio encoder, and an MP3
audio decoder [92]. Three mapping strategies were considered to map
this benchmark to a 5× 5 NoC: maximizing performance (minimizing
packet latency) [137]; minimizing energy [92]; and random mapping.
The resulting VDD drops in the presence of the resulting three traffic
patterns are computed using our tool. The power trace for this bench-
mark is found to be periodic, with a period of nearly 70,000 clock
cycles. The simulations are run for 100,000 cycles to guarantee the
coverage of workload characteristics.
Fig. 3.11 shows the spatial distribution of the power supply drop.
It can be seen that performance and energy mappings are relatively
close to each other in terms of VDD drop. However, the energy-aware
mapping has slightly higher peak drops compared to performance-
aware mapping. It can also be seen that, in this instance of random
mapping ,there is considerably higher drop compared to other types
of mapping. This is caused not only by the higher power used for this
mapping, but also the spatial distribution of this power profile which
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results in higher power (and thus current) density in the central tiles,
leading to a higher voltage drop.
3.5 case study: power supply-aware timing analysis
The modelling of power supply noise in NoCs would have many ap-
plications in the design space exploration and evaluation of many-
core systems at various design levels. Power grid integrity analysis,
PSN-aware application mapping, and floor planning are examples of
these applications. However, our tool can also be used to analyse
the impact of the resulting VDD variations on timing accuracy for
circuit-dominated paths [163], or link-dominated paths, such as com-
munication links and clock distribution networks [116, 45]. In this
section, the developed model is employed in a technique for per-
forming statistical timing analysis in the presence of power supply
variations. This enables an estimation of timing violations in order to
show how the resulting PSN affects timing and system reliability.
Power supply noise can cause significant increases in delay for
circuit-dominated as well as interconnect-dominated paths [117, 116].
This delay could lead to violations of timing constraints in these paths
and thus generate soft errors. It has been reported that, for these timing
constraints to be met for a 20% supply variation, a 42% decrease in
frequency is required for 65nm technology [116].
On the other hand, the International Technology Roadmap for Semi-
conductors (ITRS) predicts that there will be a significant gap between
interconnection delay and gate delay. Moreover, this gap is expected
to rise exponentially. This is particularly so for global interconnects
where, even when repeaters are used, interconnect delay is expected to
reach 9x the delay of the gates for a 32nm technology node, according
to an ITRS [103]. This delay gap is expected to continue growing,
leading to severe challenges in designing interconnects that comply
with the timing constraints.
These factors motivate performing statistical timing analysis for NoC
interconnects in the presence of power supply variations. This enables
an evaluation of the probability of timing violations and BER due to
PSN.
3.5.1 Impact of Power Supply Variations on Link Delay
A major impact of PSN on performance can be seen by its impact on
delay. Power supply voltage drops can cause significant increases in
the delay of circuits and interconnects [117, 116]. This delay could
lead to violations of timing constrains in these paths leading to soft
errors. To compute the probability of switching error due to timing
delays under power supply variations, a full knowledge of the VDD
variation distribution is needed. Also, the relationship between delay
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Figure 3.11: Spatial distribution of mean VDD drop (%) for the MMS appli-
cation traffic with three mapping strategies.
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and VDD for various components of the link is necessary. The delay
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Figure 3.12: A model of on-chip link illustrating the delay components and
timing constrains [158].
components of on-chip global interconnects are illustrated in Fig. 3.12.
Considering a synchronous data path between two tiles, i and j, of a
NoC data link and assuming a zero clock skew between these two, the
sum of the clock-to-Q delay of the sending flip-flop (FF), ticlk_Q, plus
the wire delay between the two FFs, ti,jwire, in addition to the setup
time of the receiving FF (tjsetup) must not exceed the link clock period
Tclk [123, 158]:
ticlk_Q + t
i,j
wire + t
j
setup < Tclk. (3.10)
Violation of this timing constraint would lead to switching errors in
the link.
To perform timing analysis, and in line with previous works [163,
117], a quadratic approximation is adopted to determine the impact
of VDD drop on these delay components:
td(∆VDD) = k1 + k2(∆VDD) + k3(∆VDD)
2 (3.11)
where, td(∆VDD) represents any of the link timing components on the
left hand side of Eq. 3.10 and ki (i=1,2,3) are technology-dependent
constants. Assuming 65 nm technology, an edge triggered D-FF, which
comprises two master-slave D latches, is simulated in SPICE and
the clock-to-Q and setup times of the FF under VDD variations are
obtained. The wire delay is also obtained for a 2mm length with
repeaters chosen according to the results in previous work [123]. Fig.
3.13 plots the delay obtained for tclk_Q, twire and tsetup when the
VDD drop is varied from 0% (VDD = 1.0V) to 25% (VDD = 0.75V) of
nominal supply voltage with steps of 5% (50mV). Using these results,
analytical formulas relating the clock-to-Q delay, setup time and wire
delays to the VDD drop are obtained using regression.
3.5.2 Probability of Timing Violation Errors and Bit Error Rates
Using our model, the distribution of VDD are obtained for all chip
components. In general, the VDD distribution obtained consists of
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Figure 3.13: The twire, tclk_Q and tsetup link delays versus VDD drop.
a DC component (or IR) drop, which results in the shifting of the
mean of the VDD distribution, and an AC component (or ∆I drop)
which results in variation in VDD. Using the formulas for link delay
(Eq. 3.11), a statistical timing analysis can be performed to obtain
the distribution of the resulting variations in link delay due to power
supply variations for all NoC links. Thus, the IR drop translates into a
delay skew and the ∆I drop translates into delay jitter for these links.
For FFs, (tclk_Q) and tsetup are computed from the VDD of the
sending and receiving tiles respectively. The wire delay (twire) is
computed using the VDD between the sending and receiving tiles.
The resulting delay distribution of a link can be used to estimate the
probability of timing error due to power supply variations for that link.
This probability is estimated as the portion of the delay distribution
that does not satisfy the constraint in Eq. 3.10. In other words, the
probability of timing error on link l, Pr(Errl), can be expressed as:
Pr(Errl) = Pr(tl > Tclk) (3.12)
where tl is the total link delay which is computed in the presence of
VDD variations using Eq. 3.11.
Fig. 3.14 shows the results of this analysis for the MMS benchmark
with maximum performance mapping. Fig. 3.14a shows the distribu-
tion of delay means (skews) for all links and Fig. 3.14b shows the
distribution of delay standard deviations (STDs) or jitters for these
links. It is found that links with the highest probability of error belong
to the tile which suffers the highest VDD drop. This is tile 2, as can be
seen in Fig. 3.11b.
Using the probability of errors for each link, the average BER for the
NoC can be computed. Given the application and mapping characteris-
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tics, let the relative utilization of NoC link l be γl, which is the ratio of
the data volume communicated through this link (νl) to the total data
volume communicated in the NoC. Thus, the relative utilization of the
link can be characterized as:
γl =
νl∑
∀i,j∈{N} νi,j
(3.13)
where {N} is the set of all nodes (tiles) in the NoC and νi,j is the data
volume that needs to be communicated between tile i (as a source)
and tile j (as a sink). Now, the BER for all the NoC links (assuming that
the links are independent) can be computed as follows:
BER =
∑
∀l∈{L}
γl.αl.Pr(Errl) (3.14)
where {L} is the set of all links in the NoC and αl is the average switch-
ing activity of link l. The switching activity αl is the average spatial
activity of the link, which is determined by the average hamming
distance between consecutive flits; while γl can be seen as the average
switching activity over time. Both are in the range of 0-1.
For the MMS benchmark with performance mapping, and assuming
αl is 25% the average BER is found to be 5.95× 10−6. On the other
hand, when random mapping is considered, the NoC experiences a
higher drop (see Fig. 3.11) and BER increases to 2.9× 10−5.
To illustrate the impact of increased communication workload in
terms of network throughput on BER for various traffic scenarios, Fig.
3.15 plots BER for different synthetic traffic patterns against throughput.
It can be noted that BER increases exponentially with throughput
for all traffic patterns. However, due to different hotspot and traffic
distributions, different traffic patterns experience different BERs. The
higher and more concentrated the traffic patterns, the higher the BER,
as can be seen for the Hotspot traffic in Fig. 3.15.
It worth mentioning here that the above timing analysis is pes-
simistic and, in practice, no hardware system would tolerate such
error rates. The reason for the above results is that our analysis does
not consider many design precautions that are normally taken to
prevent timing violations. These precautions would usually lead to
a “guard-gap” which ensures that timing violations rarely happen.
Thus, this timing analysis and the resulting BER is to be used here
as comparative metric only to compare various application mapping
strategies . In particular, it is used to compare the timing accuracy of
activity-balance mapping with energy-aware mapping and is not, by
any means, an accurate timing analysis of the resulting systems.
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Figure 3.14: Links delay statistics for the MMS benchmark using maximum
performance mapping.
3.6 summary and conclusion
In this chapter, an integrated modelling tool to capture the impact
of on-chip communication workloads on power delivery grid is pre-
sented. This tool is dedicated for NoCs. It integrates a NoC simulator,
on-chip link model, NoC power and area models, and a fast power grid
model to provide a comprehensive simulation and system analysis.
The granularity of the power grid model affects the degree of accuracy
of the analysis. Compared to the SPICE simulation results, the error
of the power grid model is less than 2% and increases linearly with
the granularity of the grid. The developed tool also provides a de-
tailed analysis of power supply variation based on traffic distribution
and routing algorithms. The practicality of the proposed model is
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Figure 3.15: Bit error rate versus throughput for various synthetic traffic
patterns.
further exemplified through a case study. Detailed statistical timing
analysis of communication link delay is presented. This enables the
study of the impact of PSN based on communication delay for different
communication workloads and traffic patterns. The results from such
analyses can be used to determine high-level performance metrics,
such as the probability of error and bit error rates. Comprehensive
analyses of the power grid and accurate communication link models
are crucial to the evaluation of power supply integrity. The models
and techniques proposed in this work enable a robust evaluation of
NoC-based multi-core systems in the early design stages.
4
P O W E R S U P P LY N O I S E M I N I M I Z AT I O N T H R O U G H
M A P P I N G I N N O C S
4.1 introduction
Power integrity is crucial for reliable VLSI systems, and PSN has adverse
effects on digital circuit performance and reliability. PSN could cause
signal deterioration and create soft errors. Variations in power supply
are found to have significant impacts on operational frequency and
system power dissipation [141]. It has been reported that a fluctuation
of 10% in power supply causes about 6% of change in frequency
and 18% increase in power dissipation due to increased leakage [163].
However, it’s becoming increasingly challenging to guarantee power
integrity with the increasing scale of integration. This is due to higher
power density and operating frequencies that result in continuously
increasing PSN in the chip.
On the other hand, NoCs have been proposed as a promising commu-
nication paradigm for SoCs and CMPs. The NoC tackles many limitations
associated with bus on-chip connectivity by providing a scalable, flex-
ible and power-efficient solution to integrate many cores in a single
chip [23]. However, networks-on-chip can produce considerable PSN
around regions with high communication, particularly, with the com-
munication centric architectures and/or applications in which the
NoC consumes a substantial portion of system power. Moreover, the
advances in both technology and architecture of future many-core
systems would cause NoC power consumption to increase [33].
Due to the above-motioned factors, the characterization and op-
timization of communication workload, in terms of NoC load and
power dissipation, is becoming increasingly necessary in order to
ensure power integrity. Power dissipation activity in NoCs is strongly
correlated with network traffic load. This load is determined by the
communication bandwidth among application tasks and the way these
tasks are mapped to the target NoC architecture. Many of the applica-
tion mapping strategies for NoCs proposed so far focus on minimizing
energy, which results in high activity tasks being placed close to each
other. This results in high activity hotspots that experience significant
voltage drops and temperature rises. In this chapter, an NoC appli-
cation mapping strategy is proposed which aims to provide activity
balancing and the minimization of PSN, . The main contributions of
this chapter can be summarized as follows:
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1. A new concept of optimizing PSN in application mapping for
NoCs is presented which considers the impact of communication
workload on the power delivery network for NoC-based systems.
2. The metric of activity density is introduced and the impact of
its spatial patterns on power delivery is analysed. Significant
relationships between the spatial distribution of core activity
and PSN are discovered.
3. The tile repulsive force is proposed as a mapping strategy objec-
tive which, in contrast to other NoC mapping strategies, results
highly active tiles being spread across the chip. This and causes
a significant drop in PSN with low energy and performance over-
heads. Moreover, high reduction in PSN is achieved even when
the system technology is scaled down.
4. Statistical timing analysis is performed for the resulting systems,
showing that better timing accuracy is achieved by the new
mapping strategy due to reduced hotspots and PSN.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 describes
related work on PSN mitigation and NoC application mapping. This
section also explains the notations, definitions and the main models
introduced in this chapter. In Section 4.3 the methodology used to
achieve the minimization of PSN by application mapping in NoCs
is presented. Experimental results and analyses are presented and
discussed in Section 4.4. Finally, the conclusions of the chapter are
given in Section 4.5.
4.2 related work and background
4.2.1 Related Work and Motivation
Classical techniques employ on-chip decoupling capacitors to reduce
PSN. Additional capacitors are inserted in parallel with the power
delivery networks to filter current spikes and reduce power supply
fluctuations. This can be an effective technique at the cost of additional
chip area. Various methodologies have been proposed to optimally
determine the physical location for the decoupling capacitors during
floor-planning [39].
For systems with power gating, gated blocks can produce significant
PSN when switched on [85, 197]. In [85], a distributed power-delivery
model has been proposed and used to analyse on-chip power supply
variations in order to understand the impact of inter-core interactions
in a CMP with power gating. It has been found that powering on
all cores simultaneously can lead to significant voltage drops in the
system. The authors proposed to resonate cores out-of-phase in order
to reduce voltage swings. In another work [197], the authors proposed
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an optimal power-gating techniques coupled with dynamic scheduling
to minimize the voltage drop caused by high-frequency logic switching
in the gated blocks.
PSN can also be mitigated at the application-level. In particular,
application workload assignment can have a significant impact on the
PSN induced in a multi-core system. In [185], a simulated-annealing
approach has been employed to optimize the assignment of workloads
to the cores, such that the resulting PSN can be minimized.
Although these works are shown to be efficient in reducing the
overall PSN, the cores are assumed to run tasks independently. Thus,
task-dependence and communication between the cores has been
ignored.
On the other hand, there have been several attempts to model
the impact of VDD variations on the timing of circuits and links in
VLSI systems [22, 116, 163]. The impact of PSN on performance in
microprocessors for both link- and circuit-dominated paths has been
analysed [163]. The authors showed that PSN would cause a frequency
penalty of 6.7% for 130 nm, and that this penalty would significantly
increase in future technology generations. In other works [22] and
[116], models have been proposed to capture the impact of PSN on
propagation delay through statistical timing analysis. These analyses
would also enable the detection of any violations of timing constraints
and critical timing paths.
Networks-on-chip can produce considerable PSN around the regions
with high communication activity. This is particularly true when the
NoC takes a substantial portion of system power; for example 40%
in the MIT RAW chip [181] and 30% in the Intel 80-core TeraFLOPS
chip [192]. However, the impact of PSN and the associated risks to an
NoC system has been so far largely ignored. This is exacerbated by
aggressive energy [137] and performance [94] focused optimization.
This is because core with high communication are usually mapped to
regions in a close proximity, and this is likely to lead to some regions
in a chip having significantly higher activity density. More power
would be drawn into these areas at the expense of voltage drops and
PSN. This under-balanced communication patterns can be seen as an
advantage in terms of energy and performance, but at the cost of
system reliability.
The concept of activity density in VLSI circuits was first introduced
by Najm [139]. The author define transition density to be the average
switching rate and he developed an algorithm to compute this based
on stochastic models of logic signals. The results showed that higher
activity density will lead to higher power and ground current densities,
which would directly affect power supply integrity and introduce
thermal hotspots. Also they show that higher activity would have
a negative impact on circuit reliability in terms of electro-migration
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failures. This can be seen as another problem associated with higher
activity density, which motivates activity balancing in VLSI systems.
In this chapter, a new NoC mapping strategy which aims at balancing
switching activity and power density is presented. This mapping con-
siders communication workload and interactions among the mapped
application tasks. The new mapping improves power supply integrity
through considerable reductions in PSN. This is attributed to the re-
moval of hotspots and minimization of switching activity density.
4.2.2 Background and Definitions
This section, gives definitions and explains the notation used in this
chapter, and briefly describes the metrics of PSN and energy. A sum-
mary of all notation used in this chapter is also shown in Table 4.1.
Although this work is not limited to any particular NoC topology or
architecture, for convenience it is described in the context of a regular
mesh NoC.
4.2.2.1 Definitions
The NoC architecture is characterized by the Architectural GraphARG(T ,P)
which is defined as a directed graph where each vertex, ti ∈ {T }, rep-
resents an NoC tile and each directed arc pi,j ∈ {P}, represents the path
from tile i to tile j. Each path pi,j consists of a set of n links L(pi,j),
with the first link l0 starting with tile i and the last link ln−1 ending
with tile j. The set L(pi,j) is determined by the routing algorithm used
to route packets from source to destination.
On the other hand, the application’s communication requirements
are described by the Application Graph APG(S,A), which is a directed
acyclic graph where each vertex si ∈ S represents a task and each arc
ai,j ∈ A represents the communication from task si to task sj. The
quantities associated with ai,j are the bandwidth requirement from si
to sj, b(ai,j) and data volume w(ai,j).
A mapping function (Ω) maps an application characterized by the
APG to the target architecture characterized by the ARG.
4.2.2.2 Metrics for Power Supply Noise
Power supply noise typically refers to any fluctuations from the nomi-
nal supply voltage. However, in this thesis we need to quantify this
noise and have a computable metric to account for it. In practice, not
any voltage fluctuations is accounted for in noise computation. Typi-
cally, only voltage drops below a particular level, called noise margin,
are considered. Also, the duration of the drop, and not only its value,
has impact on system reliability and need also to be considered. Thus,
in [48], the power supply noise at a power grid node x ∈ G, PSN(x),
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Table 4.1: Definitions and notation used in this chapter.
Symbol Definition
ARG(T ,P)
NoC architectural graph with the set of NoC tiles {T}
as vertices and the set of paths {P} among these tiles
as arcs.
APG(S,A)
Application graph with the set of tasks {S} as verticies
and the set of communications {A} among these tasks
as arcs.
L(p)
Set of NoC links that constitutes a path p in the archi-
tectural graph.
Ω
Mapping function that maps the application graph
to the architectural graph.
PSNtot Total power supply noise.
VNM Power supply noise margin.
Etot(Ω) Total energy cost of mapping Ω.
Wr Channel width of router r.
Nr Number of channels in router r.
Fr Frequency of router r.
Br(Ω) Bandwidth capacity of router r.
Bˆr(Ω) Bandwidth load of router r.
αu Activity factor of VLSI unit u.
γk(D)
Regional activity density of tile k for a region of
diameter D.
Γi
Metaphor for charge of tile i, which is a function of
the tile local activity density and given as follows:
Γi = e
kiγi , where ki is a tuning constant.
Fi,j Tile repulsive force between tiles i and j.
Ftot Total repulsive force for all NoC tiles.
GD Application graph edge density.
BW Application graph average bandwidth.
ticlk_Q
Clock-to-Q delay of latch i.
tisetup
Critical setup time of latch i.
t
i,j
wire
Delay of wire i, j.
Perr(l) Probability of error for link l.
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is computed as the time integral of the drop below the noise margin
voltage (VNM) as follows:
PSN(x) =
∫Ts
0
min [VNM −∆V(x, t), 0]dt (4.1)
where VNM is the noise margin, and ∆V(x, t) is the power supply
variation for node x at time t. Total PSN on the chip is determined as
the summation of the PSN for all nodes in the power grid:
PSNtot =
∑
∀x∈G
PSN(x) (4.2)
or
PSNtot =
∑
∀x∈G
[∫Ts
0
min [VNM −∆V(x, t), 0]dt
]
(4.3)
where PSNtot is the total PSN on the chip. It can be noted that PSN is
a time integral of voltage drop and thus its unit is volt.second (v.s).
4.2.2.3 Energy Model
To compute the energy cost of a mapping function, we used the bit
energy metric is used. The average energy consumed by sending one
bit from tile i to tile j (Ebiti,j ) is given by [206]:
Ebiti,j = (E
bit
S + E
bit
B )nhops(i, j) + E
bit
L (nhops(i, j) − 1) (4.4)
where nhops(i, j) is the number of hops along the path between tiles
i and j. EbitS , E
bit
B and E
bit
L are the per-bit energy dissipated by the
crossbar switch, buffer and link of the router, respectively. The total
energy cost of a mapping function (Etot(Ω)) is computed as:
Etot(Ω) =
∑
ai,j∈{A}
w(ai,j).EbitΩ(i),Ω(j) (4.5)
where w(ai,j) is the communication data volume from task si task
to sj in APG. The number of hops from the source to destination
tiles i and j, nhops(i, j) is determined by the routing algorithm. In
this work the, XY routing algorithm is assumed. XY is a deterministic
and deadlock-free routing algorithm which routes the packets from
their sources along the X direction first and then along the Y direction
towards their destinations [66]. Ω(i) is the mapping of task i; that is,
the tile that task i is mapped to by the mapping function Ω.
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4.3.1 Local and Regional Activity Densities
In this work, a mapping strategy based on minimizing activity den-
sity is employed. The metric of local activity density is first defined,
considering an NoC tile k which consists of a set of functional units,
such as router, floating point unit and SRAM. For unit u ∈ k, the
local activity density (γu) is defined in terms of the unit’s maximum
power consumption (Pmaxu ), switching activity factor (αu) and area as
follows:
γu = P
max
u
(
αu
areau
)
(4.6)
where αu ranges from 0 to 1 and is the ratio of the unit’s load to its
maximum loading capacity.
Now, considering an NoC tile k which consists of a set of the units,
tile’s local activity density, γk, can be expressed as:
γk =
∑
∀u∈k P
max
u αu
areak
(4.7)
where areak is the tile area.
The regional activity density of an NoC tile can be defined in terms
of local activity densities. For a regular mesh NoC, a region with a
particular size in the vicinity of a tile of interest k can be defined as
the set of all tiles j that satisfy dk,j 6 D. Here dk,j is the Manhattan
distance between tiles k and j and D is the radius of the region.
Now, considering a regular NoC with homogeneous tile sizes and
architectures, the regional activity density of tile k as a function of
region radius D, γk(D), can be expressed as the summation of local
activity densities of all tiles in this region:
γk(D) =
∑
∀j∈{T} | dk,j6D
γj (4.8)
According to this definition, the local activity density defined in Eq
4.7 can also be denoted as γk(0). For topologies other than the mesh,
other distance measures, such as physical distance, can be used to
define the region.
Considering an NoC router, the switching activity is fully charac-
terized by the communication demand of the application and the
placement of the communicating tasks across the NoC system. For
a router r with Nr number of channels, Wr channel width and Fr
frequency, the bandwidth capacity r, Br, can be expressed as:
Br =Wr ×Nr × Fr (4.9)
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The actual switching load of the router’s logic, Bˆr, is the bandwidth
of data the router is responsible for relaying. This load is determined
by the application mapping function (Ω) and the routing algorithm.
The router load is the summation of the loads of all router links. For
router r with a set of channels ({CHr}), the router load is given by:
Bˆr =
∑
ch∈{CHr}
Bˆ(lch) (4.10)
where Bˆ(lch) is the load communication bandwidth of channel ch
link, lch. The activity factor of router r, αr, can be readily computed
as the ratio of the router communication load to its bandwidth as
follows:
αr =
Bˆr
Br
(4.11)
For tile units other than the router, such as the FPU, instruction
memory and data memory, various techniques can be used to estimate
the activity factor. Examples include using probabilistic methods and
methods that consider the spatial and temporal correlations of the
circuits in the switching probability model [25, 76]. However, the
present work focuses on communication-centric applications in which
computation is modulated by communication. Thus, the activity factor
of tile units other than the router is estimated using the communication
demand of the task assigned to the tile.
4.3.2 Power Supply Noise Optimization
Higher switching activity densities lead to higher average power and
current densities. Moreover, high activity densities would also increase
peak current demand due to larger amount of circuitry switching si-
multaneously. This causes both the average and peak resistive (IR)
drops to increase. The inductive drop, ∆I, also increases with activity
density due to higher rates of switching which lead to higher fluctu-
ations in the current drawn [139, 17, 143]. Thus, minimizing activity
density improves supply integrity and reduces PSN. These facts are
also supported by the analysis of the correlations between PSN and
both local and regional activity densities presented in Section 4.4.2
bellow.
To reduce the regional activity density within a particular region,
the objective function must minimize the number of high activity tiles
in this region (see Eq. 4.8). Thus, mappings that result in condensing
high activity tiles must be penalized. To define this cost, the metric of
tile repulsive force (Fi,j) is introduced. It is assumed that two tiles, i and
j, repel each other by a force which is directly proportional to their
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(a) Repulsive force among like charges
(b) Repulsive force between tile 0 and other tiles for different
region sizes. Γi = ekiγi is the tile charge.
Figure 4.1: Illustration of tile repulsive force.
local activity and inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between them. This force can be expressed as follows:
Fi,j = K
ΓiΓj
d2i,j
(4.12)
where Γi = ekiγi , Γj = ekjγj and ki, kj and K are constants. The
exponential function is used to impose an exponential increase in Fi,j,
and thus a higher cost, when local activity increases. The distance di,j
considered here is the Manhattan distance between the tiles.
This force is defined in Eq. 4.12 reflects strong dependency between
spatial proximity of tile activities. The square in the denominator is
used introduce a quadratic increase in this force with distance and
is inspired by the physical phenomenon described by Columb’s low.
Moreover, the notion of force-directed optimization in microelectronic
systems design is introduced in previous works where a force-directed
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floorplanning techniques were used to optimize parameters such as
area, timing, congestion and heat distribution during floorplanning
[68, 47].
Since the force defined by Eq. 4.12 decreases quadratically with
distance, and to reduce the computation time required to evaluate this
force during mapping optimization, the repulsive force is considered
among tiles lying of a region with a predefined size where the distance
between tiles does not exceed a defined radius D, as illustrated in Fig.
4.1b. Thus, the total of this repulsive force is computed as:
Ftot =
∑
∀j∈{T}
 ∑
∀i∈{T},di,j6D
Fi,j
 (4.13)
A mapping function which results in a lower value of Ftot will have
a more scattered distribution of high activity tiles, reducing activity
density and PSN.
4.3.3 Problem Formulation
The problem of PSN optimization mapping in NoCs can now be formu-
lated as follows:
Given: Application graph,APG(S,A) and architectural graph,ARG(T ,P)
that satisfy:
|S| 6 |T | (4.14)
find: A mapping function Ω that maps each task in APG to a tile in
ARG
Objective:
min
 ∑
∀j∈{T}
 ∑
∀i∈{T},di,j6D
Fi,j
 (4.15)
subject to:
Ω(si) ∈ {T } , ∀ si ∈ {S} (4.16)
Ω(si) 6= Ω(sj) , ∀ si 6= sj (4.17)
B(lk) > Bˆ(lk) , ∀ lk ∈ {L(pi)}, ∀pi ∈ {P} (4.18)
where B(lk) is the link bandwidth and Bˆ(lk) is the link load which is
determined by the application mapping function and computed as:
Bˆ(lk) =
∑
∀ai,j∈A
b(ai,j)× pi(lk,p(Ω(i),Ω(j))) (4.19)
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where pi(l,p) is 1 if l belongs to the set of links constituting path p,
L(p), and 0 otherwise.
The first two constraints (Eq. 4.16 and Eq. 4.17) are used to respec-
tively ensure that each task will be mapped to only one tile and that
no more than one task can be mapped to one tile. The third constraint
(4.18) is necessary to guarantee that a link load will not exceed its
bandwidth capacity.
4.3.4 Simulated Annealing-Based Solution
The application mapping problem in NoCs is known to be NP-hard
[94]. For an NoC of size n×m, there are (n×m)! possible mappings.
In this work a simulated annealing (SA) solution is employed. SA
can help to avoid being trapped at local minima, as the temperature
function would give an opportunity to escape from the minima during
searching. This is suitable for NP-hard problems where suboptimal
solutions are required, which is the case in this work. The pseudo
code of this solution is shown in Algorithm 4.1.
The algorithm takes an application graph (APG) and an architec-
tural graph (ARG) as inputs. Also, the final temperature Tempf and
the cooling rate β need to be defined at the beginning of the algo-
rithm. Then, both the mapping function and temperature (Tempc)
are set to their initial values. The parameters Tempc, Tempf and β
are tuned experimentally. The initial temperature, Tempc controls the
level of relaxation of randomness of exploration at the start of the
optimization, which needs to be chosen carefully in order to enable a
good exploration of the solution space. The cooling rate β controls the
speed of convergence. It needs to be chosen so as allow a sufficiently
slow convergence in order to ensure a good exploration of the solution
space. However, it should be not smaller than necessary since this
would make the convergence too slow.
Using the initial mapping function (Ωp), the activity densities of
all tiles (γt, ∀t ∈ {T }) and the objective function (Ftot) are computed
in lines 1-3. The main optimization loop is illustrated in lines 4-23.
In lines 4-7 the new mapping (or neighbouring state) is generated
by first choosing the tile with the highest activity density, and then
randomly choosing another tile from its one-hop range neighbours.
The tasks assigned to these tiles are then exchanged (line 7). By always
modifying the tile with the highest activity, it is ensured that the next
mapping would have a different hotspot. This helps in achieving a
good exploration of the solution space.
The condition in line 8 checks if the new mapping satisfies the band-
width constraint stated in Eq. 4.19. If this constraint is not satisfied,
the new mapping is not valid. Thus, the new mapping is ignored
and the algorithm goes directly to the next iteration. If the bandwidth
constraint is met, the new activity densities and the objective function
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Algorithm 4.1 Pseudo code of the force-based application mapping
for activity density minimization in NoCs.
Input: -
APG(S,A):Application graph,
ARG(T ,P):Architectural graph.
Output: -
Ω: Optimal mapping.
Define: -
Tempf: Final temperature,
β: Cooling rate,
N(t): The set of neighbours of tile t.
Initialize: -
Tempc = initial_temp,
Ω = initial_mapping.
1: Ωp ← Ω
2: using Ωp, compute γt ∀t ∈ {T }
3: compute Fptot using Eq. 4.13
4: while Tempc > Tempf do
5: t1 ← arg maxt(γt), ∀t ∈ {T }
6: choose t2 from N(t1) randomly with equal probability
7: swap the tasks of t1 and t2
8: if bandwidth constraints for Ωp are satisfied then
9: Compute γt ∀t ∈ {T } for Ωp
10: compute Ftot using Eq. 4.13
11: ∆F = Ftot − F
p
tot
12: if (∆F < 0) then
13: Ω← Ωp
14: Fptot ← Ftot
15: else
16: if e−∆F/Tempc > rand() then
17: Ω← Ωp
18: Fptot ← Ftot
19: end if
20: end if
21: end if
22: Tempc = βTempc
23: end while
24: RETURN Ω
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are computed for this new mapping (lines 9 and 10). In lines 12-20 the
new mapping is accepted as the new state if it has a lower value of
objective function (i.e. ∆F < 0)); if not, this mapping can be accepted
with a probability of (e−∆F/Tempc). Then the current temperature
is reduced by the cooling rate and the loop starts again. When the
current temperature is low enough, the optimization cycle ends and
the resulting mapping, Ω, is returned.
4.4 experimental analysis and results
4.4.1 Experimental Setup
To evaluate the proposed mapping, the PSN computation tool described
in Chapter 3 is used. The PDN model includes both off-chip and on-
chip power delivery networks. The on-chip PDN consists of a global
level mesh structure routed in the top metal layers. A lumped model
of the PDN is used and a SPICE netlist is employed in the model. For
PSN computation, a 65 nm technology node is assumed. Details of the
experimental setup are presented in Appendix B, Table B.1. The PSN
is computed using Eq. 4.1 assuming that the noise margin, VNM, is
10% of nominal VDD (i.e. 100 mV), and simulations are run for 10,000
windows (10 million clock cycles).
4.4.2 Activity Density and Power Supply Noise
To illustrate the significance of the problem and the motivation behind
the proposed PSN-aware mapping in NoCs, 100 random mappings for
both the MMS and the VOPD benchmarks[137] are first analysed.
For each of these mappings the resulting voltage variations were
computed . The total resulting PSN (computed using Eq. 4.1) and
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Figure 4.2: Energy and PSN ranges for two benchmarks with random map-
ping. Different mappings can have effects on PSN. Similar results
are found for other benchmarks.
the total energy Etot (computed using Eq. 4.5) resulting from each
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Figure 4.3: Correlation of PSN and activity density. Results from 100 random
mappings for the VOPD benchmark. A significant correlation
between PSN and activity density can be seen, which is higher for
regional activity than local activity.
mapping are computed. The ranges of both PSN and energy for both
benchmarks are shown in Fig. 4.2. It can be seen that the relative range
of PSN shown in Fig. 4.2b is much higher than the range of energy
(Fig. 4.2a). These results show that mapping has a strong impact on
PSN which is higher than its impact on energy. This means that PSN
can be reduced significantly through application mapping with low
energy overheads.
Next, using the PSN results of these random mappings, the effect of
spatial patterns of regional activity density on PSN is investigated. This
is achieved by computing the correlation of PSN with local activity,
γt(0), and regional activity γt(D), for two regions of sizes D = 1 and
D = 2.
Fig. 4.3 plots the correlation coefficient of total PSN with both local
(D = 0) and regional activities (for D = 1 and D = 2) against noise
margin VNM (see Eq. 4.1) for the VOPD benchmark. The noise margin
is varied from 20 mv to 120 mv with a steps of 10 mv.
It can be noted that, for low values of VNM (closer to VDD), noise is
highly dependent on local activity γ(0). As the noise margin increases,
noise dependence on both local and regional activities decreases.
However, the correlation of the local activity (γ(0)) with PSN decreases
more rapidly with VNM. As a result, for higher VNM, regional activity
dominates local activity as a source of noise.
This change in the role of local and regional activity can be explained
by the fact that, when the noise margin increases, local activity will not
be sufficient to cause a voltage drop below this margin. At this point,
regional activity starts to play a greater role in PSN. Also, it can be
seen that regional activity for a region of size 2 (D = 2) has a slightly
higher impact on noise than that for a region of size 1 (D = 1). The
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same trend was found for other benchmarks. From this experimental
analysis, it can be concluded that, for higher noise margins, higher
region sizes need to be considered for noise optimization.
Previous work on application mapping for NoCs has considered
different objectives. However, the activity density of the resulting sys-
tems is ignored. Even worse, some techniques (energy-aware mapping,
for instance) usually result in higher activity density in some regions
of the chip due to placing highly communicating tasks close to each
other. Consequently, these regions can become hotspots, causing the
chip to experience unbalanced switching activity, leading to higher
PSN and reducing system reliability.
Bench. # of Target min./max. BW GD
name tasks NoC bw (MB/s) (MB/s) (%)
AMI49 49 7× 7 5.3/85.3 11.60 37.07
AMI25 25 5× 5 53.3/213.3 70.76 17.33
MMS 25 5× 5 0.025/116.8 20.67 11.00
TELE 16 4× 4 11/71 45.36 18.33
VOPD 16 4× 4 16/500 177.66 17.50
MPEG4 9 3× 3 8.5/502 195.12 55.55
Table 4.2: Summary of the benchmarks. GD is the graph connection density
and is defined as GD = 2|A|
|S|(|S|−1) × 100%, while the BW is the
average communication bandwidth among the task graphs and is
defined as BW =
(∑
∀a∈{A} b(a)
)
/|A|.
4.4.3 Mapping Results
To evaluate the proposed force-based mapping strategy in terms of PSN,
six real benchmarks with different sizes, topologies and bandwidth
requirements are used. These benchmarks include: a generic complex
MultiMedia system which comprises an h263 video encoder and an
mp3 audio decoder (MMS) [94]; a telecommunications benchmark
(TELE) and Video Object Plane Decoder (VOPD) [137]; in addition to
the AMI49, AMI25 and MPEG4 decoder benchmarks taken from [7].
Details of size, communication bandwidth requirements and graph
density of these benchmarks are presented in Table 4.2. In this table,
graph density (GD) is defined as the ratio of the existing connections
between application tasks to the number of all possible connections.
Given an application graph (APG) G = G(S,A), graph density is de-
fined as GD = 2|A|
|S|(|S|−1) × 100%, while, the average bandwidth (BW) is
defined as BW =
∑
∀a∈{A} b(a)
|A| .
Using Algorithm 4.1, each of these benchmarks is mapped into the
target NoC architecture using two strategies. The first is the proposed
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the proposed mapping results: The spatial dis-
tribution of activity density and PSN for the AMI49 application.
Significant reduction in PSN is achieved by uniform distribution of
activity. a) Activity density (γ) for min. Etot mapping, b) Activity
density (γ) for the proposed min. Ftot mapping, c) PSN for min.
Etot mapping, d) PSN for the proposed min. Ftot mapping
minimum total repulsive force (min{Ftot}), defined in Eq. 4.13. The
second strategy is minimizing the energy min{Etot} as defined in Eq.
(4.5). Our noise-aware mappings are compared with energy-aware
mappings in terms of both PSN and energy dissipation. Also, the
performances of the two mappings are compared and discussed in
Section 4.4.4.
An example depicting the impact of the proposed force mapping
(min{Ftot}) is given in Fig. 4.4, which shows the spatial activity density
and PSN distributions that result from energy and force mappings for
the AMI49 benchmark.
It can be noticed that energy-aware mapping results in condensing
highly active tiles, resulting in regions with high activity in the chip
(see Fig. 4.4a). This results in hotspots that experience high PSN (see Fig.
4.4c). In contrast, our repulsive force minimization mapping results in
a scattered and more homogeneous activity distribution (see Fig. 4.4b)
which, in turn, reduces PSN significantly (by nearly 66% in this case)
as depicted in Fig. 4.4d.
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Bench.
min{Etot} min{Ftot} energy PSN
energy PSN energy PSN
penalty reduction
(mJ) (µv.s) (mJ) (µv.s)
AMI49 6.44 49.23 6.84 16.74 6.23% 65.98%
AMI25 3.21 11.97 3.33 5.33 3.72% 55.47%
MMS 5.19 2.15 5.52 1.23 6.43% 43.12%
TELE 7.90 14.31 7.98 8.57 1.01% 40.08%
VOPD 26.25 32.26 27.23 11.47 3.73% 64.44%
MPEG4 26.24 3.22 26.64 1.54 1.51% 52.23%
Average 3.70% 53.55%
Table 4.3: Summary of mapping results in terms of the total PSN and energy
consumption for both minimum energy mapping, min{Etot}, and
the proposed minimum total repulsive force , min{Ftot}.
The results for both PSN and energy from both mapping strategies
for the six benchmarks are shown in Table 4.3. These results are also
depicted graphically in Fig. 4.5. It can be seen that our repulsive
force minimization results in significant drops in PSN (53.55% of noise
is removed on average) with relatively low energy penalties (3.7%
on average). This implies that considering regional activity in NoC
mapping is very useful and can result in systems with lower noise
and better power integrity.
It can also be noticed that, in general, the difference in energy be-
tween energy-aware mapping and repulsive-force based mapping is
relatively small. This can be explained by the fact that Ftot, defined
in Eq. 4.13, depends on both spatial distribution and amount of en-
ergy. This explains why mappings with minimum Ftot have relatively
low energy overhead. In other words using Ftot as an objective for
the mapping function results in a sub-optimal solution for energy
minimization. This is also verified experimentally from the very high
correlations found between Ftot computed using Eq. 4.13 and Etot
computed using Eq. 4.5 for the random mappings considered in Sec-
tion 4.4.2.
4.4.4 Impact on Performance
The impact of the proposed mapping on performance is now evaluated.
This is done by computing the time required to drain 5MB of data
for each application using the proposed mapping and energy-aware
mapping. The results of this performance comparison are shown in
Table 4.4. The proposed (min{Ftot}) mapping is expected to lead to
some performance degradation due to slightly higher average hop
count.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of PSN and energy optimizations. Our noise mini-
mization could achieve significant reductions in PSN compared to
energy minimization, with a low energy penalty.
Nevertheless, it can be seen that the elapsed time for both types of
mapping is very similar for all the benchmarks considered. For the
majority of these benchmarks, the elapsed draining time for the pro-
posed (min{Ftot}) mapping is less than that of energy mapping. This
is shown as a negative difference in Table 4.4. This can be attributed
to the fact that network performance does not merely depend on the
average distance travelled by the packets. Another important factor
that determines network performance is the congestion status of the
buffers, which affects buffer waiting time. In this sense, the proposed
mapping tends to balance communication activity across the chip.
Although this could lead to slightly higher average hop count, it can
also lead to lower congestion and hence less buffer waiting time which
can compensate for the longer path travelled by the packets. On the
other hand, the min{Etot} mapping condenses highly communicating
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tasks and leads to congestion, which may cause longer packet delivery
times, due to longer buffer waiting times, despite the shorter paths
travelled by the packets.
Benchmark
Draining time (µs)
Differenceenergy proposed
(min{Etot}) (min{Ftot}) (%)
AMI49 59.0 60.1 -1.86%
AMI25 90.5 89.7 0.88%
MMS 333.7 333.7 -0.01%
TELE 298.1 297.3 0.27%
VOPD 89.2 89.8 -0.66%
MPEG4 136.5 137.2 -0.47%
Table 4.4: Performance comparison of the two mappings showing time re-
quired for draining 5MB of data for each application and using
the proposed mapping and energy-aware mapping strategies. Per-
centage difference between the two mappings are also shown.
4.4.5 Impact of Technology Scaling
To show how the proposed mapping strategy behaves in response to
technology scaling, the system is scaled down for all the considered
benchmarks. Smaller technology models are obtained by scaling the
nodes from 65nm down to smaller nodes. The approximate scaling
of power, area, frequency and VDD is achieved by scaling factors that
are obtained from previous studies [103], [99] and [175]. These scaling
parameters are given in Appendix B, Table B.2. Fig. 4.6 shows the
resulting PSN of the MMS benchmark with different technology nodes
for both mapping strategies (Fig. 4.6a). The percentage improvement
with the proposed mapping relative to energy mapping is also plotted
in Fig. 4.6b.
It can be seen that, in general, PSN is higher for smaller technology
nodes. Moreover, it is known that for smaller technology nodes, PSN
reduction is more difficult to achieve due to significantly increased
energy, switching frequency, and power density [11]. Despite this, it
can be noticed that, even with considerable technology scaling from
65nm to 18nm the proposed mapping strategy still achieve signifi-
cant reductions in PSN compared to energy mapping. Similar results
are found for other benchmarks. Fig 4.7 shows the reduction in PSN
achieved by the proposed mapping for the other five benchmarks with
different technology nodes. Similar results can be seen here, where
the proposed mapping still achieves considerable PSN reductions even
for smaller technology nodes.
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Figure 4.6: Evaluation of the proposed mapping with different technology
nodes: a) PSN for both the proposed (min{Ftot}) mapping and
energy (min{Etot}) mapping and; b) the percentage reduction in
PSN, for the MMS benchmark with different technology nodes.
4.4.6 Evaluation of Link Timing Variations and BER
The above results show that the proposed mapping achieves signifi-
cant reductions in PSN. Such reductions would translate into higher
performance, less leakage and lower delay. This section evaluates the
resultant mappings in terms of the timing variations that result from
power supply variations, conducted by performing statistical timing
analysis of the resulting mappings. This enables an estimation of rates
of timing violation and reliability. This analysis is similar to the one
presented in Section 3.5. However, a more accurate model, which con-
siders the link dependency of the resulting mappings, is presented in
this chapter . It was mentioned in Section 3.5 that, when considering
a synchronous data path for the link between two tiles i and j, and
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Figure 4.7: The reduction in PSN achieved by the proposed (min{Ftot}) map-
ping compared to energy (min{Etot}) mapping for various bench-
marks with different technology nodes.
assuming a zero clock skew between these tiles, the sum of all link
delay components, (ticlk_Q, t
i,j
wire and t
j
setup), must be less than the
clock period:
ticlk_Q + t
i,j
wire + t
j
setup < Tclk. (4.20)
Otherwise, switching errors will occur in the link. Also, a quadratic
approximation is adopted to determine the impact of VDD drop on
these delay components:.
td(∆VDD) = k1 + k2(∆VDD) + k3(∆VDD)
2 (4.21)
where, td(∆VDD) is any of the link timing components on the left
hand side of Eq. 4.20 and ki (i=1,2,3) are technology-dependent con-
stants. Formulas for these delay components are evaluated as a func-
tion of VDD using regression based on SPICE simulations. Using these
formulas, the resulting delay distribution of a link can be used to esti-
mate the probability of timing error due to power supply variations
for that link. This probability is estimated as the portion of the delay
distribution that violate the constraint in Eq. 4.20. In other words, the
probability of timing error on link l, Perr(l), is given by:
Perr(l) = Pr(tl > Tclk) (4.22)
where tl is the total link delay computed in the presence of VDD
variations using Eq. 4.21.
Using the probability of error for each link, the average BER for
the NoC can be computed. As a result of the mapping function, each
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of link delay statistics for the AMI49 benchmark
with both min{Etot} and the proposed (min{Ftot}) mappings.
Mean of delay with; a) energy mapping; b) proposed (min{Ftot})
mapping, and STD of delay with; c) energy mapping; d) proposed
(min{Ftot}) mapping.
arc (ai,j) in the APG is mapped to a path ( pΩ(i),Ω(j)). Now, when
computing the probability of error for path p, Perr(p), link dependency
along path p needs to be considered. This is because, for a particular
link along the path li, only the data volume which does not experience
errors in previous links along the path (l0, l1, ...ll−1) needs to be
considered. The probability of error for each link l as part of path p,
Perr(l,p) can be expressed as follows:
Perr(li,p) = Perr(li)(1−
i−1∏
k=0
[Perr(lk,p)]), (4.23)
where Perr(l0,p) = Perr(l0). In other words, for the first link in the
path the probability of error for this link as a part of the path is the
same as the probability of error for the link computed using Eq. (4.22).
The probability of error for the path can now be readily computed
as the summation of the probabilities of its constituent links:
Perr(p) =
∑
l∈{p}
Perr(l,p) (4.24)
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The total BER for all NoC links is the ratio of the data volume that
experiences error to the total communicated data volume:
BER =
∑
∀ai,j∈{A}w(ai,j).Perr(pΩ(i),Ω(j))∑
∀ai,j∈{A}w(ai,j)
(4.25)
where {A} is the set of all tasks mapped to the target NoC and Ω is the
mapping function.
Fig. 4.8 shows a comparison of timing statistics for the AMI49 ap-
plication with both min{Etot} and the proposed min{Ftot} mappings.
Figures 4.8a and 4.8b show the distribution of delay means (skews)
and Figures 4.8c and 4.8d show the distribution of delay STDs (jitters)
for the NoC links. It can be noticed that the proposed mapping results
in lower values and ranges of both skews and jitters, thus showing
better timing accuracy than energy mapping.
Table 4.5 shows the results of this timing analysis and the resulting
BER for the considered applications with min{Etot} and min{Ftot}
mappings. It can be noticed that the reduction of power supply vari-
ations and noise achieved by our force-based mapping significantly
reduces the resulting BER (up to 97% and 80.36% on average). This
indicates one important advantage of our balanced activity mapping
in reducing timing violations and error rates, and thereby improving
reliability and performance.
Bench.
Mapping strategy BER
min{Etot} min{Ftot} reduction
AMI49 9.67E-06 1.45E-06 84.96%
AMI25 6.11E-06 1.81E-07 97.03%
MMS 2.31E-06 8.59E-07 62.72%
TELE 2.79E-07 1.48E-07 46.82%
VOPD 1.77E-06 5.05E-08 97.14%
MPEG4 6.57E-06 4.27E-07 93.50%
Average 80.36%
Table 4.5: The resulting BER reduction achieved by the proposed mapping
strategy compared to energy mapping for various real benchmarks.
4.5 summary and conclusion
PSN has a significant impact on system reliability. In particular, on-chip
communication could easily incur PSN without proper isolation. This
chapter proposes a new mapping strategy which aims to reduce PSN
in inter-core communication through the optimization of activity dis-
tribution. It is found that different mappings can result in a significant
variations in PSN (up to 92.5%). A new metric based on communication
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activity density, which has a direct impact on PSN, has been developed.
This new metric is integrated into a new mapping algorithm and a
repulsive force-based strategy is employed. This new strategy leads to
a balanced distribution of activities across the chip. As a result, the
new mapping strategy can achieve significant PSN reductions (up to
66%) with negligible energy and performance penalties. Also, the PSN
reduction achieved by the proposed mapping is shown to be consistent
for smaller technology nodes. Moreover, a statistical timing analysis
of NoC links show that this reduction in PSN is reflected in significant
reductions in BER (up to 97%), enabling better power supply integrity
and reliability for future many-core systems.
5
D Y N A M I C T H E R M A L O P T I M I Z AT I O N I N 3D N O C S
5.1 introduction and motivation
Semiconductor manufacturing processes are approaching the physical
limits. This motivated the exploration of the use of 3D VLSI design,
which could have many advantages including shorter global intercon-
nect lengths, less delay, better scalability and smaller form factors. On
the other hand, the NoC has been proposed as a promising communi-
cation paradigm for SoC and CMP systems which could overcome the
limitations associated with on-chip bus connectivity. NoCs provide a
scalable, flexible and power efficient solution to integrate many cores
in a single chip [23, 63].
In 3D NoCs benefits can be gained from both 3D integration and NoCs
[199, 204, 12, 167], with shorter interconnects, smaller form factors and
reduced delay leading to major performance increase in 3D SoCs and
3D CMPs compared to 2D systems [71, 200]. However, future 3D VLSI
systems in general, and 3D NoCs in particular, are prone to thermal
challenges due to decreased transistors junction temperature, exacer-
bated spatial temperature gradients and increased device density. For
these reasons, worst-case cooling system design will not be feasible.
Instead, run-time thermal management (RTM) techniques at various
levels of optimization are indispensable, especially at the network level
where the NoC communication power budget takes up a significant
portion of overall chip power, and may dominate logic as a source of
heat [170]. NoCs power consumption would increase in the future due
to advances in both technology and architecture.
Technology scaling is causing interconnects to consume more power
than logic [104]. This is mainly because smaller technology reduces
delay of logic gates and their power consumption, but results in
relatively slower and more power-hungry wires. This is due to the
fact that wires do not scale in the same way as logic. It is expected
that in future technology nodes, interconnect power would take up to
65%-80% of total chip power [159].
Meanwhile, in terms of architecture, an important trend in the
microarchitecture of many-core systems advocates integrating many
(hundreds or thousands of) simple cores rather than integrating few
complex cores. This has many advantages, such as the higher per-
formance and finer control of these simple cores [33]. As a result,
the complexity of the individual core is decreasing their number in-
creases, causing the communication power budget to increase relative
to computation power.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of thermal-aware routing paths.
As a result of the aforementioned reasons, future many-core CMP
design is becoming communication-centric, causing NoCs to contribute
significantly to power consumption and chip heating. Even in present
designs, the NoC is shown to make a contribution to heat generation
either comparable or greater than that of processors, particularly for
communication-intensive applications. Examples are the MIT-RAW
chip [170] and Intel single chip cloud computer [161]. Furthermore,
for Intel’s 80-core CMP, the power density of the NoC routers is nearly
double that of other units such as the floating-point and memory units
in the tile [193]. Thus, the NoC would make a greater contribution to
chip heating compared to these units.
Moreover, controlling the NoCs workload offers a unique oppor-
tunity to control a workload spanning the whole chip. This implies
that the thermal-aware control of routing paths could achieve better
thermal distribution over the entire chip. In this chapter, an adap-
tive RTM scheme for 3D NoCs is proposed. This scheme is based on a
routing strategy which tries to reduce thermal hotspots by effectively
migrating routing load towards the coolest regions in the 3D geometry
in order to achieve thermal optimization. Fig. 5.1 gives an example
depicting how the proposed routing strategy works. In this figure,
there are several shortest paths between the source node S1 and the
destination node D1. However, paths that involve thermal hotspots
are avoided and the proposed scheme chooses the coolest path among
those available to reduce the power density at these nodes and thus
moderate the temperature. Similarly, in another example for inter-layer
paths between source node S2 and destination node D2, a path which
avoids thermal hotspots is selected. The contributions of this chapter
can be summarized as follows:
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1. A new runtime thermal-adaptive routing strategy is proposed
to effectively diffuse heat from the NoC-based 3D CMPs, and a
distributed dynamic programming (DP)-based control architec-
ture, dynamic programming network (DPN), is introduced to
implement the proposed strategy.
2. The DPN is improved such that costs are computed and prop-
agated in compliance with deadlock-free routing algorithms.
Furthermore, 3D deadlock-free adaptive routing algorithms are
improved in order to achieve higher path diversity, more bal-
anced adaptiveness and better performance.
3. The proposed methodology is evaluated through experimental
studies and comparisons with state-of-the-art NoCs RTM tech-
niques using various synthetic traffic scenarios and real bench-
marks. Results for temperature, reliability, energy and perfor-
mance are compared and discussed.
4. The hardware implementation of the proposed method is dis-
cussed in detail and area and power overheads are evaluated.
5.2 related work
Network-on-chip design space exploration may involve many design-
time and runtime optimization techniques [130]. Dynamic and static
application mapping and scheduling which aim to maximize perfor-
mance or minimize energy are examples of these techniques [203, 93].
When the application mapping and traffic characteristics are known,
the communication paradigm can be optimized to meet various ob-
jectives. The key to this optimization is designing a static or dynamic
routing algorithm which determines the path taken by data packets.
The routing algorithm is important as it impacts on all network
metrics such as latency, throughput and power consumption. It can
also affect thermal issues, since temperature distribution is highly
correlated with power consumption. This is particularly so when the
NoC takes up a substantial portion of system power, e.g. 40% in the
MIT RAW chip [181] and 30% in the Intel 80-core teraflop chip [192].
On the other hand, due to the greater thermal challenge in current
and future VLSI systems, thermal modelling and management has
gained a lot of attention in recent years [172, 65, 122, 38]. For example
a generic modelling of the thermal behaviour of VLSI chip has been
proposed [172]. This model starts from basic a RC dynamic compact
model in modelling the main heat transfer path with typical pack-
age settings. A thermal modelling tool called HotSpot has also been
released [96].
Thermal management methods have also been studied by different
researchers. For example, distributed task migration is proposed for
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thermal management [75]. This strategy relies on distributed agents
to proactively exchange tasks among neighbouring cores in order
to balance the workload and avoid thermal emergency. In another
work, DVFS is used to avoid exceeding the emergency temperature
[65]. On-line task allocation to reduce hotspots and avoid exceeding
the thermal limit has also been proposed [126].
Some runtime thermal management schemes for on-chip networks
that mainly uses traffic throttling to avoid thermal emergencies have
been proposed [170, 169, 122]. However, exploiting NoC routing to
better control chip heat distribution has received limited attention
in existing literature. A characterization of the thermal profile in the
MIT Raw chip [169] revealed that the NoC can surpass processors in
heat generation for highly parallelizable and communication-centric
applications. For example, for the 802.11a encoding application, the
chip temperature reached 53oC when only processors workload was
considered, while with NoC workload alone the chip temperature
reached 60oC. Similar proportions were found for the 8b_10b encoding
and the FIR applications [169]. Motivated by these results, a routing-
based NoC RTM strategy has also been proposed. In the proactive phase
of this strategy, neighbouring nodes exchange traffic counters as a
mean of thermal balancing. When the thermal limit of the chip is
violated, throttling is proposed as a reactive strategy [170]. In another
work [157], thermal-aware application-specific routing path allocation
was proposed for 2D mesh MPSoCs. The authors propose using linear
programming (LP) to allocate routing paths at design time such that
thermal variations of among the cores are compensated and thermal
hotspots are minimized. However, this scheme is an offline technique
and cannot adapt to application dynamics at runtime.
In 3D NoCs, significant thermal variations among the 3D layers can
occur due to longer heat paths to the heat sink. In a recent study [42]
the authors proposed a non-minimal routing called downward XYZ
routing (dw_xyz) for 3D NoCs to migrate routing load, and thus power
consumption, to layers closer to the heat sink. This would improve
the efficiency of heat diffusion. The downward level is determined by
traffic counters in order to minimize the impact of downward routing
on performance and to avoid congestion. However, the implementation
of this approach requires a H/W overhead for holding, updating and
communicating these counters. Other shortcomings of this scheme are
that cool paths within the layer are not exploited, and furthermore it is
tailored for a particular cooling system and cannot adapt to different
cooling systems.
The present work attempts to provide a routing scheme which is
flexible in manoeuvring packets away from hot paths. The proposed
routing exploits cool paths wherever they are and whenever they
become available in the chip, using a DP-based distributed control
architecture.
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5.3 problem definition and background
This section presents definitions and the necessary background for
this chapter. This includes a discussion of the motivation behind
RTM techniques and an introduction to temperature-related failure
mechanisms.
5.3.1 Thermal Optimization and Management
Due to continuous shrinking of feature size, severe thermal chal-
lenges emerge. Thus, design-time thermal optimization is becoming
increasingly difficult. Furthermore, 3D die stacking results in higher
spatial temperature gradients over different strata due to longer main
heat flow paths. Thus, worst-case cooling system designs are becom-
ing infeasible due to the prohibitive packaging cost associated with
such designs [170]. Alternatively, RTM techniques can be used. These
techniques would diffuse heat and regulate the system’s operating
temperature at runtime before the thermal limit is exceeded, in order
to keep it within a safe range. In this scenario, chip and package
design for typical cases would be possible.
Techniques that use RTM monitor the temperature at runtime and
alter system behaviour accordingly. These techniques can be divided
into two categories: reactive and proactive. Reactive techniques work
when the thermal limit is exceeded and sacrifice performance in
order to achieve thermal regulation (e.g. DVFS). On the other hand,
proactive techniques try to reduce thermal hotspots and minimize
the temperature at runtime. This reduces, and may alleviate, the
need for reactive action, thus improving both chip performance and
reliability. Examples of these techniques are dynamic task scheduling
and allocation in CMPs [50, 126].
5.3.2 Temperature-Related Faults
Higher temperatures can lead to slower devices and increases leakage
current as well as interconnect delay due to higher resistivity. Fur-
thermore, a higher thermal gradient over different chip regions may
lead to failure of timing closure and increase in soft errors. However,
the most prominent impact of higher temperatures and thermal gra-
dients is on lifetime reliability [35]. It has been reported that a 10oC
increase in chip temperature would cause the lifespan of the device
to be shortened by half [168]. As a result, increased temperature and
spatial thermal variation (or temperature gradients) increases the
mean-time-to-failure (MTTF), reducing chip reliability and shortening
the device lifespan. Moreover, it has been reported that over 50% of
electronic products failures are temperature-related [170, 108].
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The impact of a failure mechanism is usually expressed in terms of
the MTTF. Failure mechanisms include the following [108, 35, 174]:
1. Electromigration failure is caused by the displacement of inter-
connect mass due to the flow of electrical current. This will lead
to thinner wires and higher resistance in interconnects. Eventu-
ally, it can result in interconnect faults due to an open circuit.
The MTTF for electromigration is given by [108]:
MTTFEM =
AEM
Jn
e
EaEM
kT (5.1)
where T is temperature, AEM is a constant, J is current density,
k is Boltzmann’s constant, EaEM is the activation energy of
electromigration, and n is an empirically determined constant.
2. Time-dependent dielectric breakdown is caused by the break-
down of the gate oxide dielectric, which results in a conductive
path in this dielectric. This failure becomes more prominent
with technology scaling due to lower dielectric thickness, lower
operating voltages and higher operating temperatures. The MTTF
due to time-dependent dielectric breakdown is given by [108]:
MTTFTDDB = ATDDB
(
1
V
)(a−bT)
e
A+B/T+CT
kT (5.2)
where ATDDB is a constant, V is the supply voltage and a, b, A,
B and C are fitting parameters.
3. Stress migration is similar to electromigration but is caused by
the migration of interconnect mass atoms due to mechanical
stress caused by mismatches in thermal expansion for different
materials. The MTTF due to stress migration is given by [108]:
MTTFSM = ASM |T0 − T |
−n e
EaSM
kT (5.3)
where ASM is a constant, T0 is the metal deposition temperature
during fabrication, n is an empirically determined constant, and
EaSM is the activation energy of stress migration.
4. Thermal cycling is IC fatigue failure which accumulates every
time there is a cycle in temperature. It is also caused by thermal
expansion mismatch and occurs mainly in adjacent die and
package metal layers (e.g. solder joints). The MTTF due to thermal
cycling is given by the Coffin-Manson equation as follows [108]:
Nf = Co
1
(Taverage − Tambient)q
(5.4)
where Nf is the number of cycles to failure, Co is a constant,
Taverage is the average chip temperature, Tambient is the ambi-
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ent temperature, and q is the Coffin-Manson exponent constant.
Now MTTF due to thermal cycling can be expressed as the prod-
uct ofNf and the average time of a thermal cycle, tTC, as follows:
MTTFTC = ATC
1
(Taverage − Tambient)q
(5.5)
where, ATC=tTC.Co.
To calculate the total MTTF, the effects of various failure mechanisms
need to be combined. A model such as the sum-of-failure-rates model
(SOFR) can be used to obtain the resultant failure rate due to different
fault mechanisms. This model is based on two assumptions: (1) system
failure is a series of failures, where any failure due to any mechanism
will cause the entire system to fail; and (2) all failure mechanisms have
constant failure rates. Under these assumptions, the total failure rate
(λtot) can be expressed as:
λtot =
1
MTTFtot
=
∑
∀f∈{F}
∑
∀k∈{K}
λfk (5.6)
where {F} is the set of faults, {K} is the set of components in the system,
and λfk is the fault rate of component k due to fault f. The fault rate
is the reciprocal of MTTF.
The conventional way of expressing failure rates for electronic de-
vices is in terms of failures-in-time (FIT). The FIT value is the number
of failures expected in one billion (109) device-hours. Thus, the total
FIT can be expressed as:
FITtot = λtot × 109 (5.7)
FIT is used to report improvements in reliability as a result of tem-
perature reductions achieved by the thermal optimization methods
discussed in this chapter.
5.4 dpn-based thermal optimization in 3d nocs
In this section the proposed DPN-based RTM is presented. All aspects
associated with the DPN are discussed such as dynamic programming,
routing algorithm deadlock-freeness, routing algorithm adaptiveness
and convergence time.
5.4.1 Shortest Path Computation using Dynamic Programming
Dynamic programming (DP) is an efficient optimization method that
is suitable for problems that can be broken down into subproblems.
Problems which can be solved with decisions that span several points
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in time recursively, and where Bellman’s principle of optimality can be
applied, are said to have optimal substructures and can be solved
using DP [49].
One such problem is the shortest path problem in graph theory.
This problem is essential in NoCs runtime management. Runtime
dynamic routing with congestion avoidance, fault tolerance or thermal
management can be formulated as shortest path problems [129]. Figure
5.2 illustrates the shortest path as a bold line between a source node
(S) and a destination node (D).
The shortest path problem can be described as follows: Given a
directed graph G = (V,A) with N = |V| nodes, m = |A| edges, and
a cost Cu,v associated with each edge u, v ∈ A. The total cost of a
path of length l, p = 〈n0,n1, . . . ,nl−1〉 is the sum of the costs of its
constituent edges: Cost(p) =
∑l−1
i=1 Ci−1,i. The shortest path from a
source node s to a destination node d is then defined as any path p
with minimum cost, min{Cost(p)}, ∀p ∈ Pls,d, where Pls,d is the set of
all paths between s and d.
Figure 5.2: Illustration of finding the shortest path in a graph: a straight line
indicates a single edge; a discontinuous line indicates a shortest
path between the two nodes it connects (other nodes on these
paths are not shown); the bold line is the overall shortest path
from source, S, to destination, D.
The shortest path problem can be readily formulated and solved
using a standard linear programming solver. Alternatively, it can be
simplified by breaking it down into simpler subproblems and then
solved recursively using DP [90]. Solving the shortest path problem us-
ing DP involves stating this problem in the form of Bellman equations,
which define a recursive procedure in step k and can lead to a simple
parallel architecture to speed up the computation.
In DP, finding the shortest path from a source node s to a destination
node d requires computing the DP value or namely the cost-to-go, which
is the expected cost from s to d. This cost is updated recursively until
it reaches its optimal value. The DP value from s to d at the k-th
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iteration is denoted as V(k)(s,d) here. After the algorithm converges
the optimal DP value, V∗(s,d), will hold the minimum cost from s to d.
For any intermediate node u between s and d, the Bellman equation
can be written as follows:
V(k)(s,d) = min
∀u∈V
{
V(k−1)(u,d) +Cs,u
}
(5.8)
Starting from u = d and V(d,d) = 0, the recursion can be expanded
for a path of length l between nodes s and d, i.e. s = n0 to d = nl−1.
The optimal DP-value can then be expressed as the total cost of the
optimal path from node s to node d:
V∗(s,d) = min
p∈Pls,d
{Cost(p)} (5.9)
where V∗(s,d) is the optimal (minimum) cost for the path between s
to d and Pls,d is the set of all paths of length l from s to d.
From this minimum cost path (or shortest path), the optimal decision
(direction) to the destination node can be readily obtained from the
argument of the minimum operator, as follows:
µ(s,d) = arg min
∀u∈V
{V∗(u,d) +Cs,u} (5.10)
where µ(s,d) is the optimal decision, or direction, to be taken in order
to reach destination node d with the minimum cost.
Cost can be associated with nodes rather than edges. This is the
case in this chapter, since the cost is defined as the router temperature.
In such cases, the costs of all directed edges entering a node are
equal to the cost associated with this node, which is the router’s local
temperature (Tlocal).
5.4.2 DPN Guided 3D NoC Routing
The proposed routing strategy relies on distributed DP units to guide
the routing load to the coolest path in the chip. These units are con-
nected via a dynamic programming network (DPN).
The DPN is tightly coupled with the NoC communication fabric, and
consists of distributed computational units. At each NoC router, there
is a DP unit which implements the DP algorithm and propagates the
solution to the neighbouring units. Each computational unit locally
exchanges control and system parameters with the corresponding NoC
router.
Assuming a multi-source single destination, each DP unit receives
the cost of the neighbouring units as input, and computes and prop-
agates the minimum cost to the neighbours after adding its local
temperature. The temperature is used as the node cost and, thus, the
shortest path from a source to a destination is the one with minimum
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Algorithm 5.1 Operations performed by the DP-unit for thermal opti-
mization.
Define: -
nc: Current node,
V ′(nc,k,nd): Cost of sending packet from nc to nd through chan-
nel k,
N(nc): All neighbour nodes of node nc,
ROUTE(nc,nd): Routing function that takes nc and nd and return
candidate routing directions Knc,nd ⊂ N(nc),
par: denotes parallel operations.
Inputs: -
nd: Destination node,
V(i,nd) : ∀i ∈ N(nc), Costs for all neighbours of nc to nd,
Tlocal : Router local temperature.
Outputs: -
µ(nc,nd): Optimal direction from node nc to nd,
V∗(nc,nd): Optimal cost from node nc to nd.
1: if nd = nc then
2: V∗(nc,nd) = 0
3: µ(nc,nd) = LOCAL
4: else
5: Costc = Tlocal
6: Knc,nd = ROUTE(nc,nd)
7: par for all directions k ∈ Knc,nd do
8: V ′(nc,k,nd) = V(k,nd) +Costc
9: end par for all
10: V∗(nc,nd) = min∀kV ′(nc,k,nd)
11: µ(nc,nd) = arg min∀kV
′(nc,k,nd) {Update optimal directions}
12: end if
total temperature (i.e. the coolest). In this scenario, thermal hotspots
are avoided whenever possible and the coolest paths are always ex-
ploited to minimize the thermal effect of the routing workload.
Considering the costs of all neighbours in the DP unit’s decision
implies that packets can be relayed in any direction towards the
destination. However, this is only possible for fully-adaptive routing,
which cannot guarantee deadlock-freeness. One alternative is to use
partially-adaptive routing, which guarantees deadlock-freeness by
prohibiting some turns in order to break waiting cycles. Thus, cost
propagation and computation must only consider possible directions,
which are those allowed by the routing algorithm. Algorithm 5.1
presents the operations required for updating the routing directions
using the DP unit. The router’s local temperature, which is used as the
cost in the DP unit computation, comes from the distributed embedded
sensor in the chip. The main algorithm is outlined in lines 1− 12. If
the current node is the destination, the DP-unit outputs zero as a
cost and the routing decision is the local port (lines 1− 4). For other
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destinations, the local cost is computed as shown in line 5. Each DP
unit takes the optimal cost of each neighbour node as input. However,
as mentioned earlier, the DP unit should consider only candidate
neighbours returned by the routing function ROUTE as shown in line
6.
Given a destination nd and a direction k, the expected cost is com-
puted for all routable directions (lines 7-9). Then the minimum cost is
selected in line 10. The optimal routing direction is selected and used
to update the routing directions in line 11. The outputs of the unit at
node nc, for a given destination nd, are the updated expected cost
V∗(nc,nd) and the best direction µ(nc,nd). V∗(nc,nd) is propagated
to all neighbouring nodes (to perform a similar operation), while
µ(nc,nd) is sent to the local router to update the routing table.
Although Algorithm 5.1 has a loop, it can be performed in hardware
using parallel architecture and the computational delay reduces to
linear. Computational delay in the DP unit and its convergence are
discussed in Section 5.4.5, while the hardware realization of the DP
unit is detailed in Section 5.6.6.
5.4.3 Deadlock-Freeness and Adaptiveness
In Algorithm 5.1 the degree of adaptiveness offered by the routing
function ROUTE plays a crucial role in DPN performance. For instance,
if the routing is deterministic XYZ, the DPN has no impact on routing
paths. Conversely, for fully-adaptive routing, the routing paths is
completely determined by the DPN. However, fully-adaptive routing
is prone to deadlocks and requires deadlock detection and recovery
techniques [121]. These techniques have their power and area overhead
and would impact performance. Thus, in this work, an turn model is
improved and adopted to ensure deadlock-freeness of the proposed
routing.
5.4.3.1 Balanced 3D Routing
In this work, an improved 3D turn model is used to ensure the
deadlock-freeness of the proposed adaptive routing. The proposed
3D turn model is based on a 2D odd-even turn model. The odd-even
routing is considered to be an improvement in terms of its degree of
adaptiveness compared to other turn model routing algorithms [44].
The odd-even routing differs from other turn models in prohibiting
different turns for odd and even columns in a 2D.
To describe the proposed 3D routing, the rules of odd-even in 2D
meshes as first summarized as follows [44]:
• Rule 1: In odd columns packets are allowed to take neither North-West
(NW) nor South-West (SW) turns,
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• Rule 2: In even column packets are allowed to take neither East-North
(EN) nor East-South (ES) turns.
Figure 5.3: Illustration of prohibited turns for odd-even routing (rules 1 and
2). Dashed lines represent prohibited turns.
The deadlock-freeness of the odd-even turn model is proven by con-
tradiction [44]. These rules are illustrated in Fig. 5.3. For a waiting
cycle to exist in a 2D mesh NoC, both ES and SW have to occur in
the same column (for clockwise cycles), or both EN and NW turns
have to occur in the same column (for counter-clockwise cycles). Both
scenarios contradict rules 1 and 2, since these rules ensure that the
column of an NW turn cannot have an EN turn and the column of
a SW turn cannot have an ES turn. Thus, the odd-even turn model
defined by rules 1 and 2 is deadlock-free.
Extending the 2D odd-even model (described by rules 1 and 2)
to 3D meshes requires the application of a rule to ensure deadlock-
freeness and prohibit waiting cycles that consists of vertical turns
(turns involving Up or Down directions). The following rule ensures
this:
• Rule 3: xy−Down turns are not allowed in an odd xy-plane and
Up− xy turns are not allowed in an even xy-plane.
In other words, packets travelling upward cannot enter an even xy-
plane (turn North, East, South or West) and packets travelling within
an odd xy-plane cannot leave this plane in the downward direction
(as illustrated in Fig. 5.4). The 3D odd-even routing that is described
by rules 1, 2 and 3 can then be called conventional odd-even or, for short,
oe.
Other versions of 2D odd-even routing can be defined. Here a mod-
ified odd-even routing is defined with turn prohibitions that are
applied according to the row, and not the column, of a 2D mesh. The
rules of the modified odd-even can be stated as follows:
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odd xy-plane xy-DOWN
UP-xyeven xy-plane
Figure 5.4: Illustration of prohibited vertical turns for the 3D odd-even rout-
ing (rule 3).
• Rule 4: In odd row packets are allowed to take neither West-North
(WN) nor East-North (EN) turns,
• Rule 5: In even row packets are allowed to take neither South-West
(SW) nor South-East (SE) turns.
Similar to the conventional odd-even turn model defined by rules 1
and 2, the odd-even turn model defined by rules 4 and 5 is deadlock-
free and the proof is similar to that of the conventional odd-even.
Looking at the waiting cycles row-wise instead of column-wise, the
row of the SW turn cannot have a WN turn (prohibiting any clockwise
cycles) and the row of the SE turn cannot have an EN turn (prohibiting
any counter clockwise cycles). Thus, a 2D NoC that applies rules 4
and 5 is deadlock-free, since no waiting cycles can exist.
The proposed extension of 2D partially adaptive routing to 3D NoCs
is based on the following corollary.
Corollary 1. In 3D NoCs deadlock-freeness is still guaranteed when
different layers have different turn prohibition rules if these rules guar-
antee intra-layer deadlock-freeness and a rule is applied to guarantee
freeness from deadlocks that involve vertical turns.
Proof. Corollary 1 is proven by contradiction. Assume that there are
a set of packets that form a deadlock cycle in a 3D mesh. Then this
cycle must be either on the same plane (planar deadlocks) or span two
or more planes (3D deadlocks). The first case contradicts Corollary 1
since it states that intra-layer rules must exist to guarantee deadlock-
freeness within the layer. The second case cannot occur since vertical
links cannot be part of a cycle if a rule is applied to guarantee freeness
from deadlocks that involve vertical turns as stated by the corollary.
Thus, any 3D routing algorithm that satisfies Corollary 1 is deadlock-
free.
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of prohibited turns in modified odd-even routing
(rules 4 and 5).
For conventional 3D odd-even routing, odd-even rules within the xy
-plane are the same for all planes. They are applied along the column.
Based on Corollary 1, different rules can be used for different layers
to achieve more balanced adaptiveness. Thus, the conventional 3D
odd-even can be modified such that the rules for the odd xy-plane
(where the z coordinate is odd) are different from those for the even
xy -plane (where the z coordinate is even). The 3D routing algorithm
proposed in this work uses rules 1 and 2 in an odd plane, and rules 4 and
5 in an even plane. These rules are applied to prohibit planar deadlocks.
Rule 3 is used to prohibit 3D deadlocks. The resulting 3D odd-even
algorithm balances the adaptiveness among different planes in a 3D
mesh, as will be seen below, and is called balanced odd-even (boe). Both
oe and boe are deadlock-free since they satisfy Corollary 1.
5.4.3.2 Degree of Adaptiveness
The degree of adaptiveness is one of the metrics that is used to evaluate
adaptive routing algorithms [79]. It can be defined as the number of
different allowable paths from a source to a destination. For a 3D
mesh, let the coordinates of the source node be (xs,ys, zs) and the
coordinates of destination node are (xd,yd, zd). Also, in the following,
let dx = |xd − xs |, dy = |yd − ys| and dz = |zd − zs|.
For fully adaptive routing, the degree of adaptiveness is the number
of all shortest paths from source to destination and is given by:
Pfully_adaptive =
(dx + dy + dz)!
dx!dy!dz!
(5.11)
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As a result of applying Rules 1 and 2 in all planes, the degree of
adaptiveness of the conventional oe (Poe) can be expressed as follows:
Poe =
(h+ dy + k)!
h!dy!k!
(5.12)
where h is equal to ddx2 e or ddx−12 e depending on the column at which
xs lies and dx. Similarly, k is equal to ddz2 e or ddz−12 e depending
on the layer at which zs lies and dz. It can be noted that, for the
conventional oe, the constrained directions are x and z while the y
direction is relaxed. On the other hand, applying rules 1 and 2 in an
odd plane and rules 4 and 5 in an even plane results in a boe degree
of adaptiveness (Pboe) as follows:
Pboe =

(dx+q+k)!
dx!q!k!
for even planes
(h+dy+k)!
h!dy!k!
for odd planes
(5.13)
where q is equal to ddy2 e or d
dy−1
2 e depending on the row at which
ys lies and dy.
As opposed to the conventional oe (Eq. (5.12)), which has the x
direction constrained in all planes, the balanced oe constrains direction
x in an odd plane and direction y in an even plane. This results in
different restrictions on the odd xy-plane from those on the even
xy-plane. Consequently, the regularity of traffic patterns (and the
resulting communication workload) which occur in adjacent layers
(due to similar restrictions) is broken as shown in Fig 5.6. This results
in a more balanced adaptiveness among the planes which enhances
the performance of runtime adaptive selection strategies.
y
z
x
(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Illustration of path diversities for both, (a) conventional 3D odd-
even, and (b) the proposed balanced 3D odd-even.
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5.4.4 Coupling DP with 3D-NoC
The 3D NoC with the DP network coupled, is illustrated in Fig. 5.7. DP
network is a network of distributed computational units. The topology
of the DP network resembles that of the communication structure
of the NoC. At each node there is a computation unit to implement
the DP shortest path computation. The solution is propagated to the
neighbouring units. The DP network is tightly coupled with the NoC
and each computational unit locally exchanges control and system
parameters with the corresponding NoC router (as detailed below in
Section 5.6.6).
The DP network converges to the optimal solution in a time period
which depends on the network structure (the diameter of the network)
and the clock frequency of the DP network [128]. This is detailed in
the following section. After convergence, the DPN passes the control
decisions to the NoC routers. The cost can be communicated across
the DP network by dedicated links. This enables fast convergence
of the network in response to rapid changes in the cost function.
Another option is to use the existing NoC structure to propagate the
DP cost. This increases DPN convergence delay. For the present case
cost, is defined as the local router temperature, which changes slowly
compared to the system clock since the thermal time constant of
the chip is usually in the order of milliseconds or seconds while the
frequency period is in the order of nanoseconds. This enables the use
of the existing NoC structure for DP cost propagation.
Tile area
(IP + Router)
NoC 
routers & 
channels
DP-units &
interconnects
Figure 5.7: A 3D mesh NoC with DPN for coupled.
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5.4.5 DP-Network Convergence Time and Complexity
The DP-network converges to an optimal routing solution after a
delay which is determined by the network topology, the delay of data
propagation, and the computational delay of of the DP-unit. Each unit
involves O(|A|) additions and comparisons where |A| is the number of
edges in the unit. Note that the number of additions corresponds to
the number of adjacent nodes. Hence, the worst case solution time is
O(i|A|), where i is the number of iterations evaluated by each unit.
In software computation, the number of iterations, i, which guaran-
tees that all nodes have been updated, equals the number of nodes in
the network, i.e. i = |V| [49]. However, in hardware implementation
with parallel execution, i is determined by the network structure and
A additions can be executed in parallel. Each computational unit can
simultaneously compute the new expected cost for all neighbouring
nodes. The network convergence time is proportional to the network
diameter, which is the longest path in the network. To determine the
minimum clock frequency of the DPN that guarantees the convergence,
the following condition must be met:
Ndim ×N× (tlink + tunit) < ttemp_sampling, (5.14)
where Ndim is the NoC diameter, N is the number of NoC nodes (num-
ber of destinations), tlink is the delay time of the DP-interconnect,
tunit is the delay time of the DP-unit computation, and ttemp_sampling
is the time period for temperature sampling. This condition can yield
an upper bound of tunit from which the minimum frequency of the
unit can be computed.
5.5 dynamic thermal modelling for 3-d nocs
A traffic and thermal co-simulation tool is developed in this work
forthe dynamic thermal modelling of the 3D NoC in order to evaluate
the proposed routing strategy. This tool comprises traffic, power, and
thermal models. These models are integrated in an automated flow. Fig.
5.8 illustrates the input configuration files and parameters required
by the model. This figure also depicts the model components and the
computational flows among them. The technology, architecture, and
packaging parameters are used to configure the tool. The results, in
terms of cycle-accurate temperature variations over a discrete sampling
interval, are saved in computer storage. The models used in this traffic
and thermal co-simulation tool are described in this section.
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Figure 5.8: Automated computational flow of the proposed tool for dynamic
thermal optimization for 3D NoC.
5.5.1 Traffic Model
The network of concern in this work is a collection of router nodes
connected by channels. Each router is connected to a single IP core
that injects and consumes packets. A wormhole flow control technique
[62] is used and the configurations of Intel’s TeraFLOPS chip [193] is
adopted with an input buffer size of 16 flits and a packet size of 3 flits.
Traffic simulation is performed using a modified version of Noxim
[70]. The router architecture is modified by adding additional ports for
communicating the DP costs, and a DP-based routing-table updating
algorithm (Algorithm 5.1) is introduced. Moreover, the 2D NoC routing
algorithms and traffic patterns are modified to support the proposed
3D NoC routings and traffic patterns. The power model of the original
simulator is updated with power for both the router and the DP unit.
Router power and area are evaluated using a NoC power simulator,
while DP unit power and area are evaluated using a hardware synthesis
tool.
5.5.2 Area and Power Model
Router power and area are computed using the NoC power and area
model ORION 2.0 [112]. The power traces of the computational units
and floorplan are taken from the Intel TeraFLOPS chip [193]. In gen-
eral, the energy dissipated by the NoC is divided into the following
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categories: 1) routing and arbitration; 2) flit forwarding energy; 3)
flit receiving energy; 4) clock energy and 5) leakage energy. The flit
receiving energy is assumed to be equal to buffer writing energy.
The forwarding energy, which dominates the energy consumption of
the router, comprises the energies of buffer read, Ebuffer, crossbar
traversal, Ecrossbar, and link traversal, Elink:
Eforward = Ebuffer + Ecrossbar + Elink. (5.15)
The flit forwarding energy along the vertical direction is assumed
to be the same as that for the horizontal direction except for the link
traversal energy Elink. The Elink of the vertical link is computed
assuming a through-silicon-via (TSV) link length equal to layer thick-
ness.
The energy consumption of any computational unit U (EU) in
the tile is assumed to be modulated by its communication energy
(EU_local_comm). This energy dynamically changes according to local
data transfer (data transfer from and to the local router). Thus, the
energy of the computational unit EU is computed as:
EU = β.EU_local_comm (5.16)
where β is the ratio of the communication power to the computa-
tion power of unit U. U is any tile unit other than the router. For
the TeraFLOPS, these units are: data memory (DMEM), instruction
memory (IMEM) and floating point units (FPMAC0 and FPMAC1). β
is estimated based on the results of communication and computation
powers for Intel’s TeraFLOPS CMP [193].
5.5.3 Thermal Model
A typical modern chip package consists of several layers. Fig. 5.9
illustrates these layers for a typical ceramic ball grid array (CBGA)
package of a 3D IC with four vertically-stacked silicon dies. This is the
packaging scheme adopted in this chapter. The package has several
heat conduction layers including heat sink, heat spreader, thermal
paste, silicon die (s), C4 pads, ceramic packaging substrate, and solder
balls [96]. These layers are designed in such a way as to maximize the
heat-flow from the active layer(s), or silicon die(s), to the ambient. This
path represents the primary heat-flow in the package. Thus, the heat
generated by chip activity could be removed efficiently.
The heat-spreader and heat-sink layers are often made of aluminium,
copper, or some other materials of high thermal conductivity. In addi-
tion to the primary heat flow path to the heat sink, there is a secondary
heat-flow path from the die(s) to the package, and the PCB is designed
in such a way as to minimize the heat-flow in order to protect the
board and other installed devices from excessive heat accumulation.
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To model all of these heat transfer paths, the thermal resistance and
capacitance (RC) model HotSpot [98] is employed. This model is built
on top of the dualism between thermal and electrical phenomena,
as both are described by the same differential equations. Thermal
resistance (R) and thermal capacitance (C) can be computed from the
following equations:
R =
t
k×A (5.17)
C = c× t×A (5.18)
where t is the thickness of material in m, k is the material’s thermal
conductivity per unit volume (in W/(m.K)), A is the cross-sectional
area (in m2) and c is the thermal capacitance per unit volume (in
J/(K.m3)).
Die-level thermal RC modelling can be done at the functional unit
level or at finer levels, where the die is divided into regular grid cells in
order to gain a more detailed temperature distribution [96]. These cells
represent the different architectural blocks in the die. Likewise, the
chip can have several dies stacked on top of each other in a 3D IC, and
this can be readily added to the thermal RC model. A more detailed
discussion regarding thermal model derivation and calibration, and
its validation against a commercial finite element simulator can be
found in the original HotSpot papers [172, 96, 97].
Heat sink
Heat spreader
Thermal interface
material Silicon dies
Package
C4 pads and
underfill
CBGA joint
PCB
Figure 5.9: Illustration of various layers in a typical ceramic ball grid array
(CBGA) package of a 3D IC with four layers [96].
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5.6.1 Experimental Setup and Tools
To evaluate the proposed 3D NoC thermal optimization, a 3D NoC-
based CMP is considered. Tile area and power are computed using
the results presented in a previous work [193]. The power and area
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of the router unit is modified to account for the extension to the 3D
mesh router, which consists of seven input/output channels and the
overhead introduced by the DP-unit.
For thermal model configuration, layer die thickness is set to 0.15mm.
The thermal resistivity of the heat sink is 0.0025 mK/W. The dies are
separated by an interlayer material with a thickness of 0.02 mm. The
heat spreader is placed on top of the silicon dies. The thermal interface
material (TIM) is used as the filler material in order to separate the heat
spreader and the silicon dies. The resistivity of the interlayer material
is set to 0.25 mK/W. Ambient temperature is assumed to be 25oC.
VDD and frequency are assumed to be 1 V and 3 GHz, respectively.
Table A.1 in Appendix A gives details of the various package layers
used in this work, including dimensions and material parameters.
For synthetic traffic simulation, the traffic patterns considered are
Uniform, Transpose, and Hotspot. For Random traffic, each tile sends
data to all other tiles with equal probability. For the Transpose case,
tile(i, j,k) sends packets to tile(X− i, Y − j,Z− k), where X, Y and Z
are the x, y and z dimensions of the NoC, respectively. For the Hotspot
traffic pattern, the four central tiles of the top layer (layer 3) receive
an extra 5% in addition to the Uniform (random) traffic. For each of
these traffic patterns, the floorplan is arranged as a 3D mesh with a
size of 6× 6× 4 .
In addition to the above traffic scenarios a scenario is included which
simulates a layer of shared memory. This is an important application
for 3D stacking [33]. To evaluate the proposed RTM in such scenario,
the simulator is modified to generate traffic that mimics 3D memory
stacking by assuming that top layer is a memory resource shared by
the layers of computational cores and which receives 30% of the traffic
of the these layers. This traffic is called Memory-Wall here.
The following schemes are evaluated:
• Odd-even with buffer selection (oe_buff): The original odd-even
routing (Rules 1 and 3 are applied for all planes) with buffer
level selection strategy and no thermal optmization.
• XYZ with downward routing (dw_xyz): The RTM scheme pro-
posed in [42] for thermal optimization in 3D NoCs, which uses
traffic-aware downward routing.
• Odd-even with DP selection (oe_dp): The original 3D odd-even
routing with a DP guided selection strategy for thermal optimiza-
tion.
• Balanced odd-even with DP selection (boe_dp): Odd-even (Rules
1 and 2) is applied in an even plane, modified odd-even (Rules
4 and 5) is applied in an odd plane, and Rule 3 is used for
vertical turns with a DP guided selection strategy for thermal
optimization.
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For traffic-aware downward routing (dw_xyz), the authors proposed
the use of a downward level which depends on the packet injection rate
and traffic type and, thus, requires calibration. However, in this study,
considerable effort is expended in the calibration of the downward
level for different traffic patterns and PIRs to ensure fair comparison.
This is done according to the method proposed in their paper to
achieve similar performance results [38].
5.6.2 Temperature Results
In the first experiment, simulations are run until the chip temperature
is stable after 5 million cycles. The temperature results are illustrated
in Fig. 5.10 for a PIR of 0.008 packet/cycle/IP. For this PIR, all the
routing schemes considered achieve the same throughput of 0.0481
flits/cycle/IP. This guarantees a fair comparison in terms of the
resulting temperature.
The maximum chip temperature and the spatial temperature gradi-
ent, which is the difference between the maximum and the minimum
temperatures, are shown for the four schemes considered . The re-
sults for balanced odd-even with buffer selection (boe_buff) are also
included here for reference. Taking oe_buffer as a baseline, and given
that the four methods have similar throughput, it can be noticed that
oe_dp outperforms dw_xyz in its thermal behaviour for all the consid-
ered traffic patterns. However, boe_dp outperforms both dw_xyz and
oe_dp for the four traffic scenarios. For instance, in this experiment,
boe_dp achieves more than 18oC cooling compared to the oe_buffer,
while dw_xyz could only achieve 5oC cooling for the Transpose traffic
case (Fig. 5.10a). Moreover, it can be noticed that the spatial tempera-
ture gradient in the chip for boe_dp is nearly half of that of dw_xyz
for all the traffic patterns considered . This implies that higher thermal
balancing is achieved by the proposed scheme (see Fig. 5.10b).
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 illustrate the spatial temperature and NoC
power distributions, respectively, for the four schemes under the Trans-
pose traffic case. Fig. 5.11 indicates that, besides its higher cooling
performance boe_dp, achieves a more homogeneous spatial thermal
distribution compared to dw_xyz. The thermal behaviour results can
be explained by the power distribution results in Fig. 5.12. The cooling
performance of an RTM technique is determined by its capability to
accommodate to the cooling system of the chip. In this scenario it can
be seen that the proposed boe_dp can migrate power consumption to-
wards the heat sink more efficiently compared to dw_xyz (see Figures
5.12d and Fig. 5.12c). As a result, better thermal moderation can be
achieved by the proposed approach.
To see how each of the considered schemes behaves when yhe PIR
changes, Fig. 5.13 shows the maximum and gradient of temperature
for a PIR range of 0.004-0.016 packet/cycle/node with Transpose traf-
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Figure 5.10: Comparision of the maximum and spatial gradient (min.-max.)
of chip temperature for the considered routing strategies with
various traffic scenarios.
fic. In this range of PIR, all of the routing schemes achieve the same
throughput. As expected, both the maximum and gradient of tempera-
ture significantly increase with PIR for all schemes. However, the trend
found in Fig. 5.10 can also be seen here. Both DP schemes (boe_dp
and oe_dp) outperform dw_xyz in terms of both the maximum and
gradient of chip temperature for all the considered PIRs.
These results can be explained by the fact that dw_xyz adapts only
to inter-layer thermal variations and not intra-layer thermal variations.
Thermal variations within the same layer can be significant, but they
are not exploited by dw_xyz. Moreover, dw_xyz is tailored to a cooling
system in which the heat sink is placed above the chip. On the other
hand, our scheme achieves better results because DP can adapt to
inter-layer as well as intra-layer thermal variations due to its adaptive
distributed nature.
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Moreover, Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.13 also indicate that boe_dp
considerably outperforms oe_dp in terms of both the maximum and
gradient of the temperature. This clearly indicates that the higher
balancing of adaptiveness offered by the balanced 3D odd-even rout-
ing (boe_dp), compared to the conventional 3D odd-even (oe_dp), is
effective in improving the efficiency of the DPN in heat diffusion.
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Figure 5.11: Spatial thermal distributions (oC) for the four routing strategies.
5.6.3 Reliability Improvement
To give an insight into the implications of the thermal optimization
schemes considered on reliability improvement, the FIT values for
different fault mechanisms are evaluated. FITEM, FITSM, FITTDDB
and FITTC values are computed using equations (5.1), (5.2), (5.3)
and (5.5), respectively. The total FIT (FITTOT ) is computed using Eq.
(5.7). The material-dependent parameters in these equations are taken
from a previous work [174], while the constants (AEM, ATDDB, ASM
and ATC) are taken from another work [175] assuming 65nm tech-
nology. The temperature results presented in Fig. 5.10 for PIR =
0.008 packet/cycle/node, are used in FIT computation. The FIT re-
sults for the four thermal optimization methods with the four traffic
patterns are shown in Table 5.1.
It can be seen that, in general, any reduction in chip temperature
results in lower FIT, better reliability and longer chip lifetime. Taking
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Figure 5.12: Spatial power distributions (W) for the four routing strategies.
the oe_buff as a baseline, it can be seen that the higher temperature
reduction achieved by boe_dp compared to the other methods leads to
a significant improvement in reliability. For instance, boe_dp achieved
18.4oC temperature reduction compared to only 5.2oC for dw_xyz
in the Transpose traffic case. This translates to a 63.46% reduction in
FITTOT for boe_dp compared to only 25% for dw_xyz. This indicates
the crucial significance of the thermal optimization achieved by the
proposed scheme in increasing reliability and IC lifetime.
5.6.4 Performance Results
Fig. 5.14 compares the performance of the four schemes in terms
of average network delay versus the achievable throughput curves
under the four traffic scenarios. It can be noticed that, in general,
the performance of dw_xyz is considerably lower than that of the
other schemes. Also, it can be seen that the performance of oe_dp and
boe_dp is nearly the same, and both slightly outperform the oe_buff
for the Uniform and Transpose traffic cases, while the oe_buff is better
than the thermal-aware DP approaches for the Hotspot and Memory
Wall traffic patterns. However, for the latter two traffic patterns, both
DP approaches are still better than dw_xyz.
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e oe_buff 33,268 7,360 21,158 3,897 65,684 -
dw_xyz 22,509 5,526 17,770 3,315 49,120 25.2%
oe_dp 13,426 3,744 14,155 2,647 33,972 48.3%
boe_dp 8,049 2,521 11,342 2,088 24,000 63.5%
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oe_buff 20,162 5,091 16,924 3,163 45,341 -
dw_xyz 15,154 4,106 14,924 2,794 36,977 18.5%
oe_dp 11,614 3,350 13,288 2,479 30,731 32.2%
boe_dp 7,874 2,478 11,236 2,066 23,654 47.8%
H
ot
sp
ot
oe_buff 18,679 4,808 16,362 3,061 42,911 -
dw_xyz 14,700 4,012 14,727 2,756 36,196 15.7%
oe_dp 10,659 3,136 12,803 2,383 28,980 32.5%
boe_dp 7,371 2,352 10,922 2,002 22,647 47.2%
M
em
.W
. oe_buff 12,889 3,629 13,905 2,599 33,021 -
dw_xyz 10,283 3,050 12,605 2,344 28,281 14.4%
oe_dp 7,075 2,278 10,733 1,962 22,048 33.2%
boe_dp 5,466 1,857 9,616 1,726 18,866 42.8%
Table 5.1: Comparison of FIT due to different fault mechanisms for the four
routing strategies and different traffic patterns for a 6× 6× 4 3D
NoC configuration.
Another experiment is conducted to evaluate the performance of the
thermal optimization methods considered. The network throughput
and the average delay that causes the first violation of a thermal limit
are recorded. Table 5.2 summarizes the results of this experiment for
the traffic patterns considered and with three thermal limits: 60oC,
70oC and 80oC. The thermal limits are chosen in the reasonable
working temperature range and in line with previous work [170]. This
table also shows the boe_dp throughput improvement over oe_buff
and dw_xyz. For instance, given a thermal limit of 80oC, the boe_dp
routing can achieve 22% and 41% higher throughput compared to
dw_xyz and oe_buff, respectively, for Transpose traffic. This clearly
demonstrates the capability of DP to manoeuvre packets dynamically
at runtime and to exploit the coolest paths. As a result, the thermal
violation is delayed to higher PIR and throughput. Similar trend can
be seen for other traffic patterns and thermal limits.
5.6.5 Real Application Benchmarks
In this section, the proposed DP-based RTM is evaluated with real ap-
plication benchmarks. Six real benchmarks with different sizes, topolo-
gies and bandwidth requirements are used. These benchmarks include
a generic complex MultiMedia system which comprises an h263 video
encoder and an mp3 audio decoder (MMS) [92], a telecommunication
benchmark (TELE) and a video object plane decoder (VOPD) [137]. In
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Figure 5.13: Maximum and gradient (min.-max.) of chip temperature vari-
ation with PIR for the four routing strategies with Transpose
traffic.
addition are three benchmarks, AMI49, AMI25 and MPEG4, which
were extracted from the Microelectronics Centre of North Carolina
benchmark suite found in [7]. Details of the size and communication
bandwidth requirements of these benchmarks are shown in the first
three columns of Table 5.3.
Mapping these applications to NoCs is achieved using the algorithm
proposed a previous work [53]. However, the small sizes of these
benchmarks mean that they are not suitable to be used in a 3D NoC
platform of the appropriate size. Therefore, the sizes of these bench-
marks are extended to four layers by mapping each task to a pillar
(four IP cores aligned on top of each other) rather than a single IP core.
The inter-layer traffic is generated by dividing the original bandwidth
between communication pairs to the replicated vertical IP cores in the
resulting pillar pairs of the 3D NoC platform.
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Figure 5.14: Performance comparison of the considered routing strategies
in terms of delay versus throughput curves for different traffic
scenarios.
The proposed DP-based RTM (boe_dp) is evaluated by comparing it
to a previous work [38] which denoted by dw_xyz. The two routings
are compared in terms of maximum, Tmax, and gradient, Tgradient,
of chip temperature, as well as energy consumption, after draining
5MB of data for each benchmark. These results, in addition to the
percentage reductions in maximum temperature, temperature gradient
and energy consumption achieved by the proposed boe_dp over the
dw_xyz, are shown in Table 5.3.
The results in Table 5.3 indicate a significant improvement with the
boe_dp over the dw_xyz in terms of temperature regulation, where
it could achieve up to 13% reduction in maximum chip temperature
and up to 27% reduction in temperature gradient. Moreover, it can
be seen that, besides better thermal regulation, boe_dp consumes less
energy (up to 6.8%) for the same drained data volume compared to
dw_xyz even after adding the energy consumption of the DP units.
This is due to the fact that dw_xyz is a non-minimal routing and, thus,
consumes higher energy compared to boe_dp. Meanwhile, dw_xyz
adapts only to vertical paths by employing non-minimal routing to
avoid hot layers.
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On the other hand, the proposed boe_dp adapts to planar paths as
well as vertical ones. Paths on the same layer can exhibit significant
thermal gradients that are exploited by the proposed technique, due to
its global awareness of temperature and distributed control nature, in
order to achieve better thermal regulation while adhering to minimal
path routing.
5.6.6 Hardware Implementation
The DP unit can implemented using different methods. This section
investigates the hardware realization of the DP using synchronous
circuits. The aim is to realize a DP hardware that augments the NoC’s
routers so as to provide an adaptive strategy to diffuse heat throughout
the chip geometry. Moreover, the resultant power and area overheads
of the DP unit are evaluated.
Fig. 5.15 shows the architecture of a router which enables adaptive
thermal-aware routing. The architecture supports 3D mesh NoCs. The
router circuit is a state-of-the-art design [151] for a 2D mesh with two
additional channels for upper and lower layers (labelled as Up and
Down). The design is augmented by an additional block (depicted by
a dotted line) which implements the proposed adaptive strategy. The
temperature sensor circuit provides the DP computational unit with
the local cost.
The local cost and the costs coming from upstream routers are
used to compute the cost-to-go which is propagated to all downstream
routers. The design consists of combinational circuits. However, the
control unit block shown in the figure is a mixture of sequential and
combinational circuits. It can be realized using a synchronous counter
and a few logic gates. The counter scans the destinations and supplies
an address reference the the routing table inside the router such that
the DP-unit can successively update all destination decisions in the
routing table.
The path cost computation is implemented using the DP units, as
shown in Fig. 5.16. These DP-units are connected as a DP-network.
The coolest path computation necessitates a minimum operation to
evaluate and compare the costs coming from upstream routers. This
can be realized using comparators and data multiplexers (Fig. 5.16a).
Also, an adder is required to add the local router cost to the optimal
cost computed using this circuit. Moreover, another data multiplexer
is needed to output the associated action for the minimum expected
cost. Therefore, the basic circuit of a DP computational unit for the
3D mesh NoC comprises of one adder, six comparators and six data
multiplexers.
Direction costs that are involved in the optimal (minimum) cost
computation are filtered by direction selection control circuit which
is shown in Fig. 5.16b. The six enable signals (corresponding to six
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Figure 5.15: Architecture of the 3D NoC router including the DP unit to enable
dynamic thermal-aware routing.
directions) used by these control circuits come from the control unit
and they are determined by the routing algorithm. The direction
selection control circuit discards the direction that is not enabled
(where the corresponding enable signal is 0). At each comparison
stage, it takes two enable signals (one for each input direction), Ein1
and Ein2, in addition to the comparator result , Cin, as inputs. It
outputs enable, Eout, and selection, Sout, signals. Sout is equal to
Cout only if both directions are enabled (Ein1 = 1 and Ein2 = 1). If
only one direction is enabled, Sout must select this direction regardless
of its cost. The enable signal Eout equals 1 if any of the input directions
is enabled. If neither are enabled, Eout is 0 and the cost computed
at this comparison stage is discarded at the next comparison stage.
The direction selection circuits filter directions and, as a result, only
allowable directions (allowed by the routing function) are included
in the optimal cost computation. This enables the DP-unit to work in
compliance to deadlock-free routing algorithm.
The DP-unit circuit also requires the computation of the optimal
routing direction for a particular destination (designated destination
ID). This direction is used to update the routing table of the Routing and
Arbitration block. The optimal routing direction computation circuit
is illustrated in Fig. 5.16c. This circuit takes the direction selection
signals (S1 - S6) that result from the optimal cost computation circuit,
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(a) Optimal cost computation circuit.
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(c) Optimal direction computation circuit.
Figure 5.16: Hardware realization of the DP unit.
as multiplexer selects. It requires six 3-bit data multiplexers, assuming
seven input directions (six direction plus the local).
Evaluating the hardware power and area overheads for any new
proposed solution involved in NoC design is essential. This gives an
insight into the trade-offs that exist between the costs paid in terms of
power and area and the benefits gained from the proposed technique.
To evaluate the area and power overheads of the proposed DP-based
routing, the DP computational unit is implemented in Verilog. The im-
plementation is then synthesized using the Synopsys Design Compiler
and mapped onto the Faraday UMC 65nm technology library. Table
5.4 summarizes the results for the area and power estimations of the
router with the DP-unit for 2-D, 6× 6, and 3-D ,6× 6× 4, NoC meshes.
The area and power overheads of the DP-unit, as percentages of router
total area and power, respectively, are also shown in Table 5.4. The
total router area and power have been evaluated using ORION 2.0
[112].
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NoC size
Router only Router+DP unit DP unit overhead
Area Power Area Power
Area Power
(mm2) (w) (mm2) (w)
6× 6 (2D) 0.4751 0.2168 0.4774 0.2171 0.395% 0.102%
6× 6× 4 (3D) 0.7520 0.3290 0.7644 0.3305 1.645% 0.456%
Table 5.4: Synthesis results: Router and DP-unit power and area in addition
to DP unit relative overhead.
It can be noticed that the overhead for both area and power slightly
increases with the increase in the NoC dimensions due to the higher
table size needed by table-based routing. However, this overhead is
insignificant compared to the total area and power of the router. For
instance, the area overhead is 1.64% and the power overhead is 0.45%
for the 3-D NoC with a size of 144 tiles (6× 6× 4).
It is worth mentioning here that although the router frequency
is assumed to be 3GHz , the a DP-unit does not need to operate
at this frequency. As described in Section 5.4.5, DP-unit’s minimum
frequency that guarantees convergence can be estimated from NoC size
and the temperature sampling period. Using Eq. 5.7 and assuming
an NoC size of 6 × 6 × 4 = 144 and an NoC diameter of 16 with a
10us temperature sampling time, clocking the DP-unit with 200MHz
guarantees the convergence of all DP units within the sampling period
of the temperature.
5.7 summary and conclusion
Due to aggressive technology scaling and migration to multi-layer
3D VLSI, future 3D NoC-based systems will face serious challenges, the
most significant of which is the thermal challenge. In 3D NoC-based
CMPs, communication contributes significantly in heat generation and
could modulate the whole chip activity. In the present work, an adap-
tive distributed thermal optimization strategy for 3D NoCs is proposed.
This uses distributed DP units connected via a dynamic programming
network to manage the routing workload at runtime to achieve global
thermal moderation. As a result, the routing adapts such that the
heat is diffused from the 3D chip geometry and thermal hotspots are
minimized. The dynamic programming network is improved such that
the cost computation and propagation takes place in compliance with
the deadlock-free routing algorithm. Furthermore, 3D adaptive routing
algorithms are modified to improve path diversity, balance adaptive-
ness and increase DPN performance. The proposed method has been
rigorously evaluated and the results show that it outperforms recently
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proposed RTM methods in terms of adaptation efficiency, thermal regu-
lation, lifetime reliability and performance. Hardware implementation
details are also presented and the overheads introduced by the pro-
posed method are evaluated and reported. These overheads are shown
to be insignificant relative to those of the router hardware. This work
tackles a major problem in future 3D systems-on-chip and proposes
an efficient solution which could provide better thermal integrity in
future many-core systems.
6
F P G A I M P L E M E N TAT I O N O F
T H E R M A L - A D A P T I V E R O U T I N G I N N O C S
6.1 introduction and motivation
The continuous shrinking of technology node is increasing the number
of cores that can be placed in a single chip and, in the foreseeable
future, systems with thousands of cores in a single chip will be feasible
[103]. However, this massive scale of integration comes with many
challenges, of which the thermal challenge is the most altering one.
There are many reasons for this, such as increased device density,
decreased transistors junction temperature and exacerbated spatial
temperature gradients. These effects lead worst-case cooling system
design to be infeasible [172].
Higher temperatures cause increased leakage and delay in both logic
gates and wires due to higher resistivity. Also, higher temperature
gradients reduces chip reliability and shortens device lifetime [170].
On the other hand, Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) are proposed as a
promising communication paradigm for SoC and CMP, which could
overcome the limitations associated with the on-chip bus. Providing
scalability, flexibility and power efficiency, the NoC enables the inte-
gration of many cores in a single chip [23]. In NoC-based systems, the
communication power budget takes up a significant portion of overall
chip power and thus could contribute significantly to chip heating in
many core systems in the future [33, 169]. Even in recent designs, the
NoC has been shown to either exceed, or have comparable contribution
to, processors in heat generation, particularly for communication-
centric applications. A characterization of the thermal profile in the
MIT Raw chip has revealed that the NoC can have a higher thermal
than processors in highly parallelizable and communication-centric
applications [170]. Another example is Intel’s TeraFLOPS 80-core pro-
cessor, where the power density of the NoC routers is nearly double
that of other units in the tile such as floating-point and memory units
[193] resulting in a higher contribution to chip heating. Another im-
portant point is that controlling network communication traffic offers
a unique opportunity to control a workload spanning the majority
of the chip area. Thus, better control of routing paths would achieve
thermal moderation and control over the entire chip.
Motivated by the above-mentioned factors, various studies have
proposed techniques for thermal-aware routing in NoCs [170, 169, 42,
38, 157]. While such techniques are shown to achieve good thermal
moderation, these works have many limitations, such as working
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offline or not being able to adapt to runtime dynamics [157], as well as
adapting only to a particular cooling system [38]. However, the most
important limitation of much of this research is that neither details of
hardware implementation for the proposed schemes, nor evaluation
of the overhead that they introduce are included.
A runtime thermal-adaptive routing strategy for NoCs is presented
in Chapter 5. This strategy uses a distributed DP-based architecture to
achieve global thermal optimization at runtime for the chip. However,
the Chapter 5 focuses on describing the strategy and studying its
efficiency by comparing it with other strategies for thermal optimiza-
tion in NoCs. This chapter, on the other hand, describes the details
of implementation challenges associated with the proposed strategy
by evaluating it with FPGA hardware implementation. Results show
that the proposed hardware implementation of the scheme is highly
flexible in manoeuvring the packets away from hot regions, and it can
exploit cool paths to adapt effectively to the heat dynamics in the chip
with insignificant hardware and performance overheads. The major
contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
1. Efficient implementation of the DPN-based runtime thermal-
adaptive routing strategy for NoCs proposed in Chapter 5 is
presented. Consideration is given to convergence time and ring
oscillator (RO)s are used for thermal sensing.
2. Various challenges related to sensor accuracy and precision, such
as isolating the IR drop and hardware implementation of sensor
models to compensate for the intra-chip process variations, are
addressed.
3. The proposed strategy is implemented in FPGA and a rigorous
evaluation is performed to determine the effectiveness of the
proposed RTM in terms of functionality, thermal regulation and
throughput performance.
6.2 related work
Thermal modelling and control in VLSI systems has gained a lot of at-
tention in recent years [170, 172, 65, 122, 38]. Skadron and his research
group worked on modelling the thermal behaviour of the VLSI chip.
Their work relies on the basic thermal RC dynamic compact model
for modelling the main heat transfer paths for given package settings
[172, 96]. Other researchers focused on thermal control methods. For
example dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) has been
used in to avoid exceeding the emergency temperature [65]. In another
work, on-line task allocation for multi-core systems was employed to
avoid exceeding the thermal limit as well as hotspot formation [126].
Runtime thermal management schemes for on-chip networks with
a reactive strategy that uses traffic throttling to respond to thermal
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emergencies have also been proposed [170, 122]. However, exploiting
NoC routing to better control chip heat distribution has received only
limited attention in existing literature. A routing-based NoC RTM strat-
egy is proposed motivated by the results of the characterization of
the thermal profile in the MIT Raw chip which reveals that NoC can
surpass processors in heat generation. In the proactive phase of this
strategy, neighbouring nodes exchange traffic counters as a means of
thermal balancing. When the chip’s thermal limit is violated, throttling
is proposed as a reactive strategy [170].
Traffic balancing would not necessarily lead to thermal balancing.
This is mainly because heat has a relatively high time constant and is
regional in nature. Also, temperature changes may arise from sources
outside the network itself. Thus, a routing strategy that uses direct
temperature readings at runtime is necessary. Moreover, global knowl-
edge of these readings is crucial for effective thermal-aware routing,
particularly, when high numbers of cores are integrated in one chip.
Another work [157] has proposed thermal-aware application-specific
routing path allocation in 2D mesh MPSoCs. Routing paths are allocated
at design time such that thermal variations in the cores are compen-
sated for and thermal hotspots are minimized. The shortcoming of the
scheme is that it is an offline technique and cannot adapt to thermal
dynamics at runtime, which may be significant.
On the other hand, many works have been published on thermal
modelling, characterization and sensing in FPGAs [180, 210, 72, 20, 195].
In one experimental analysis of RO-based thermal sensors in FPGAs
is presented [72], the authors showed that a small change in voltage
causes a high variation in RO frequency. This implies that voltage varia-
tions need to be isolated in order to achieve accurate thermal readings
from the sensor. Thermal sensing with ROs requires frequency coun-
ters to capture the impact of temperature on RO frequency. A compact
implementation of these counters, using a linear feedback shift reg-
ister (LFSR) counter to reduce the FPGA resources required has been
presented [210]. Another work explores the use of the metastability
phenomenon in flip-flops to implement thermal sensors that consume
less device resources and dos not require high clock frequency [180].
A system for thermal sensing in FPGA-based SoCs has been presented
[195]. This system is composed of an array of thermal sensors and
a controller which determines when the sensors have to be enabled.
It enables the sensors and decides to activate thermal management
techniques if needed.
In this work, an NoC dynamic thermal management system design
and implementation are presented. This includes both thermal-based
control and on-chip thermal sensing design and FPGA implementation.
To the best of the authors knowledge, no such detailed design and
hardware implementation of a thermal-adaptive routing strategy with
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implementation details for both RTM control and thermal sensing has
been proposed in open literature.
6.3 background
This section presents a brief description of RTM schemes, in addition
to introducing two important concepts related to RTM; namely, RTM
control techniques, and on-chip thermal sensing techniques.
6.3.1 Thermal Optimization and Management
Severe thermal challenges has arisen due to the continuous shrinking
of the feature size. Thus, in design-time thermal optimization it is
becoming increasingly difficult to guarantee the thermal integrity of
VLSI systems [170]. As a result, RTM techniques are becoming neces-
sary. These techniques would diffuse heat and regulate the system’s
operating temperature at runtime to ensure a safe thermal range such
that chip and package design for typical cases would be possible.
RTM techniques monitor the temperature at runtime and alter system
behaviour accordingly. These techniques can be divided into two
categories: reactive and proactive. Reactive techniques work when
the thermal limit is exceeded and sacrifice performance in order to
achieve thermal regulation, for example DVFS. On the other hand,
proactive techniques try to reduce thermal hotspots and minimize
the temperature at runtime. This reduces, and may alleviate, the
need for reactive action, thus improving both chip performance and
reliability. Examples of these techniques are dynamic task scheduling
and allocation in the CMP [86, 91, 50, 126].
6.3.2 On-Chip Thermal Sensing
Dynamic runtime thermal control and management applications re-
quire high performance on-chip thermal sensing. Various techniques
can be used for on-chip temperature sensing. Analogue sensors are
accurate and easy to calibrate. However, they require A/D conversion
and analogue implementation, which involve high overheads and cost
associated with using both analogue and digital technologies in the
same chip.
Alternatively, in digital systems, thermal sensing can be achieved
by measuring the impact of temperature on the delay of CMOS gates.
Higher temperatures increase the propagation delay of CMOS gates
and this delay can be characterized by the oscillation frequency of an
RO.
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An RO is a loop of an odd number of inverters. The oscillation
frequency of an RO (fRO) is given by the following formula:
fRO =
1
2×n× td (6.1)
where n is the number of inverters and td is the delay of a single in-
verter. Since td is directly proportional to temperature, fRO is inversely
proportional to temperature [210]. However, td varies depending on
other physical parameters, mainly VDD fluctuations and process vari-
ations. Thus, before relying on RO counts to measure temperature,
these parameters must be isolated.
6.4 methodology
In this section, the design trade-offs and implementation details of
the proposed RTM are presented. The proposed RTM is a proactive
technique for NoC-based CMPs. It achieves thermal minimization by
employing a runtime dynamic routing strategy which adaptively mi-
grates NoC workload towards the coolest regions in the chip. The RTM
controller uses the DPN to implement the proposed routing strategy.
6.4.1 Thermal-Adaptive Dynamic Routing in NoCs
The proposed thermal-adaptive router design is based on the DP and
guides the packets to the coolest path among the available paths
between a source, s, and a destination, d. The costs of the DP are asso-
ciated with nodes rather than edges and are equivalent to local tem-
peratures of the cores (Tlocal) that comes from RO-based embedded
thermal sensors. At each node there is a DP unit which is connected to
other DP units in the system via the DPN. Fig. 6.1 illustrates how the
DPN and the sensors are coupled to a 2D mesh NoC. The DPN works as
the RTM controller in the proposed scheme.
Assuming a multi-source single destination, each unit receives the
costs of the neighbouring units as input, adds its local temperature,
and computes and propagates the optimal cost, which is the minimum
cost from the local node, c, to the destination node, d, V∗(c,d). By
making node cost equal to the local core temperature, the DP chooses
the path with a minimum total temperature (i.e. the coolest) among
the available shortest paths between a source to a destination. In this
scenario, thermal hotspots are avoided whenever possible and the
coolest paths are always exploited to minimize the thermal impact of
the NoC workload.
Algorithm 6.1 shows the operations taking place in the DP unit
to update routing directions in the routing table. The local router’s
temperature, which is used as the cost by the DP unit, comes from
the distributed embedded sensor. These sensors are deployed across
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the chip and there is one sensor per core as illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
The main algorithm is outlined in lines 1− 15. Cost updating take
Figure 6.1: Dynamic programming network and temperature sensor array
coupled to a 2D mesh NoC.
place for a particular time frame every thermal control cycle. This is
controlled by "Compute", which is set to "1" for a time period that
is long enough to ensure DPN convergence to the optimal solution.
Thus, while Compute = "1", the DP unit executes the DP algorithm
(line 1). The DP cost computation starts by checking if the current
node is the destination, and if so the DP unit outputs "0" as optimal
cost and the routing decision is the local port (lines 2− 4). For other
destinations, the costs are computed in lines 5− 11. Each DP unit takes
the output costs of its direct neighbours as input and computes the cost
of reaching the destination through this neighbour. Given a destination
d, the expected cost is computed for all allowable directions. The
minimum cost is then selected, as shown in line 11, and propagated
to neighbouring units. This process is repeated until the convergence
period ends (Compute="0"). Then the optimal direction µ(c,d), which
is computed as the argument of the minimum operator (in line 13), is
used to update the routing table as shown in line 15.
Note that, in the optimal cost and direction computation, only
allowable directions are considered. These are the directions returned
by the routing function. This is achieved by defining an enable signal
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Algorithm 6.1 Pseudo code of the thermal DP unit algorithm.
Define: -
c: current (local) node,
N(c): all neighbour of node c,
RT(c,d): current node routing table entry for destination, d.
Inputs: -
d: destination node,
V∗(i,d) : ∀i ∈ N(c), DP unit output of neighbour node i,
Tlocal : temperature from the local sensor,
E(i): ∀i ∈ N(c), is 1 if i is allowable direction, else its 0,
Compute : while 1, the DP unit keeps updating the cost-to-go.
Outputs: -
µ(c,d): optimal direction from node c to d,
V∗(c,d): optimal cost from node c to d.
1: while Compute=1 do
2: if d = c then
3: V∗(c,d) = 0
4: µ(c,d) = LOCAL
5: else
6: for all directions k ∈ N(c,d) do
7: if E(k)=1 then
8: V ′(c,k,d) = V(k,d) + Tlocal
9: end if
10: end for all
11: V∗(c,d) = min∀k|E(k)=1V ′(c,k,d)
12: end if
13: µ(c,d) = arg min∀k|E(k)=1V
′(c,k,d)
14: end while
15: RT(c,d)← µ(c,d) {update routing table}
for each direction, i, E(i). This is used in the algorithm to consider
only the allowable directions where the corresponding E signal is "1".
The direction enable signal (E(i) for i ∈ {N,S,E,W}) comes from the
routing function, which ensures deadlock-freeness, as described in the
next section. This function takes the coordinates of the current node,
c, and destination node, d and return allowable routing directions.
6.4.2 Deadlock and Livelock Freeness
The main goal of every routing scheme, whether deterministic or adap-
tive, is to make sure that packets injected into the network get to their
destinations eventually. A packet may not reach its destination for two
main reasons: it is involved in either a livelock or a deadlock. Dead-
locks are of concern for any adaptive routing algorithm. To guarantee
the deadlock-freeness of the proposed routing algorithm, several tech-
niques can be used. For example deadlock detection and recovery can
be employed [121]. However, implementing these techniques may lead
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to high overheads. For this reason, deadlock avoidance, or turn model,
techniques are used in many designs. In this work the negative-first
(NF) turn model routing [79] is adopted to ensure deadlock freeness
of the proposed thermal-aware adaptive routing. NF routing has a
better degree of adaptiveness compared to other types of turn-model
routing such as the west-first and north-last. NF turn model prohibits
any turns from a positive direction to a negative direction [79].
Livelock means that, as time goes to infinity, the packet continues to
circulate in the network without reaching its destination. Livelock can
happen only if non-minimal routing is used. The proposed routing
algorithm uses only the shortest paths (i.e. the coolest path among the
available shortest paths). As a result, the proposed adaptive routing is
always free from livelocks.
6.4.3 Thermal-Aware DP Network Implementation
The DP network is tightly coupled with the NoC communication fabric
as shown in Fig. 6.1. It consists of distributed computational units. At
each node, there is a DP unit that implements the DP algorithm and
propagates the solution to the neighbouring units. Each computational
unit locally exchanges control decisions and other system parameters
with the corresponding node.
Fig 6.2 shows the hardware realization of the proposed strategy.
The router enables adaptive thermal-aware routing and supports a
mesh topology. The routing is table-based and the routing table is
updated using the DP unit which implements the proposed strategy.
Local temperature sensing provides the DP unit with the local temper-
ature (Tlocal). Also, the routing function provides the direction enable
signals to ensure that the DP works in harmony with the routing algo-
rithm (the NF in this work). The costs from four neighbouring nodes
(V(N), V(S), V(E) and V(W)) are input to the DP unit and the DP unit
propagates the computed optimal cost to those neighbours (as shown
at the bottom of Fig. 6.2).
To ensure deadlock-freeness, the routing function circuit shown in
Fig. 6.2 implements the negative-first routing algorithm and generates
four enable signals, one for each direction. These signals are used by
the DP unit to consider only allowable directions when computing the
optimal cost and direction. This is achieved by the “direction select”
(DS) circuits in the DP unit.
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The direction selection circuits (DS) filter directions and, as a result,
only allowable directions are returned by the DP unit, enabling it to
work in compliance with the deadlock-free routing algorithm. DS cir-
cuit make the DPN consider only the directions enabled by the routing
function in the optimal DP cost and routing decision computations.
The DS circuit has three inputs, Ein1 and Ein2 and Cin and two out-
puts, Eout, Sout. The inputs Ein1 and Ein2 are two enable signals and
Cin is the result of the comparison of DP values. For instance, DS1 in
Fig. 6.2 has E(N) and E(S), the two enables of the North and South
channels, and C1, the result of the comparison of their costs, V(S) and
V(N) as inputs. The outputs are given as follows:
Sout = (Cin ∧ E1in ∧ E2in)∨ E1in,
Eout = E1in ∨ E2in.
Sout equals to Cin only if both directions are enabled (Ein1 = 1
and Ein2 = 1). If only one direction is enabled, Sout must select this
direction regardless of its cost. The enable signal Eout equals to 1 if
any of the input directions is enabled. If neither are enabled, Eout is
0 and the cost computed at this comparison stage is discarded at the
next comparison stage.
6.4.4 DPN Convergence
The DPN converges to an optimal routing solution after a delay which
is determined by the network topology, the delay of data propagation,
and the computational delay of the DP unit. In hardware implementa-
tion with parallel execution, each DP unit can simultaneously compute
the new expected cost for all neighbouring nodes.
The DPN can be implemented as multiple-destination-multiple-
source (MDMS). This means that in each router there are N = |V|
DP units, one for each destination or routing table entry. The total
number of DP units for the NoC is N2dst (where Ndst is the number
of destinations). The DPN computes the cost for all destinations in
parallel. In this case, the network convergence time is proportional to
the network diameter, or the longest path in the network. Thus, the
DPN convergence time in clock cycles Tclk, will be Ndiam × Tclk. This
implementation involves high hardware overheads but this may be
necessary with rapidly varying parameters, such as router buffer-level,
which can significantly change within a few clock cycles [129].
In this work the parameter used is chip temperature. Compared to
clock time period (in the order of nanoseconds), the chip’s thermal
time constant, τ, is fairly high (in the order of milliseconds or even
seconds). Thus, the DPN is implemented as single-destination-multiple-
source (SDMS), which implies that for each node there is only one DP
unit. This is achieved by a control unit which embeds a destination
counter to perform a destination scan once at each thermal control
cycle Ttc and generates a destination address (DST in Fig. 6.3) to
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compute the optimal direction for each destination. All DP units in the
DPN must compute the optimal directions for the same destination
at the same time. After DPN convergence for the current destination
(DST), the “Timing and Control” unit generates the “Update” signal
to store the optimal direction for this destination in the routing table.
The control cycle of RTM, Ttc, must be less than or equal to τ and the
DPN convergence time must be less than Ttc to guarantee the proper
operation of the DPN as the RTM controller. Thus, in the SDMS case,
the following inequality must hold:
Ndiam ×Ndst × Tclk < Ttc, (6.2)
where Ndiam is the NoC diameter, and Ndst is the number of destina-
tions. This implementation requires one DP unit per core which, thus,
reduces the hardware cost N times, where N is the total number of
nodes in the NoC. As mentioned earlier, inequality 6.2 is guaranteed
to hold since Tclk  Ttc.
6.4.5 On-chip Thermal Sensing Implementation
The proposed RTM system relies on an array of equally-spaced RO-
based sensors to extract the spatial distribution of temperature across
the chip. The components of these sensors are illustrated in Fig. 6.3.
To ensure reliable readings, the output frequency of RO (fRO) must
be at least half the sampling frequency (fclk). Since the inverter delay
(td) is usually much less than the clock period (Tclk), bringing fRO
down to be less than half fclk, requires an unacceptably large number
of inverting elements in the RO. However, a more economical solution
to this problem is to use a frequency divider similar to the one shown
in Fig. 6.3. A few stages of this divider can bring fRO down to the
required range.
The output of the frequency divider is sampled using an edge detec-
tor and sampling counter to count the number of oscillations per fixed
amount of time. Note that the edge detector output is asynchronous to
the sampling clock and cannot be used to drive the sampling counter
directly. Thus, the edge detector is followed by at least one flip-flop
to synchronize the edge detector output with the sampling clock. The
output of the synchronization flip-flop is used to drive the sampling
counter.
An array of these sensors is implemented, one sensor per node.
Implementing this array of sensors comes with a few challenges of
its own. First, ring oscillators are subject to unpredictable process
variations and so their temperature models must be calibrated using
on-chip readings. Support for this feature has been provided and by
choosing to implement the models as lookup tables (as illustrated in
the final stage in Fig. 6.3), as opposed to arithmetic logic. This is be-
cause such tables can be realized very efficiently using the embedded
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Figure 6.3: Ring oscillator-based thermal sensing components.
M9K memory blocks on the target FPGA device [6]. The only disadvan-
tage of lookup tables is that a sacrifice in precision is involved, since
discretization is performed. However, the RO output is susceptible to
noise which imposes an upper limit on precision. Thus, discretization
is necessary with or without lookup tables.
To generate the sensor models the sensors are calibrated by gen-
erating an approximately uniform activity across the FPGA chip by
letting uniformly distributed dummy cores to switch with the same
frequency. This uniform activity would generate a uniform temper-
ature distribution across the chip. Then the models of the sensors
are generated by assuming a linear relationship between the sensor
frequency and temperature and taking the counts of the sensors at
two temperature points. These points are room temperature, when the
cores are not active, and steady state temperature, when all cores are
switching. The temperatures are measures using thermocouple that
records the temperature and is placed on the top of the package.
There are few sources of errors here. The first is that we are record-
ing the package outer temperature and not the die temperature. To
minimize the effect of this source of error we add 5oC to the recorded
temperature.
Other source of error is that ring oscillators are highly sensitive
to VDD changes. The output of the RO can exhibit spurious output
variations corresponding to tens of degrees as a result of nearby
switching activity. To overcome this, the RTM controller was designed
to initiate each measurement cycle by pausing the system clock during
the sensing period to avoid any voltage fluctuations due to switching
activity. Thus, sensor readings are subsequently voltage-insensitive
temperature readings.
On top of these difficulties, some trade-offs are involved in the choice
of measurement period and RTM control cycle duration. Frequent and
longer measurements enable the RTM system to adapt more rapidly
and accurately to changes in traffic flow. However, extending the time
fraction spent in taking temperature measurements also requires that
the system clock be paused for longer portions of the NoC’s runtime.
In the present implementation, it has been found that a measurement
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period duration of 5ms and a TM control cycle duration of 1 second
can provide fast and effective thermal regulation while keeping the
off-time of the NoC within 0.5%.
6.5 results and discussion
To evaluate the proposed thermal control and sensing designs, they
were implemented in hardware using an Altera DE2-115 FPGA board
equipped with a Cyclone IV E chip. An NoC which consists of 64
routers arranged as an 8 × 8 mesh is implemented with an input
buffer size of 8 flits and a flit size of 32-bits. Table-based routing is
used and the routing table entries in the router are updated using its
coupled DP unit. The implementation also involves cores that switch in
proportion to the local traffic of the router to emulate core switching
activity. RO temperature sensors are implemented and deployed as
one sensor per core. These sensors are implemented and calibrated as
described in Section 6.4.5. The sensors and cores are homogeneously
deployed across the FPGA chip area.
The characterization system of the present work is illustrated in
Fig 6.4. The Nios II embedded processor [16] is used to perform
system configuration and sensor array and routing data collection
for experimental analysis. NiosII is also used for the programming of
sensor models. A thermocouple works as a calibration reference to
calibrate sensor readings and generate sensor model data. The traffic
and thermal data are outputted to a PC terminal for analysis and
visualisation.
The main system is shown in the dashed box in Fig. 6.4. It consists
of the NoC and the cores. The routing decisions of the NoC routers (µ0
... µN−1) are updated by the DP network and the DP network costs are
provided by the thermal sensor array. The sensor array counts (C0 ...
CN−1) are converted to the corresponding temperatures (T0 ... TN−1)
using the sensor model logic which uses the M9K memory blocks
[15] as lookup tables to implement the models for each sensor in the
sensor array.
In the experiments four synthetic traffic patterns are used to eval-
uate the proposed routing strategy. These are; Transpose1, Transpose2,
Hotspot, and Butterfly. Assuming i = 1...X and j = 1...Y, where X and
Y are the x and y dimensions of the NoC, respectively, these traffic
patterns are generated as follows: In the Transpose1 traffic, core(i, j)
sends packets to core(j, i). In Transpose2 traffic, core(i, j) sends packets
to core(X− i, Y − j). For Hotspot traffic, all tiles send data to the four
central cores. Finally, Butterfly traffic is generated by letting core(0, j)
send to core(X, Y − j).
For the four traffic patterns, the NF routing with DP thermal-aware
adaptive selection, which is denoted as DP in the following, is com-
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pared with conventional NF routing with buffer-level selection, de-
noted as BL in the following.
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of the FPGA implementation of the NoC thermal char-
acterization system used to obtain the experimental results. µi is
the routing decisions for node i, Ci is the count output for sensor
i, and Ti is the temperature output for sensor i.
6.5.1 Functional Verification Results
First, only the DPN is implemented in FPGA to verify its proper func-
tionality and to investigate its convergence. The implemented DPN
consists of a mesh of 64 DP units. The local costs are set randomly and
the DP unit outputs are read after every cycle. Fig. 6.5 illustrate the
convergence of the cost-to-go values of all the nodes for destination
20. It can be seen that, by cycle 9 (t=180ns assuming f=50MHz), the
DPN converges properly to the optimal cost values for this destination.
However, the DPN convergence timer is set to 14 cycles (280ns) since
this is the upper limit of convergence for this topology.
Another experiment is conducted to investigate the accuracy of
the thermal sensors and to decide on a suitable level of precision in
generating the lookup tables of the thermal models. Fig. 6.6 illustrates
sensor sampling counter output for a range of temperatures for a 13
inverting stage sensor implemented in FPGA. It is known that, due
to their oscillation behaviour, ROs are susceptible to various types of
noise that cause variations in propagation delay [180, 72]. However, it
can be seen that RO counts accumulate linearly as shown in Fig. 6.6.
Based on this, a linear model is adopted to generate the sensor models.
For each sensor, 32 counts in a temperature range of 25oC− 70oC are
generated and stored in the M9K memory of the FPGA chip to be used
as the lookup table for that sensor. This results in a precision of nearly
1.4oC for the sensors.
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Figure 6.5: Illustration of DPN cost-to-go convergence at different DPN cost
computation phases for destination 20.
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Figure 6.6: Illustration of sensor accuracy.
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(a) Temperature gradient created by a hotspot at the chip corner.
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(b) Percentage of traffic migrated by the DPN relative to BL routing.
Figure 6.7: Functional verification results: the DPN responds to a chip thermal
gradient by migrating traffic to the cooler region in the chip.
Next an experiment is performed to investigate the efficiency of the
proposed thermal-aware routing in migrating the traffic in response
to thermal gradients in the chip. Here the NoC, DPN and the sensors
are all implemented. To create a thermal gradient, a hotspot which
consists of 6000 toggling flip-flops is placed in the upper-left corner of
the chip. Activating this hotspot creates a significant thermal gradient.
The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 6.7.
Fig. 6.7a shows the steady state thermal gradient created by the
hotspot. Taking the BL routing as reference, the percentage of migrated
traffic for each of the 64 routers is shown in Fig. 6.7b. The traffic here
is Transpose1. A negative percentage indicates that traffic is migrated
from the router and a positive value indicates that traffic is migrated
to the router. It can be seen that the traffic is successfully migrated
from the hot region to the cool region and that the migration of traffic
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is fully modulated by temperature distribution. This indicates the
efficiency of the proposed thermal-adaptive routing in migrating the
communication load to cool regions in the chip in response to thermal
gradients.
6.5.2 Spatial Thermal Regulation Results
The thermal regulation capability of the DP routing is investigated
next. For the four traffic patterns, the DP routing is compared with BL
routing in terms of thermal regulation. Packet injection rate for each
traffic pattern is calibrated such that both routing techniques have the
same throughput for fair comparison.
Each traffic is left to run for 150 seconds, until chip temperature
is at equilibrium with ambient temperature. The steady-state spatial
thermal distributions for both BL and DP routings for the Transpose1
traffic are shown in Fig. 6.8. Also, Table 6.1 shows the maxima and
ranges of temperature for all the traffic patterns considered with both
types of routings.
It can be seen that the maximum chip temperature with the DP
case is reduced by up to 16.7% compared to BL. Moreover, the chip
spatial temperature range in the DP case is reduced by up to 51.7%
compared to the BL case. This clearly indicates that the DP creates a
more balanced thermal distribution in the chip, which removes ther-
mal hotspots and reduces both the peak and range of chip tempera-
tures. Balanced chip thermal distributions and lower peak temperature
would lead to higher reliability and lower power consumption of the
chip, since significant thermal gradients can lead to devices wearing
out faster and causes higher leakage. Chip performance would also be
improved since lower temperatures translate into lower CMOS delay.
However, in the following, other important advantage of the proposed
RTM is investigated which is slow chip heating and enabling the chip
to work longer under a thermal limit.
6.5.3 Temporal Thermal Regulation Results
The runtime balancing of chip temperature has another important
advantage in addition to reducing the steady-state peak and spatial
range of temperature. It also slows down chip heating. Fig. 6.9 plots
the maximum chip temperature for both buffer level selection routing
(BL) and the proposed DP routing against time for the Transpose1
traffic case. Also, columns 2 and 3 in Table 6.2 show the thermal time
constant (τ) of the chip for all the traffic patterns considered with
both DP and BL routings. The thermal time constant (τ) is obtained by
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Figure 6.8: Example illustrating the chip spatial temperature distributions
for Transpose1 traffic with both a) BL and b) DP routings.
Traffic
Routing
Improvement
BL DP
Max Rng Max Rng Max Rng
Transpose1 60.0o 3.1o 56.3o 1.5o 16.7% 51.7%
Transpose2 62.9o 4.5o 58.3o 2.2o 16.5% 53.3%
Hotspot 58.8o 3.2o 55.5o 2.1o 13.1% 34.4%
Butterfly 58.1o 2.8o 55.2o 1.5o 12.7% 46.4%
Table 6.1: Results for chip spatial temperature. Maximum and range of tem-
perature for both DP routing and BL routing with percentage im-
provement in both maximum and range of temperature for the
four traffic patterns considered . The improvement is computed
after subtracting the initial chip temperature.
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fitting the resultant temperature curves to a generic heating model in
the form:
T(t) = T0 +∆T × (1− e−tτ ) (6.3)
where T0 and Tf are the initial and final temperatures, respectively,
and ∆T = Tf − T0.
It can be seen from the second and third columns of Table 6.2 that τ
for the DP case is significantly higher than BL and is nearly double in
the case of Transpose1 traffic. This can be attributed to the fact that
the DP-driven routing, with global awareness of thermal distribution
on the chip, always tends to create a balanced thermal distribution in
the chip at runtime. This removes thermal hotspots, reducing both the
peak and range of chip temperature and slowing down chip heating.
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Figure 6.9: Chip heating versus time: maximum temperature for Transpose1
traffic with both BL routing and thermally adaptive DP routing.
Slower chip heating would enable the chip to work longer before it
reaches a thermal limit. In the case of reactive RTM, where throttling
is used to react to unacceptable chip heating, slower chip heating
postpones throttling and may alleviates it . In this scenario, the chip
can deliver higher performance. To illustrate this, the number of
delivered packets before the chip maximum temperature reaches a
thermal limit of 55oC is evaluated. The results are shown in Table 6.2.
It can be noticed that the delaying of thermal limit violation achieved
by the DP approach increases the number of packets delivered within
this limit by more than double for some types of traffic patterns.
6.5.4 Performance Evaluation
Fig. 6.10 compares the performance of the proposed routing strategy
(DP) and the buffer-level selection strategy (BL) in terms of average
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Traffic
τ (sec.) #pckts (×106) DP Imprvmnt
BL DP BL DP τ #pckts
Transpose1 7.9 15.9 838.6 1728.3 101% 106%
Transpose2 9.3 13.1 697.6 1204.6 41% 72%
Hotspot 11.5 15.8 499.2 999.2 46% 100%
Butterfly 11.8 16.5 952.0 1539.0 40% 62%
Table 6.2: Results of temporal thermal regulation: Thermal time constant,
τ, of chip heating and the number of packets delivered within
a thermal limit of 55oC for both DP and BL routings with the
percentage improvement of DP over BL.
network delay versus the PIR curves under the four traffic scenarios.
For the Transpose1 traffic (Fig. 6.10a), it can be seen that there is a slight
degradation in the performance of DP compared to BL. However, DP
routing does not cause a significant performance overhead compared
to the buffer-level selection strategy for most of the traffic scenarios,
and this overhead is barely noticeably for the Transpose2, Butterfly
and Hotspot traffic patterns.
Component LUTs Registers
NoC 96,768 83,648
DPN 205 844
Sensing 4,116 3,052
DPN overhead 0.2% 0.9%
Sensing overhead 4.0% 3.5%
Total overhead
4.2% 4.4%
(DP+sensing)
Table 6.3: FPGA implementation results: FPGA resource utilization of DPN and
thermal sensing with the percentage overhead relative to 64 core
NoC. Sensing hardware include RO sensors, sensor models and
lookup tables.
6.5.5 Hardware Evaluation
The results of the FPGA implementation of the proposed system are
shown in Table 6.3. This table shows the FPGA utilization results in
terms of both combinational logic (LUTs) and register utilizations of
each component in the implemented system. The ROs, sensor models
and lookup tables are considered to be part of the thermal sensing
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Figure 6.10: Performance curves in terms of delay versus packet injection
rate (PIR) for both DP and BL.
component. It can be seen that the total overhead of both the thermal
sensing and control is about 4%. It can also be noticed that the DP
network has a very low overhead compared to the NoC (less than 1%)
and the majority of the overhead is due to the sensing component.
It’s worth mentioning here that this implementation of the sensing
focused mainly on accuracy rather than minimizing the overhead.
Thus, it is believed that, with more effort, the sensing overhead can
also be reduced. Moreover, some current NoC prototypes (e.g. Intel’s
SCC [161]) have embedded thermal sensors that can be used with the
proposed technique without any thermal sensing overhead at all.
6.6 summary and conclusion
A thermal-adaptive routing design and implementation for NoCs is
presented in this chapter. A dynamic programming-based routing
control architecture is proposed. The DPN is used to update routing
decisions with awareness of intra-chip thermal variations. ROs are
used for temperature sensing to capture these variations. Many design
and implementation challenges associated with sensor accuracy and
precision, as well as DPN implementation, are addressed. The proposed
system is implemented and evaluated in FPGA. The results show that
the proposed routing responds efficiently to thermal variations in
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the chip and can significantly reduce peak chip temperatures and
spatial thermal gradients. The proposed routing strategy can also slow
down chip heating due to minimized hotspot formation and thermal
moderation. Moreover, low hardware and performance overheads are
introduced by the proposed routing. For future many core systems,
where the communication budget is subject to considerable increase,
the proposed technique would lead to higher chip reliability. Moreover,
it would improve performance when throttling is employed to react
to unacceptable thermal states.
7
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E W O R K
7.1 summary and conclusion
The shrinking of feature size is enabling the integration of higher num-
bers of cores in a chip, and silicon density is continuously increasing.
One consequence of this increasing density is a change in on-chip
system design from being computation centric to communication-
centric. NoCs are proposed to provide the scalability, reliability and
power efficiency needed for inter-chip communication in these high
density CMPs and MPSoCs. Another consequence of the higher scale of
integration is the increasing difficulty in ensuring the integrity of the
chip’s physical parameter due to higher power density and operating
frequencies as well as process variations. In particular, power and
thermal integrity, which are crucial for VLSI system reliability and
performance, are becoming increasingly difficult to guarantee due
to higher power density and operating frequencies which result in
increased temperature and greater voltage drops. As a result, address-
ing the power and thermal integrity challenges for future many-core
systems at one level of abstraction would not be sufficient to guarantee
physical parameter integrity. Design time and runtime strategies, at
various levels, may need to work together to provide this integrity in
large many-core systems. This thesis advocates strategies that work at
the level of the on-chip network, with its rising power budget, in order
to improve power and thermal integrity. This section summarizes the
study and presents its main conclusions.
Power integrity has become a critical concern with the rapid shrink-
ing of feature size and the ever-increasing power consumption associ-
ated with nanometre-scale integration. In particular, on-chip commu-
nication in NoC platforms dictates the power dissipation in and overall
performance of multi-core systems. These architectures require a dedi-
cated model for analysing intra-chip power supply variations, which
must embed distinctive communication characteristics and parameters.
This thesis studies power supply variations in NoC-based systems. A
dedicated model for determining on-chip VDD drops is proposed,
discussed and verified. Then, this model is used to investigate power
supply variations caused by various traffic patterns and routing algo-
rithms in NoCs. Moreover, the impact of the modelled VDD variations
and PSN on NoC links is investigated. This is conducted via a statistical
timing analysis of NoC links in the presence of PSN which lead to the
evaluation of the resulting timing violations and BERs. It has been ob-
served that unbalanced NoC workloads can be caused by unbalanced
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traffic patterns, routing algorithms or application mappings, and these
can cause significant intra-chip voltage variations. It has also been
observed that higher variations can also be reflected in higher rates
timing of violations and BERs.
It is concluded from these analyses of power supply variations
in NoCs that PSN strongly correlates with the spatial distribution of
activity densities. This thesis defines a metric for regional activity
density and studies the impact of various patterns of this metric on
PSN. Particular patterns of activity density are found to have higher
correlations with PSN. Thus, this thesis also proposes a new application
mapping strategy in NoCs that aims to create balanced activity across
the chip by employing a force-based optimization. Evaluation using
many real-application benchmarks shows a significant reduction in
PSN and resulting bit error rates, with negligible performance and
energy penalties. Moreover, it has been observed that the PSN reduction
achieved by the proposed mapping is consistent for smaller technology
nodes. The proposed mapping strategy would improve power integrity
and reliability in future large many-core systems.
Thermal integrity, on the other hand, is of concern with any VLSI
system. However, due to substantial silicon density, this challenge
is more prominent in 3D VLSI. Despite its numerous advantages, 3D
integration introduces serious thermal threats that may increase faults
and system failures. Particularly, in three-dimensional network-on-
chip (3D NoC) systems integration, without proper thermal dispersion,
could lead to ultra-high temperature hotspots, increasing soft errors
and the leakage of power and subsequently reduced device reliability
and lifespan. This thesis introduces an adaptive runtime strategy
to effectively optimize heat distribution in the 3D geometry. This
strategy employs the DPN to select and optimize the direction of
data manoeuvring. Existing 2D routing algorithms are extended to
3D and improved to increase path diversity. The proposed routing
strategy is compared with recent thermal optimization techniques.
The new approach is found to achieve better thermal moderation and
reliability, and higher throughput performance. It has been observed
that maximum temperature can be reduced by up to 18oC and that
temperature gradient, reflecting spatial variation, is reduced by more
than half compared to other methods. This thermal mitigation leads
to a 63% reliability improvement. Moreover, given a thermal limit, the
throughput is improved by more than 23%.
This thesis also presents a detailed design and hardware implemen-
tation of this dynamic thermal-adaptive routing strategy. The DPN
implements the adaptive routing control logic and ROs are used for
temperature sensing. Various implementation and design choices as-
sociated with the DPN and the sensors are presented. This includes
DPN convergence analysis. Also, sensor accuracy and precision issues,
such as isolating the IR drops and intra-chip process variations, are ad-
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dressed. Implementing the proposed routing strategy in FPGA shows
promising results in terms of functionality and thermal regulation
with a variety of traffic patterns. In terms of functionality, the pro-
posed scheme is shown to be highly flexible in manoeuvring packets
away from hot regions. A reduction of 16% in the maximum chip
temperature and a thermal gradient reduction of 51% compared with
performance-driven routing are observed. Another important advan-
tage of the proposed scheme is that it slows down chip heating. This
slower chip heating is shown to be reflected in up to 100% higher
performance when the chip works under a thermal limit.
7.2 future work
Many research directions can be followed based on the techniques,
algorithms and architectures propose in this thesis. Some recommen-
dations for extending the works in this thesis are presented in this
section.
The proposed mapping strategy can be extended by introducing
task dependency in the application model. The activity density and,
consequently, forces can be a function of time as well as space. Thus,
the activity density can be expressed as a function of time in addition
to region size. In this scenario, the proposed technique can be inte-
grated in a unified scheduling/mapping algorithm to achieve both
temporal and spatial activity density minimization. This problem will
be looked into in future developments of the proposed new mapping
strategy.
The thermal-adaptive strategy can be extended such that the ther-
mal dynamics of the application are considered. For instance, thermal
control cycles can be variable depending on the application’s thermal
dynamics. Also, various techniques can be explored for DPN implemen-
tation. For example, hierarchical DPN topologies can be implemented
and evaluated to reduce DPN convergence time. The runtime recon-
figurability of the DPN could be used, which mean that the DPN can
change the topology to adapt to dynamic task allocation at runtime
and power management techniques, such as power gating [197], or
dark silicon [69] in many-core NoC systems.
Moreover, other physical parameters can also be explored. One
important parameter is process variation which is exacerbated by
technology scaling and may cause significant deviations in post-silicon
chip performance compared to the original design. Thus, equipping
NoCs with static or dynamic adaptivity to these variations is a rich
area of research.
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A
T H E R M A L M AT E R I A L PA R A M E T E R S
Table A.1 gives the parameter settings of the die layers and IC package
layers used in Chapter 5 for thermal simulation. These parameters are
used with HotSpot thermal modelling tool for NoC dynamic thermal
simulation to compute the temperature distribution at different parts
in the chip.
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D E TA I L S O F P O W E R D E L I V E RY PA R A M E T E R S
A N D T E C H N O L O G Y S C A L I N G
b.1 setup
Table B.1 summarizes the experimental settings for power supply
noise computation in Chapter 4.
Table B.1: Experimental setup and parameters.
Parameter Setting
On-chip PDN granularity 5× 5 per NoC tile
Tile dimensions 2mm× 1.5mm
Tile Floorplan Intel’s TeraFlop [193]
Off-chip PDN parameters From Gupta et al [85]
On-chip PDN parameters From PTM [4]
NoC Topology Mesh
NoC Flit Size 39 bits
NoC Buffer Size 16 flits
NoC Packet Size 3 flits
VDD 1 v
Frequency 3 GHz
b.2 scaling parameters
Table B.1 summarizes the experimental settings for power supply
noise computation in Chapter 4.
Table B.2: Technology scaling factors for various parameters.
Technology generation
65 nm 45 nm 32 nm 22 nm 18 nm
VDD 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.6
Area 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.3
Frequency 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.7 2.1
Energy 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.7 2.4
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